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0.0 INTRODUCTION AND SU~lMARY 
The objectives of the follow-on study, NAS2-9277 are to refine the modi-
fied T-39 Sabreliner research and technology conceptual design for a 
truly low-cost aircraft; and to conduct sufficient design effort on 
power transmission and control systems to identify the technica'l risks, 
and to obtain a more detailed estimate of the design, fabrication, and 
testing costs. Primary emphasis of the study is on two full-mission 
modified T-39A aircraft. Component and system designs reflect the needs 
of the Research Technology Airplane (RTA), and not particularly the needs 
of an operationally oriented design. Technology Demonstrator design 
priorities are safety, program costs and mission performance. 
Areas of the propulsion and control systems identified as II risk ll items 
have been studied to a depth sufficient to determine that development 
can be accomplished within the program projected costs and schedules. 
The study includes three tasks: 
A) Task I is a refinement of the research and technology aircraft 
design for low cost and risk. 
B) Task II includes design details, analysis, and development methods and 
costs for the propulsion system components identified as critical 
items. 
C) Task III is an iteration of the Task I design, and a departure of 
the Task I design. Task III ;s accomplished to determine the de-
gradation in research and technology demonstration capability of 
an aircraft having a cost reduction of 20% over the Task I aircraft. 
The approach to Task I included: 
A) Design and fabrication of the technology aircraft shall follow the 
"experimental shop approach". 
B) Control systems will be designed with minimum sophistication, but 
will not compromise safety. Existing surfaces, cables, rods and 
control parts to be retained whenever possible and available off-the-
shelf hardware and software systems to be identified where possible. 
C) Development testing to be lumped into a single static test rig cap-
able of qual ifying all propulsion, mechanical interconnect )fl ight 
1 
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control and interface systems prior to flight test. 
D) Two and three engine configurations driving three fans to be examined 
with the intent of producing a cost effective design. Thrust and 
weight margins, performance, mechanical interconnect simplicity and engine 
availability are all factors in the propulsion assessment. 
E) Maximum use of the existing airframe to be a primary design requirement. 
Areas of major modification to be identified early in the study to allow 
enough time to properly evaluate the impact of these changes on the re-
maining structure. 
F) A minimum avionics suite to be selected, using as many of the existing 
components as practicable. Additional systems being those associated 
with the V/STOL flight mode. 
G) A number of egress systems have been identified as potentially satis-
factory for the demonstrator airplane. Of these, only one system was 
believed capable of safely ejecting pilot and co-pilot over any part 
of the flight regime with minimum qualification. 
H) Extensive analysis of control power requirements over a variety of flight 
situations was completed to determine a fan beta stop as a method of 
simplifying and therefore reducing the cost of the fan control limiting 
system to protect the drive train components from overload. 
Under Task II, detail design and analysis of components of the power trans-
mission system considered to have "risk" were completed. The T-box, drop 
box, engagement clutch, and the gearbox cooling system were studied in 
detail. Results and conclusions were formulated and appear in the text of 
this report. 
In conclusion, the Task I design, Model l04l-l35-2A demonstrator airplane 
will provide a suitable lift/cruise fan V/STOL test bed, and will meet or 
exceed the design guidelines as written or implied in the work statement. 
The mechanical' i,nterconnect system as design is completely within the state-
of-art, parallels helicopter mechanical interconnect design, and will easily 
allow for engine-out flight in all modes. 
2 
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0.1 CONTEXT OF THE STUDY 
The work reported herein is a follow-on to a Design Definition Study of a 
Lift/Cruise Fan/Technology V/STOL Airplane - Summary, NASA CR-137749, 
August 15, 1975, Contract NAS£-6563. 
Other currently funded studies providing design basis and definition in-
formation in support of this study are: 
o Large Scale Variable Pitch Lift/Cruise Fan Tests for the 40 x 80 
Foot Wind Tunnel, RFP 2-25950 (FVF) dated 31 October 1975. 
Contract Number NAS2-92l5. 
o Design and Fabrication of a Lift/Cruise Fan V/STOL Model for Wind 
Tunnel Test, RFP 2-25781 (FVF): Contract Number NAS2-9178 dated 
July 11, 1975. 
o Preliminary Design of the Flight Control System fO\~ Boeing V/STOL 
Technology Demonstrator Airplane, RFP 2-26234, Contract Number NAS2-9177. 
0.2 DEMONSTRATOR OBJECTIVES 
This demonstrator is designed to permit evaluation of total airplane con-
figuration concept, the basic propulsion concept and how all of the re-
quisite elements function as a unit. 
Objectives include: 
o Definitive operating techniques for V/STOL aircraft - to include 
practical take-off and approach corridors 
o Use of integrated propulsion/aerodynamic flight control system 
o F1y-by~wire flight control system for the VTO and STOL modes 
o Use of variable pitch fans for hover control 
o The ability to perform conventional maneuvers and meet specified VTOL 
and STOL and CTOL Test missions 
o Demonstration of the high speed mechanical drive system including 
engagement clutch, 'T' box, drop box and shaft interconnect system 
3 
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Factors for evaluation will include: (Relative to Operational Airplane) 
o Fan pressure ratio simulation 
o Thrust-to-weight margins 
o Control System Capability 
o Handling Qualities 
o Pilot workload 
o Possible use of advanced system (i.e .• STOLAND) 
o Operational considerations: (i.e. shipboard compatibility as a 
demons tra tor) 
o Induced Aerodynamic Effects 
I -
i 
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1.0 TASK 1 - MODIFIED T-39 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REFINEMENT 
In 1975, under contract NAS2-6563, a baseline modified T-39, Model 1041-
135-2 was defined. A general description of the necessary changes to 
propulsion, structures, flight control systems, etc., was written. Pre-
liminary weights and performance were calculated. 
The modifications identified at that time included: a new nose to ac-
commodate the lift fan installation; new vertical and horizontal tails; 
canopy replaced with a lightweight enclosure fixed in place; adaption 
of the existing mechanical flight control system; increased flap deflec-
tion for rotating lift/cruise fan propulsion pod clearance, a new hy-
draulic system; a landing gear system utilizing modified existing main 
gear with a new nose gear installation, and a new propulsion system con-
sisting of two engines driving three fans (2 lift/cruise and 1 lift) 
through a mechanically interconnected drive system. 
The two turboshaft engines were identified as Allison T-70l l s using 
water injection, a contingency rating, and incorporating minor turbine 
changes to achieve suitable single engine emergency performance. 
The operating weight of the modified T-39A, Model 1041-135-2 was esti-
mated in 1975 to be 17,100 pounds resulting in a net weight increase to 
the T-39A o~erating weight of 7300 lbs. 
1.1 DESbRIPTION -OF ~1ODEL 104l-l35-2R 
In order to proceed with the Conceptual Design Refinement Study of 1976, 
Contract NAS2-9277, an update of the Model 1041-132-2 design was neces-
sary. This necessity was primarily the result of two causes: 
a) Additional detailed design data on ~he T-39A being made available 
to assess more precisely the extent of structural modifications 
necessary. 
b) Weight growth resulting from a more detailed assessment of structural 
changes, including the need for an alternate landing gear due to the 
higher operating weights; and the introduction of "contingency weight" 
- that being an allowance for "probable" weight growth of the system. 
This newly defined modification of the T-39A, with its improved structural 
change definition, and updated weight statement,warranted a new model 
5 
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number. Subsequently, Model 1041-135-2R (Revised) was chosen to design-
ate the new baseline, two engine-three fan modified T-39A from \'Jhich to 
begi n Task 1. 
The -2R operating weight was calculated to be 19530 lbs., or 2430 lb. 
heavier than that for the 1041-135-2 model. 
1.2 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 1041-135-2A 
Propulsion performance calculated for the Model l04l-135-2R showed that 
engi ne out thrus t-to-wei ght margi ns for a two engi ne T -39 V ISTOL demon-
strator were unacceptable for the predicted operating weight. A third 
Allison XT-701 engine was then added to the baseline Mode1-l35-2R, re-
sulting in the three engine, three fan Model 104l-l35-2A. 
The third engine ;s installed inside the fuselage and aft of the center 
wing section. Additional major modifications to the -2R, as a result of 
the third engine, included: 
a) addition of a drop box. (helical gear)' and drive shaft connecting 
the th i rd engi ne to the dri ve sys tern drop box. 
b) addition of all subsystems pertinent to the third engine (i,e., fuel, 
control, mounting; etc.). 
c) addition of fuselage inlet and exhaust ducting. 
A three-view of Model 1041-l35-2A is shown in Figure 1.2-1. The configu-
ration retains as much of the basic T-39A structure as possible. Some 
qreas are strengthened locally while other areas are of completely new 
design .. The propulsion system, nose section" hor; zontal tail center 
section, and vertical fin fall into the latter category. 
Landing gear, flight deck canopy, and wing are modified or exchanged for 
a suitable alternative as required. Specifically, the landing gear is 
changed to incorporate a modified A-4 system; a portion of the flight 
deck canopy structure is changed to allow for installation of a frangible 
section allowing for crew egress; and the wing tips are cropped 22 Inches. 
making the wing suitable for loads at the higher weights. The operating 
weight of the -2A configuration is calculated to be 21600 lbs., or 2070 
lbs. heavier than the 2R baseline. 
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The resulting modified T-39 V/STOL demonstrator airplane, Model 1041-
135-2A, is a low wing, high T-tail configuration. Two aft body mounted 
lift/cruise fans and one nose lift fan driven by three turboshaft engines 
power the airplane. The two lift/cruise fans are capable of pivoting 
through an angle of 100 0 about a common axis perpendicular to their thrust 
centerlines. Two of the three engines are mounted inline and aft of each 
of the lift/cruise fans. Each of these engines is supercharged by the 
efflux of the fan immediately ahead of it. The third engine, interbody 
mounted, remains unsupercharged. 
A mechanically interconnected system of shafting, gearboxes and clutches 
permit engine-out operation and provide means of control power transfer 
in the VTOL mode. 
1.3 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 1041-135-2B 
An effort was made during Task I to determi ne the feasibil ity of an al-
ternate third engine. The engine selected for comparison was the T-56 
A-14 producing approximately 4500 SHP. The label identifying this 3 
engine T-39 V/STOL derivative is Model 1041-135-2B. The installation 
of the single spool T-59 is similar to the third engine XT-701 instal-
lation in the -135-2A. 
Possible cost reduction, slightly higher operating weight and the fact 
that the T-56, like th~ XT-70l's, is an Allison engine were all reasons 
for addressing, to some degree, this derivative. The operating weight 
of this configuration was calculated to be 21810 lbs.,up 210 lbs. from 
the -2A. 
~.4 CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS 
The three designs, Models 1041-135-2R, -2A, and 2B are all basically 
the same airplane. Variations in propulsion system and propulsion sys-
tem.interface equipment make up the physical differences. Impacts of 
these differences are felt on: 
o Installed static thrust/weight margins for VTO performance 
o RTA mission performance 
o Program risk 
o Program cos ts 
8 
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Figure 1.4-1 illustrates these impacts on the three designs. The weight 
ranges between minimum and maximum hover weights allude to the built in 
weight growth allowance or lack of it for each of the designs. Where no 
growth allowance is present, the airplane \'JOuld have to be restricted 
from flight in a IIdead man zone ll • 
1.5 INTERNAL ARRANGEMENT AND MODIFICATIONS 
The inboard profile, Figure 1.5-1, shows airframe and landing gear modi-
fications and drive train additions required to modify the T-39A to a 
Technology Demonstrator non-press uri zed Lift/Cruise Fan Ai rpl ane. 
1.5.1 Significant Airframe Modifications 
The nose contour forward of the cockpit is extended and re-faired to 
enclose a lift fan duct unit including high speed duct closure panels 
and duct support structure without alteration of the T-39A windshield, 
see Figure 1.5-2. Control sticks replacing T-39A control yokes are shown. 
L~ft and right frangible cockpit covers replace T-39A overhead cockpit 
structure and the upper portion of the bulkhead il111lediately aft of the 
cockpit is sloped aft to provide for the ejection system. The T-39A 
nose gear support beams are modified to support the higher energy cap-
acity nose gear, lift fan drive shaft bearing supports, drive shaft cover 
and new nose gear closure doors. Fiberglass fairing will be attached 
to the body skin to fair the new nose section into the body aheari of the 
entrance door. Space for payload i s reservf~d ins i de the body aft of 
the cockpit to the wing front spar attachment bulkhead. Speed brakes 
are removed and replaced by structural skin panels. Support provisions 
for the centrally located unitized drop bo;<, lift fan engagement clutch, 
alternator transmission heat exchanger and blower, and the third engine 
overrun clutch truss are added at the wing rear spar support frame, and 
at the frame immediately aft of the wheel well. Third engine inlet ducts 
are· faired into each side of the midbody and connect to a plenum at the 
face of the engi ne. 
A notch in the upper body contour with local longer-on re-routing is for 
installation of the integrated left. and right power pods, and box beam 
interconnect structure which houses the ITI gear box, pod support bearings 
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and pod harmonic drive system. The body tqrque box structure is com-
pleted by a removable "V" brace above the interconnect box. It pro-
vides a transverse shear and longitudinal axial load path across the 
notch replacing the original upper skin panel (Figure 1.5-3). An addi-
tional frame forward of the pod interconnect box structure is added to 
assist in transferring vertical pod loads into the body structure. The 
T-39A rear fustlage access door opening, between the lower longerons, 
is lengthened forward and aft to permit hoisting of the engine into 
the body. Cabin air is exhausted through an eductor duct enclosing the 
engine exhaust duct. A partial bulkhead is pdded to the base of the fin 
to provide a torsion and bending load path from the fin front spar into 
the body skin. The fin front spar has a transverse bending tie in place 
of the single pin tie on the T-39A. Appreciable re-skinning of the body 
at the base of the fin to accommodate increased loads from the ITI tail 
configuration is contemplated. 
The fin structure is new. It has a front spar and removable leading 
edge skin panel to provide for access and installation of the horizontal 
stabilizer power control system. A machined upper rib including stabi-
lizer surface hinge fittings for the stabilizer actuators are enclosed 
in a surface intersection fairing at the top of the fin. Fairing is to 
be functional over normal stabilizer high speed throw angles used for 
control, but not over full trim range required for V/STOL. 
The horizontal, stabilizer is of the slab type with annhedral to minimize 
flutter structural penalties. Flight control requirements do not indic-
ate the need for an elevator at this stage in the design cycle. Should 
subsequent analysis, wind tunnel testlng, or simulation evaluation show 
a desirability for additional control power, it will be provided. 
The rudder and tail cone are T-39A components with closure skin added 
over the tail cone openings provided on the T-39 for the horizontal 
stabilizer carry through structure. 
1.5.2 Wing Modifications 
Wing modification consists of a wing root trailing edge fillet of suf-
ficient depth to include the main landing gear support auxOiary beam 
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and a small hinged panel in the flap that can be deflected to avoid fan 
flow impingement in the VTOL mode. Fittings on the wing rear spar at 
juncture with the auxiliary beam are required. The high lift system 
consists of the existing leading edge slat installation with slight 
tailoring of the outboard segment to accomodate a wing tip cut-off, 
existing inboard flaps, and droop of the existing aileron installation 
to a maximum 30 degree droop setting. 
1.5.3 Landing Gear Modifications 
The tri-cycle landing gear is composed largely of A-4 gear components. 
A-4 nose and main gear shock struts and rolling gear are used. The nose 
gear new drag links straddle the drive shaft in gear-up position. The 
A-4 nose gear telescopic links are shortened to suit required gear geo-
metry. The main landing gear legs are composed of A-4 shock struts in 
new design jackets for lateral retraction supported at their lower end 
by a folding V-brace which carries gear drag and side loads from the 
lower end of the jacket to the wing rear spar and the auxiliary trans-
verse beam. 
1.5.4 Drop Box Arrangement 
Parallel power train shafting is shown in Figure 1.5-3 to provide for 
use of spur gears at the drop box which permit low shafting location 
through the cockpit and bring the third engine into the power train 
through an HLH overrun clutch mounted on the aft face of the box. The 
lift fan engagement clutch is mounted on the front face of the box as 
are the lubrication cooler/blower unit for the clutches, gear boxes, and 
alternators. Common shaft segments are interconnected by flexible 
couplings located adjacent to shaft bearing supports to allow for air-
frame structural deflection. 
1.5.5 Fuselage Engine Installation 
The third engine ;s completely enclosed by a protective fire-wall. The 
engine exhaust duct is shrouded by a fire resistant eductor duct. 
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1 . 6 STRUCTURES 
1.6.1 Structural Capabilities of the T-39 Sabreliner 
No technical documentation on the'T-39 was available to The Boeing Com-
pany during this contract, so the available strength of the airframe had 
to be deduced from published flight restrictions in Sabreliner specifica-
tions, the T-39A F1ight Manual, and a detail weight statement, One of 
the largest unknowns was the strength margin above design load built in 
due to other considerations, such as fatigue or ease of manufacture. 
This information would normally be found in the Strength Summary and 
Operating Restrictions Report. 
1.6.1.1 T-39A Structural Design Criteria .. A summary of the T-39A struc-
tural design criteria is found in Table 1.6-J. There appear to be ~everal 
variants of the airplane with gross weights up to 18,650 1bs. and the 
T-39A Flight Manual quotes a maximum zero fuel weight of 11.675 lbs; but 
the numbers in Table 1.6-1 appear to be representative of the T-39A. 
TABLE 1.6-T 
T -39A STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
o Structural design meets FAR Part 25 
o Design weights -
Maximum Design Weight = 17,760 lbs. 
Design Flight Weight = 16,527 lbs. 
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight = 10,896 lbs. 
o Design Load Factors 
+4g to -lg at Design Flight Weight 
o Design speeds 
Limit Speed/Mach = 450 KEAS/.85 
Operating Speed/Mach = 350 KEAS/.80 
o Design Gust Velocity = 50 ft./sec. at operating speed 
o Design Sink Speed = 10 ft./sec. at maximum design weight 
1.6.1.2 Design Wing Loads. A wing load survey was conducted to establish 
a wing strength level. The most likely critical conditions used in the 
survey are shown in Table 1.6-2. The survey used the Boeing computer 
program ORACLE. This program sizes a stress-designed wing structure 
.. 
• 
\ , 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
TABLE 1.6- 2 
uBSIUN CONDITIONS FOR T-39A WING LOAD SURVEY 
WEIGHTS 
1 • 16527 L.bs.· 
2. 10896 Lbs. 
MANEUVER LOAD FACTORS 
c.g. at 17.5% C 
c.g. at 17.5% C 
n
z 
= +4.0 and -1.0 
SPEEDS 
1. Stall speed (CLmax = 1.0) 
2. Limit speed 
ALTITUDES 
1. Sea Level 
2. 20,000 Ft. 
GUST COND !TION· 
50 ft./sec. equivalent gust velocity 
350 knots equivalent airspeed 
Mach = .8 
Altitude = 21,100 ft. 
lANDING 
10 ft./sec. 
Spin-up and spring-back. 
17 
full wing fuel 
zero wing fuel 
! 
which is compatible with the aeroelastic loading. Wing box geometry and 
material allowable stresses are input to the program. The aeroelastic 
solution is that of NASA TN 3030 using a rigid aerodynamic loading from 
the Kuchemann semi-empirical lifting surface theory. No body or nacelle 
interference effects were used. The weight analysis of the detail weight 
statement indicates that the T-39 has a loss of lift at the wing root due 
to the presence of the engine nacelles which results in increased root 
bending moments. This effect was ignored for both the basic T-39A and 
the demonstrator-where the effect may be even greater due to the larger 
nacelles. Aerodynamic interactions such as these necessitate pressure 
model data be made available for predicting final demonstrator loads. 
Conventional monocoque theory is used to predict the winq box stresses 
and size the bending and shear material. The survey indicated that the 
wing is designed by a 50 ft./sec. gust at 350 knots at 21,000 ft. The 
center of gravity load factor is 5.011 with zero wing fuel. The resulting 
wing loads are shown in Figure 1.6-1. 
1.6.1.3 Design Body Loads. A load survey was carried out on the body 
to establish the probable design loads using the Boeing computer program 
BODYEMP. This is similar to ORACLE in that it will size the structure of 
both the body and empennage. Empennage load distributions are calculated 
using a full three-dimensional vortex representation of the vertical and 
horizontal tails. Conditions included in the survey are listed in Table 
1. 6- 3. 
The maximum vertical bending loads occur during the upgust and are shown 
in Figure 1.6- 2. Maximum aft body torsion occurs during a lateral gust. 
1.6.1.4 Design Empennage Loads. Without wind tunnel data on such a com-
plex aerodynamic shape as the T-39A, it is not possible to calculate tail 
loads. Estimated tail loads are given and used in Paragraph 1.6.5. 
1.6.2 Demonstrator Design Criteria 
Structural design criteria have been developed for the- V/STOL demonstra-
tor in sufficient depth for evaluation of the T-39A demonstrator. The 
criteria permit evaluation of the airframe weight and structural flexi-
bility. More detailed criteria must be developed in the preliminary 
18 
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design phase and several outstanding requirements resolved. Two of these 
concern landing. First, the short landing and conventional landing im-
pact conditions must be defined~so that spin-up and spring-back condi-
tions can be evaluated. Second, drift landing conditions, both for verti-
cal and short landings, must be defined. Suggested criteria are found in 
Reference 3 which;s sti"ll the most comprehensive study of V/STOL 
landing criteria. 
1.6.2.1 Basic Structural Philosophy. The demonstrator modifications 
will be strength checked to ultimate loads which are 1.5 times limit loads 
predicted from the design criteria. This applies to structure which has 
demonstrated a strength level in previous static tests. New structure 
will be designed to an additional l5~~ margin. A Safety Review Board will 
convene to ascertain design suitability for airworthiness. This approach 
was used successfully on the Buffalo modification and is being used on 
QSRA. 
TABLE 1.6- 3, 
DESIGN CONDITIONS FOR T-39A BODY LOAD SURVEY 
Upgust 
Downgust 
2g Taxi 
n = 5.011 z 
n = -1.858 z 
3 Point Braked Roll 
Lateral Gust (Ude = 50 ft~/sec.) 
M = .8 at 21,100 ft. 
1.6.2.2 Flight Criteria. Maneuver and gust requirements are sUlTiTlarized 
in Table 1.6.4. The speed/altitude envelope is found in Figure. t.13-1. 
A 20~ flutter margin above limit speed will be used. Flight flutter 
tests will demonstrate positive damping out to limit speed. 
1.6.2.3 Ground Criteria. 
Ground operation criteria 
ANC-2 and currently found 
Landing criteria are sunmarized in Table 1.6-5. 
follow'the requirements first promulgated in 
;n mL-A-8863A. 
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It can be seen from Table 1.6-5 that the STOl landing could be more severe 
than VTOl because the STOl mission requires more fuel for the 11 circuits 
than the VTOl S circuit mission, and the gear is subject to spin-up and 
spring-back loads not present in vertical landings. This is discussed 
further in Paragraph 1.6.6. 
TABLE 1.6- 4 
FLIGHT DESIGN CRITERIA FOR T-39A DEMONSTRATOR 
limit load Factor = 2.S to -1.0 at Flight Design Weight 
Fli ght Des i gn ~Jei ght = 26410 1 bs. 
(Includes payload, crew, 60% STOl and fuel) 
limit load Factor = 2.0 to -1.0 at Maximum Design Weight 
Maximum Design Weight = 30190 1bs. 
(Includes payload, crew, full fuel) 
Design Gust Velocity = SO ft./sec. (EAS) at Cruise 
Speed (VH) 
1.6.3 Demonstrator loads 
1.6.3.1 Wing loads. A load survey was conducted to establish the maxi-
mum loads resulting from the above criteria. Conditions considered are 
given in Table 1.6- 6. The aeroelastic loadings were based on the stiff-
ness given by the load survey on the basic T-39A. The critical condition 
proved to be a 2.Sg maneuver with zero wing fuel. The resulting loads 
are found in Figure 1.6-4. Gust loads are of similar magnitude and are 
not so critical as for the T-39A because of the reduced cruise speed and 
Mach number. This situation could change'when T-39A wind tunnel data 
becomes available since the present study is based on the Prandtl-Glauert 
'compressibility correction. 
A comparison of figures 1.6-1 and 1.6- 4 shows a 28% increase in wing root 
bending moment for the demonstrator. Required reinforcements are dis-
cussed in Paragraph 1.6.4, but an alternate solution would be to reduce 
the wing span so that adequate bending strength would be available in the 
T-39A structure. Wing loads were, therefore, calculated on the T-39A 
wing with two feet and four feet removed from each wing tip. From this, 
23 
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TABLE 1.6- 5 
GROUND DESIGN CRITERION FOR T-39A DEMONSTRATOR 
Vertical Landing - Translation Velocity TBD. 
Sinking Speed = 12 ft./sec. at Design Vertical Landing 
Weight. 
Design Vertical Landing Weight = 2'5500 Lbs. 
(Includes payload, crew, VTOL mission fuel less one takeoff) 
Sinking Speed = 8 ft./sec. at Maximum Vertical Landing Weight 
Maximum Vertical landing Weight = 29840 lbs. 
short Landing - Translational _veloc.it,y TSD 
Sinking Speed = 12 ft./sec. at Design STOL landing Weight 
Design STOL Landing Weight = 27650 Lbs. 
(Includes payload, crew, STOL mission fuel less one takeoff) 
Conventional Landing - Forward Velocity = 1.3 VSPA (VSPA is the stall speed in the powered-approach configuration. 
Sinking Speed = 10 ft./sec. at Design CTOL Landing Weight 
Design CTOL Landing Weight = 26536 lbs. 
(Includes payload, crew, 40% internal fuel) 
Sinking Speed = 6 ft./sec. at Maximum CrOL Landing Weight 
Maximum CTOL Landing Weight = 29840 Lbs. 
(Maximum Design Weight less fuel used in one takeoff & 
circuit. ) 
24 
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TABLE 1.6- 5 
WING DESIGN CONDITIONS CONSIDERED FOR THE T-39A 
DEMONSTRATOR 
WEIGHTS 
1. Flight Design Weight = 26410 Lbs. 
2. Zero Fuel Weight = 24100 Lbs. 
MANEUVER LOAD FACTORS 
n
z 
= 2.5 and -1.0. 
SPEEDS 
1. Stall Speed (CLmax = 1.0) 
2. Limit Speed 
ALTITUDES 
1. Sea Level 
2. 20;000 Ft. 
GUST CONDITION 
50 ft./sec. equivalent gust velocity 
300 knots equivalent airspeed 
Mach = .7 
Altitude = 22,100 ft. 
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the maximum allowable zero fuel weight at which a 2.5g maneuver could be 
performed without exceeding the T-39A wing root bending strength was 
computed. The results are shown in Figure 1.6-5. 
1.6.3.2 Body Loads. Body load survey condit'ions are presented in Table 
1.6- 7. Critical vertical bending loads still occur during gust en-
counter and are shown in Figure 1.6-6. It should be noted that the 15 
ft./sec. landing conditions are lower than the gust loads provided that 
th~ lift fans are still maintaining the 19 upward force. The impact of 
these loads on the body structure is discussed in Paragraph 1.6.4. The 
aft body torsion due to fin gust is increased by 157% in spite of the 
reduced cruise speed since the induced rolling moment on the horizontal 
tail is additive to the fin torsion when a T-tail configuration is used. 
TABLE 1.6-'1 
BODY DESIGN CONDITIONS CONSIDERED FOR THE T -39A DEt10NSTRATOR 
Upgust . nz = 2.61 
Negative Maneuver nz = -1.0 
Landing Impact 2 point n 
·z 
= 
Landing Impact 3 point n = z 
2g Taxi 
3 Point Braked Roll 
Unsymmetrical Braking 
lateral Gust (Ude = 50 ft./sec.) 
M = .7 at 10,000 ft. 
2.9* 
2.9* 
* Additional conditions run at 4.0g to simulate 15 
ft./sec. landing. 
1.6.4 Structural Modifications 
1.6.4.1 Wing Structural Description. The wing i~ a full-cantilever, 
semi-monocoque, structure tapering i.n planform and depth. The primary 
structure is a single cell box beam which forms integral fuel tanks. The 
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upper and lower skin panels are integrally tab stiffened panels machined 
from an aluminum plate. The spars are a combination of forgings and 
machined plate. The structural capability of the wing \'Jas determined by 
using the 1I0RACLE II computer program. 
1.6.4.2 Wing Modification Alternatives. The increased gross weight of 
the V/STOL demonstrator necessitates changes to the wing or to the flight 
envelope. The following alternatives were studies: 
A) Wing structural reinforcement to meet the increased flight loads 
(Figure 1.6-1) 
B) Reduce wing area and span by cutting off wing tips 
C) Placard the maneuver load factor and the cruise speed 
1.6.4.2.1 Reinforcement Method. A study was made to determine the fea-
sibility of reinforcing the \'.Jing primary structure to carry the increased 
bending moments, shears, and torsions. The increased bending moment 
could be accommodated by an external strap at one or both of the spar 
locations. However, at the wing root, a more difficult modification is 
necessary at the terminal fittings. The increased shear and torsion also 
requires increased spar gages. Generally, this approach, of structural 
modification, appears to be difficult and necessitates the tear-down of 
the wing primary structural box. 
1.6.4.2.2 Tip Removal Method. By removing a portion of the wing tips, 
the wing loads are reduced. Figure 1.6-4 shows a plot of the length cut 
off the tip versus the allowable gross weight assuming a 2.5g (limit) 
maneuver load factor. The plot shows approximately 2Z inches off each 
tip result in wing loads not exceeding the structural capability. This 
alternative may require modification of the wing aileron. 
1.6.4.2.3 Placards Method. Two approaches to flight placards were 
studied. First, by reducing the maneuver load factor to 2.0g (limit) the 
gross weight could be increased to 25,394 pounds. However, at the higher 
gross weights, the airplane will become gust critical and may have to be 
limited in cruise speed or restricted to flying in smooth air. Retaining 
the 50 ft./sec. gust capability would require restricting the cruise 
speed to 185 knots at a zero fuel weight of 25,000 pounds. 
30 
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1.6.4.3 Fuselage Structural Description. The body is a four longeron 
type structure using chern-milled skins stiffened by frames at 8 - 11 inch 
spacing. Bulkheads are located forward of the crew compartment, forward 
and aft of the main ent)~ door, at the wing front and rear spar locations, 
at the aft pressure bulkhead (also supports the engine) and in the aft 
fuselage section, supporting the vertical and horizontal stabilizers. 
1.6.4.3.1 Fuselage Modification. Incorporating the engine installation, 
the forward fan, and the backup structure necessary for the vertical tail 
will require significant body structural modifications. In addition, the 
body loads shown in Figure 1.6-2 have increased. Additional strength 
will be incorporated into the modified areas as a result of the redesign. 
In the body sections that can be salvaged, the increased bending moments 
will be taken by using external longerons back-to-back with the existing 
longerons. The shear and torsion load increases will be handled by skin 
age increases, as required. Since body pressurization is no longer a 
requirement, excess shear ~aterial is available which may take the in-
creased loads. Without a detailed structural analysis of these body 
sections, skin gage specifications cannot be made at this time. 
1.6.4.4 Empennage Structural Description. The T-39 empennage consists of 
a vertical tail and low horizontal tail, both mounted off the aft body. 
The primary structure of the vertical tail is a single cell torque box. 
The two-span structure has moment continuity at the rear spar and a shear 
correction at the front spar. The side skins are lightly loaded. 
1.6.4.4.1 Empennage Modification. The horizontal tail has been relocated 
to the top of the vertical tail on the T-39 V/STOL demonstrator to avoid 
interference with the aft lift fans. This T-tail configuration results in 
significantly higher l~ads in the vertical tail structure. Several design 
modifications have been investigated to accommodate the required struc-
tural reinforcement. 
A finite element structural model of the vertical tail primary structure 
was prepared. The model was used to determine the distribution of reac-
tions at the front and rear spars as~uming various boundary conditions 
{Case I, moment capability - front spar and rear spar; Case II, moment 
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capabil ity - rear spar only, shear capability - front spar only; and Case 
Ill, moment capability - front spar, shear capability - rear spar). The 
results of this analysis are presented in Tables 1.6-8 and Figures 1.6-
7, 8 and 9· With these results, and using the root bending moment 
IJn the basic T-39 as the structural capability, one can conclude that 
~ases I or III above will not require modification of the rear spar to 
body bulkhead attachment. Ilowever, Case III does show high reactions 
and does not use the existing structural capability of the aft body be-
tween B.S. 412 and 457.4. Therefore, it is recommended to provide moment 
continuity at both the front and rear spars, and to provide reinforcement 
to tne present T-39 inspar structure. 
1.6.4.5 Landing Gear Modi~ication Description. The demonstrator \'Ii11 
not use the T-39A gear. A longer stroke gear from the A-4E is proposed 
to absorbe the increased sink rate at higher gross weights. The T-39 gear 
attachment points cannot be used since larger wheel wells are needed for 
the longer gears. Lacking drop test data on either gear. a qualitative 
assessment of the practicality of the substitution was made to determine 
sui ta b i 1 Hy. 
1.6.4.5.1 Landing Gear Structural Description. A preliminary evaluation 
was made of the landing geal' system for the Model l04l-l35-2A. The con-
clusions were that the A-4 Nose and Main Landing Gears provide major com-
ponents for a gear of adequJte length and stroke for providing Power Pod 
ground clearance and a sink rate of 12 ft./sec. without undue beef-up of 
the basic T-39 airframe. 
The proposed nose gear conslsts ot A-4 nose gear fork, wheel, axle, tire, 
shimmy damper or steering cyl inder and, s~ock strut with meteri,ng pin 
modification mounted in reinforced existing T-:9 n?~e gear support beams. 
Aft retraction is to be accompl ished by knuckled dl'ag braCing struts 
which straddle the front fan drive shaft when retracted. A modified 
length A-4 gear telescoping link is to be included to reduce gear length 
in the retracted position, thus minimizing airframe modification. 
The pr'oposed main landing gear concept consists of the A-4 wheel, tire, 
tube, brake, and shock strut assembly vJith modified metering pin, in-
stalled in a new design IIsupport jacket. 11 The A-4 gear swiveling 
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NODE NO. 
1 
101 
3 
103 
1 
3 
103 
1 
101 
3 
i F.S. 
Nodes (1) 
& (101) 
• 
REACTIONS - VERTICAL TAIL SAMEC~MODEL 
(T -3'1, Modified) 
POSITION RX RV 
F.S. - Right Side 36726 -2449 
F.S. - Left Side -45096 -3227 
R.S. - R.S. 5694 1811 
R.S. - L.S. 3309 3865 
F.S. - CTR - 6890 - 951 
R.S. - R.S. 22466 - 577 
R.S. - L.S. -11942 1528 
F.S. - R.S. 53968 -3629 
F.S. - L.S. -61832 -4504 
R.S. - CTR 11497 8133 
CASE I 
-
CASE II -
CASE II I -
i· R.S• 
~Nodes (3).& (103) 
-------' ,. .. RX 
t 
RZ 
Table 1.6-8 
RZ 
51264 
-62060 CASE I 
48758 
- 7689 
-10659 
112907 CASE II 
-71975 
76077 
-86649 CASE I II 
40845 
F.S. & R.S. 
- Fixed 
F.S. - Pinned 
R.S. - Fixed 
F.S. 
-
Fixed 
R.S. - Pinned 
* structural Analysis Method for Evaluation of Complex Structures 
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Tab 1 e 1. 6-8 Conti nued 
REACTION MOMENTS 
MX = (Depth/2) (R + R ) 
Z(l) Z(101) 
MZ = (Depth/2) (R + R ) X(l) X(lOl) 
CASE LOCATION DEPTH/2 MX {In .-Lb. ) 
I F.S 3.8 430631 } 628195 
I R.S. 3.5 197564 
II R.S. 3.5 647087 
III F.S. 3.8 618359 
~ 
CASE LOCATION DEPTH/2 Mz(in.-Lb. ) 
I F.S. 3.8 310924 
I R.S. 3.5 -31510 
II R.S. 3.5 120428 
III F.S. 3.8 440040 
... 
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mechanism is to be eliminated as inboard retraction to fully enclose the 
wheels within the T-39 wing/body contour is proposed. 
The support jacket is to be hinged at an upper end fitting, sandwiched 
between the swept rear spar and an added auxiliary transverse beam ex-
tending through the body to the opposite wing rear spar. A trailing 
edge wing/body fillet is to be added to provide reasonable depth for the 
auxiliary beam. The lower end of the support jacket is to be supported 
at the apex of folding a vee-brace which transfers gear side load drag 
load and torque to the body structure. 
The following functions were considered in the evaluation: 
o Shock absorption 
o Braking 
o Steering 
o Retraction/Extension 
The A-4E landing gear parameters and the pertinent requirements of the 
RTA are shown in Table 1.6-9. The shock strut stroke versus airplane 
rate of sink is shown in Figure 1.6-10. At (12 fps) the estimated peak 
landing load factor is under 2g l s; at (15 fps) the peak load factor is 
just under 3g l s. The T-39 airframe is designed for a load factor of 3 
indicating this gear may be adequate for sink speeds to 15 fps. How-
ever, because of the greater length of this gear, the limit in this case 
will be influenced by spin-up loads and method of attachment of the gear 
to the wing structure. 
The static load-stroke curves for the main and nose gear struts are shown 
in Figures 1.6-11 and 1.6-12 respectiv~ly. These curves indicate 
that the pressure in the main gear strut (fully extended) will have to be 
increased from the (25 psig), used on the A-4E and that of the nose gear 
should be reduced from the cur'rent (210 psig). Optimum charge pressures 
and metering pin shape will be determined by dynamic analysis during 
future detail design. 
Two different wheels and brakes are available for the A-4(; a single 
rotor brake with a shallow cavity wheel and a two rotor brake with a deep 
cavity wheel. t::ithcr brake has <H.1('qLlat(~ I?l1crgy ralh1ciLy fol' the Inl\ . 
., 
,. 
-
r 
! 
i 
W 
1.O 
.- .. 
[·lax. T.O. GW 
~·1ax Ldg \~t. 
1,1ax Rate of Sink 
Shock Strut 
o Stroke 
o Piston O/A 
o Extend Press. 
Wheels 
o PIN 
o Static Load 
o Weight 
Brake: 
o PIN 
o Nonna 1 KE 
o Max. RTOKE 
o Operating Press. 
o Static Braking Force 
o :~o. of Rotors 
o \~ei g ht 
TABLE 1.6-9 LANDING GEAR PARM1ETERS 
Main 
16 in 
3.75 in 
25 psig 
PO 476-15 PO 824-8 
3532234 
8300 Lb 
36.2 Lb 
9542024 
2.46 t·1FP 
6.85 MFP 
600 PSIG 
? 
One 
31.6 Lb 
9541181 
1,523 
29 Lb. 
9541299 
3.65 I\FP 
9.3 t1FP 
600 PSIG 
4400 Lb 
Tlvo 
47.9 Lb 
A-4E 
27,4·20 Lb 
11 ,556 Lb 
17 Fps 
Nose 
17 .88 in. 
3.75 in 
210 psig 
BFG3-1128 
@ 588 Psi 
", .... 
---;" 
RTA r'100EL 
1041-135-2A 
27,500 Lb. 
25,050 Lb. 
12 Fps 
(Consider 15 fps) 
t'iain 
12000 Lb 
Taxi Energy 
3. a ~1FP 
3000 PSIG 
Nose 
~·720 Lb 
6000 Lb (IHo1d" ,L\irplane 
with one fan at full the 
~ 
r ' 
, ;s,t1~' ~ ,
<;,1:',. 
: .. ".r.'~ 
TABLE 1.6-9 LANDING GEAR PARAMETERS (Continued) 
Main Nose Main Ncse 
Tire 
0 Type 24 x 5.5 18 x 5.7 
0 Ply Rating 16 14 
0 Static Load/ 
Press 11,500/1355 PSIG 6200/1215 12000 4720 
0 Bottoming Load 32,000 Lb 17,300 Lb. 
~ 0 Max Dynami c 0 
Load 9,200 11250 Lb 
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However, the higher torque capacity of the two rotor brake and the higher 
static load rating of the deep cavity wheel may be required. Also, the 
two rotor brake may have to be qualified to a higher torque level, i.e., 
increased pressure, assuming the brakes must hold the airplane static 
with one fan at full thrust. 
Deboost valves will be required in the brake hydraulic lines since the 
A-4E brakes are designed for low pressure (less than 1000 psig) and the 
T-39 system is (3000 psig). An alternate means of achieving a match 
petween the brake and the hydraulic system would be to reduce the brake 
piston size. This can be done if the piston housing can be qualified to 
a working pressure (3000 psi). 
The A-4E does not have a nose gear steering system (steering is accom-
pl ished by differential braking). Hov/ever, a steering actuator can be 
. 
installed in place of the shimmy damper. The T-39 steering system is 
controlled by rudder pedal movement.'If rudder pedal steering is re-
quired on the RTA, a dynamic analysis of the system will have to be made 
to determine interface requirements and insure s~ability of the gear and 
steering system. When possible, up/down locks, door latches, retraction/ 
extension actuators, gear position indicators, gear up warning system 
and door actuation linkages, will be of components common to the T-39 or 
A-4 gear. A detailed kinematic analysis of the landing gear retraction/ 
extension system will be made during detail design to determine actuator 
sizes and structural clearances . 
.. 
If, 
I 
1.7 Systems 
1.7.1 Accessory Power 
The primary power source for the airplane accessories is the accessory 
drive gear box located in front of, and integrated with the transmission 
drop box (see Figure 1.5-~. The accessory drive gear box will drive t\·/o 
20 KVA integrated drive generators, two 30 GPM hydraulic pumps. two gear 
box lubricator pumps and a cooling fan. Each hydraulic pump will supply 
a separate hydraulic system to provide redundant actuation for the flight 
controls. The hydraulic system is shown schematically in Figure 1.7-1. 
The electrical power supplied by two 20 KVA integrated drive qenerators 
provides two separate power systems. An emergency power unit will be 
installed to provide emergency electrical and hydraulic power for con-
ventional landings in the event of a gear box failure. 
1.7.2 Starting System 
The ground starting system will provide for independent engine startinq. 
In addition, the airplane weight allowances are sufficient to support 
the installation of a reliable inflight start system. 
1.7.3 Environmental Control 
Crew and equipment environmental cooling will be provided from the exist-
ing air conditioning pack and/or ram air. Aircraft pressurization will 
not be provi ded. 
1.7.4 Oil Cooling 
Preliminary analysis indicates that power train gear boxes and clutch oil 
cooling requirements can be met using two existing air coolers and a 
blower (Boeing HLH unit) which is the baseline oil cooling system. A 
description of this system is found in Section 2 of this report. 
1.7.5 Fuel S~stem 
The basic T-39 fuel tank and system will be modified to accommodate a 
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three engine configuration. The existing T-39 fuselage tank will be re-
moved, and fuel for the technology demonstrator will be carried in the 
existing internal wing tanks. 
1.7.6 Oxygen System 
A five liter liquid oxygen system will 'be installed to provide sufficient 
oxygen for both crew members for a two hour mission. 
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1.8 EMERGENCY ESCAPE SYSTEM 
The crew escape system for the RTA provides through-the-canopy, simultan-
eous ejection of the two seats. This system will be used throughout the 
operating range of the aircraft. 
1.8. 1 Requi rements 
The operating conditions are as follows: 
Velocity range 
Altitude range 
Maximum pitch rate 
Maximum roll rate 
Maximum inflight lo?d factors 
Maximum crash load factors 
System performance requirements are listed 
TABLE 1.8-1 
0-154 m/s (0-300 knots) 
0-3048m (0-10,000 ft.) 
0.6 rad/sec 
1.0 rad/sec 
2-5g l s 
40g l s 
below in Table 1.8-1. 
ESCAPE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
SINK RATE ALTITUDE VELOCITY PITCH ANGLE ROLL ANGLE 
(fpm) (ft) (knots) (deg) (deg) 
0 0 0 0 0 
2500 50 100 0 0 
5000 100 100 0 0 
2000 100 100 G 90 
5000 200 100 0 90 
a 200 130 0 180 
5000 120 130 20 0 
The installation requirements are dictated by the general configuration 
as shown in Figure 1.5-1. The side-by-side installation of the pilot 
and co-pilot provides the following installation dimensions: 
o Buttock line of seat centerline 
o Design eye point 
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Other requirements and conditions are as follows: 
o The seat must clear the tail which is 330 inches aft of the cockpit 
and 90 inches above the canopy. 
o The drogue must clear the engine inlet flow field with the engines 
in the vertical and the horizontal .position. 
o The canopy is made of 1/4" cast acryl i c whi ch must be fractured by 
breakers on the ejection seat. 
o Normal aircraft operations will be flown below 10,000 feet; however, 
oxygen \'lill be provided in the event that fl ight at higher a1 titudes 
is required. 
o The crew members will wear fire-resistant suits at all times. 
The minimum time to clear the aircraft following initiation is critical. 
A 0.5 second delay should be met. The time between escape system 
initiation and recovery under a full canopy should also be minimized to 
under 3 seconds. These requirements will improve the low altitude 
recovery capability of the escape system. 
1.B.2 Baseline Description 
The crew escape system selected for the RTA provides through-the-canopy 
ejection'using two Stencel Aero Engineering Company SIIIs-3F16 ejection 
seats with interseat ejection sequencing. The S111s-3 has also been' 
selected for use on the US Navy AV-SA Harrier VTOl aircraft due to its 
fast acting, low altitude recovery capability. Using this system, the 
AV-BA has undergone an operational ejection under emergency conditions 
at an altitude of (BO ft) with the airplane at a 70° roll angle, Forward 
velocity of 110 knots, and a sink rate of 1500 ft./min. The crew was 
safely recovered from this incident. This same capability will be avail-
able on the RTA due to minimal design changes on the S1I1S-3F16. The 
major difference between the Harrier and that proposed for the RTA is the 
shape of the seat bucket. The escape performance of this ejection seat 
should not change since the same basic sequencing subsystem available on 
the Harrier seat is also available on the S1IIS-3F16. Due to this high 
degree of commonality only a minimum amount of testing will be required 
to demonstrate compatibility with the RTA. 
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Prel imi nary eva 1 uation i ndi cates that the SI IIS-3F16 vii 11 meet the per-
formance criteria outlined by Boeing as well as those criteria specified 
in the US Navy ejection seat specification Mil-S-18471D. Of particular 
concern are the low altitude terrain clearance capabilities. Figures 
1.8-1 and 1.8-2 illustrate the capability of the SIllS to safely recover 
crew members under adverse dive and roll angles. The system will provide 
safe escape at altitudes from sea level to 10,000 feet and for velocities 
up to 300 knots. The seat structure is designed to withstand crash loads 
of up to 40g's, and accepting inflight load factors of 5.0g's. Based on 
test results of the Harrier system, the ejection seats will clear the 
canopy in 0.17 seconds following initiation of the escape procedure, and 
the pilot will be safely recovered under a full parachute in less than 2 
seconds. This quick parachute deployment is provided due to the use of 
a ballistic parachute spreading device. The seat is designed to be 
used by Navy aviators between the lOth and 90th percentile. 
,-' 
To preclude interference between the ejectees after simultaneous inikia-
tion, the trajectories of the individual seats diverge. Divergence is 
produced by staggering the ignition of the dual seat back rockets to 
provide l4,ft/sec lateral divergence for each seat. The trajectory of 
the ejection seat and drogue chute under various flight conditions was 
simulated by Stencel Aero Engineering Company and are shm·m in Figure 
1.8-3. This il'lustrates the ability of the seat to provide tail clear-
ance ~t the maximum operating speed of 300 KEAS. This also indicates that 
the drogue chute will clear the nacelles, but further investigation of 
this will be required. 
Figure 1.8-4 shows the ability of the SIIIS-3F16 to meet the specified 
flight conditions. Acceleration limits of 10-12g's maximum are met 
.except for a very short l7g spike. A better measure of the injury 
potential during ejection seat operation is given by the dynamic response 
index (DRI) as described in Mil-S-9479B. The DRI is representative of 
the maximum dynamic compression of the vertebral column of the human body. 
The DRI considers the human body to be a lumped parameter consisting of 
mass, spring and damper. Figures 1.8-5 through 1.8-8 show acceleration 
data which has been reduced according to the DRI technique. The figures 
illustrate the low injury potential of the SIIIS-3 for limiting operating 
conditions and for a variety of sized air crewmen. 
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The seat will be installed in the RTA following airframe modifications 
to alloW for a clear ejection path. ~he seat is installed ~ith a 170 
seat back and rail angle. The seat is attached to the airframe through 
eight slippers. The location, size and axes of the slippers is illus-
trated in Figure 1.8-9. Also listed on the same figure are predicted 
dynamic loads and moments produced on the slippers during six represen-
tative emergency conditions. The seat will be adapted with canopy 
breakers as developed for use on the Alpha Jet. These canopy breakers 
have demonstrated excellent protection of the ejectee vlhen used to 
passively break a biaxially stretched acrylic canopy 0.33 inches thick. 
The use of canopy breakers and IIthrough-the-canopyll ejection rel ieves 
the necessity for providing a canopy removal actuator. This also permits 
the fastest acting escape system presently available to proceed without 
any programmed time delays. The base of the seat must be slightly 
elevated above the existing floor to maintain the design eye point corres-
ponding to that currently available on the'T-39. The weight of various 
major sub-assemblies are: 
SUB-ASSEMBLY 
Catapult Components 
Seat Components 
Parachute Components 
Bucket Components 
Bucket-Mounted Components 
Inte~face-Mounted Components 
Miscellaneous Hardware 
Total 
1.8.3 Trade Studies - Crew Escape System 
WEIGHT (lbs.) 
19.04 
14.32 
23.76 
24.40 
50.43 
5.15 
4.06 
141 . 16 1 bs . 
VTOL aircraft present significant crew escape problems due to low altitude 
operation, low speed operation, high sink rates and possible fast attitude 
changes following catastrophic failures. 
Trade studies were conducted in two pbases. Initially, a survey of vendor 
literature was conducted to ascertain which systems were functionally 
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capable of meeting the Boeing requirements. Following this preliminary 
screening, the vendors were selected to provide budgetary cost data, 
detail system description and performance data. The baseline system was 
selected based on this information. 
1.8.3.1 Preliminary Systems Survey. Although detail description of all 
systems were not available, enough information on the selected systems 
was available with which to make objettive decisions. 
The systems which were surveyed are compared on the basis of weight, capa-
bility of meeting Boeing specified performance criteria, integration into 
existing aircraft, test requirements, performance record on similar air-
craft, and production availability. The detail comparison of this infor-
mation is listed in Table 1.8-2 along with subjective comments. The 
terrain clearance as a function of roll angle and dive angle are compared 
in Figures 1.8-1 and 1.8-2. The sources of information for the perform-
ance data is the same as that noted in Table 1.8-1 unless otherwise indi-
cated. The results of this·comparison indicated that two candidate sys-
tems provided the operational characteristics and performance required 
for integration within the RTA. The two systems are the Stanley Yankee 
741 and the Stencel S111S-3. Detail analysis was conducted on both of 
these systems. 
1.8.3.2 Detail Analysis. Requirements and configuration sketches were 
forwarded to both Stanley Aviation and Stencel Aero Engineering Company 
for system proposals and budgetary costing. Stencel Aviation proposed 
the SIIIS:3 figure as described in Section 1.8.2. Stanley Aviation pro-
posed the Yankee 741. 
The Yankee Escape System uses a tractor rocket to pull the man from the 
cockpit rather than the pushing rocket of an ejection seat. The escape 
system consists of the following parts: 
1. Model 741 Parachute Assembly 
2. Model 7210 Seat Back 
3. ~lode 1 712 Rocket Catapult 
4. Rail Assembly 
5. Personnel Harness 
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WEIGHT 
Pounds 
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depth 
width 
Seilt back angle 
CREW SIZE RAHGE 
ACCELERATION Jiaximum 
OPERATIOIi 
TIMES 
ra te cf Gnset 
clear cockpit 
full parachute 
CANOPY BREAKERS 
~ INITIATION MECHANISM 
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1.9 sec 
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N. A. 
H. A. 
.~-.. _ .... _--.... _------ _.'---- ------
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Dual side mounted 
controls 
H. A. 
no H. A. 
Dual side Dual side 
AlOunted controls mounted controls 
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.~~- .. ----.-. ---~-----~- - .... ------_. 
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--I or avo. 1 ab1J1 ~y bellit..l.Qlulth. ___ .. _ _ JmIlnr.L~ __ 
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The parachute assembly contains the recovery parachute, the seat pan, 
back frame, headrest, drogue parachute and restrain harness. This assem-
bly is extracted with the man. The rails provide structural interface 
between the seat and the aircraft. The seat is the interface between the 
rails and the parachute. The ejection is initiated by dual side mounted 
controJ s. 
The Yankee and Sll1S-3 systems were compared under various flight atti-
tudes ~nd velocities (see Figure 1.8-4). The SIllS system surpasses the 
terrain clearance of the Yankee under all conditions except the inverted 
130 KEAS condition in which the performance of the Yankee is only 
slightly better. This performance capability is not hindered by the 
more sturdy construction of the Sll1S-3 which provides lateral support 
from the seat side panels. The Sll1S-3 system has been proven to perform 
superbly within VTOL type aircraft (AV-8A Harrier). The Yankee system 
has been used on helicopters in a modified form called the "Al,<!AY" system 
but has not been proven for through-the-canopy VTOL escape. The Yankee 
system provides a weight saving; however, based on initial evaluation of 
factors, such as safety, ruggedness and proven compatibility with VTOL 
aircraft, the SlllS-3'escape system has been selected. 
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1.9 AVIONICS 
Three different operating environment requirements will be encountered 
by the aircraft in flight. The aircraft will be flown in the Seattle 
area for checks of the propulsion system and controls and to verify 
flight characteristics. The aircraft will then be ferried from the 
Seattle area to the customer's facility. It is considered that this 
flight will be m~de VFR. The aircraft will then be operated for test 
and evaluation from the customer's facility. These test flights, as 
well as the Seattle-area flights, will be conducted VFR. These opera-
tions will be primarily along the low-altitude racetrack defined by the 
S.O.W. 
The avionics complement for the aircraft has been selected with primary 
consideration for the safety of the aircraft and other users of the 
airspace, followed by considerations of equipment weight and program 
cost. The Federal Aviation Regulations were examined for guidance and 
applicability. 
The baseline is a T-39A which will be supplied to Boeing with normal 
avionics. To avoid modification of equipment racks or wiring changes, 
the normal equipment has been evaluated for retention in each case. 
Equipment was removed when possible to avoid excessive total demonstrator 
aircraft weight. The avionics complement of the basic T-39A, the recom-
mended test complement, and the recommended ferry complement. are shown 
in Table 1.9-1. 
The Intercommunication System is retained since it provides the audio 
connection of the pilot and copilot to the communications systems, the 
Tacan identification audio, and the ground crew intercom station. 
The quantity of VHF radio systems has been increased from 1 to 2. This 
has been done because of the importance of communications during test 
operations. VHF was assumed to be the primary communications mode at the 
demonstration site. Addition of this capability will require installa-
tion of an equipment mount, an antenna pair (upper and lower) and 
antenna switch and selector, and a control unit. 
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ITEM 
Intercommunication System AIC-10 
UHF Command Radio System AN/ARC-34A 
VHF Com~and Radio System Collins VHF 101 
Tacan System AN/ARN21C 
Glide Slope Receiving System Collins51V3 
VOR/Localizer Receiving System Collins 51X-2 
Co 11 i ns 344B 
Marker Beacon Receiving System Collins 51Z-2 
IFF-SIF Systems AN/APX-46V 
Automati c Direction Fi nder System .AN/ ARN-59 
AIMS System AN/APX-72 
Weather Radar System AN/ APS-1l3 
Gyro Compass 
T -39A 
BASIC 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
TEST 
1* 
2 
o 
0** 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
* Cabin Loudspeaker and cabin intercom control are removed during modification 
** Cabin Tacan indicator is removed with navigators position 
TABLE 1.9-1 AVIONICS FOR DEMONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT· 
t 
FERRY 
1* 
2 
1** 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
,-..; 
The VHF radio is retained for the ferry operation to facilitate emergency 
landing at a civil airport. This is achieved with little impact, since 
the racking, antenna, control and wiring are part of the basic T-39A. 
During test operations, the transmitter and receiver will be removed from 
the equipment rack to avoid unnecessary operating time and weight. 
The Tacan system is used in the aircraft during the ferry operation to 
ease the cockpit load by permitting flight on Tacan radials rather than 
compass navigation. The receiver-transmitter of this system is removed 
from the equipment rack during test operations. 
No IFR flights are currently planned during test or ferry operations, and, 
therefore, the gl ide-scope receiver and marker beacon receiver are re-
moved from the aircraft. The VOR/Localizer system is retained to provide 
backup for Tacan during the ferry flight. The racked receiver and in-
strumentation unit are removed during test operations. 
The IFF-SIF system is removed completely from the demonstrator aircraft 
since no need can be shown -for this capabil ity during the test and ferry 
flights. The Automatic Direction Finder system is removed from the air-
craft because the Tacan and VOR equipments provide better navigation aids 
during the ferry flight. 
The AIMS system is retained for the ferry flight. Retention of this 
capability permits operation in controlled airspace above 12,500 feet 
without an ATC-authorized deviation from the requirements of Section 91-
24 of Part 91 of the Federal Aviation Regulations, General Operating and 
Flight Rules. Since the installation and equipment is provided in the 
basic T-39A, there is no program impact from its retention. 
The Weather Radar system is removed from the aircraft. The plan for VFR 
operations only eliminates the need for this capability, and removes the 
requirement for providing the installation ahead of the forward lift fan. 
The gyrocompass system of the T-39A is retained to provide the compass 
capability. Similarly, the T-39A backup magnetic compass is retained to 
backup the gyrocompass system. 
Support of the avionics is recommended by stocking spare LRUls at the 
test site with cycling of replaced units through normal Government 
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channels. This would include both AN equipments and commercial equip-
ment (Collins, Wilcox, or Eclipse-Pioneer). This approach is recommended 
to reduce interruptions of the test program. However, glide-slope and 
marker beacon antennas and antenna cables will be retained should a re-
quirement for IFR develop. 
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1.10 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
1.10.1 Introducti on 
A functional diagram of the flight control system (FCS) is shown in 
Figure 1.10-1. Principal features of the FCS are a primary mechanical 
control system for CTOl flight, and a primary electrical control system 
for V/STOL flight. Automatic flight control signals, for stability and 
control augmentation and for automatic flight path control, are trans-
mitted electrically to the appropriate power actuators. 
Before giving a detailed description of the FCS, the desiq~ criteria will 
be summarized, so that a better understanding of certain control system 
features will result. 
1.10.2 Design Criteria 
The following criteria were used v/hen developing and modifying the T-39 
control system to perform the lift-fan technology demonstration task. 
A) The flight control system must be at least single-fail-operational; 
and no single failure will be permitted to jeopardize flight safety. 
B) Less than full operational capability will be acceptable after first 
failure of a power actuator. 
C) Power actuator jams need not be considered, since redundant actuators~ 
can overcome most potential jams. 
D) Redundant channels will have independent power supplies, hydraulic 
supplies, and failure detection. 
E) Control surfaces must be irreversible, to prevent inadvertent back-
driving of the V/STOL controls during transition and hover. 
F) The primary and the automatic control systems shall be separated to 
the maximum extent practicable. 
"G) Stabil ity and control augmentation commands shall be implemented in 
series and with 1 imited aulhority. 
H) Automatic flight path control commands shall be implemented inb the 
flight control system in parallel and with limited authority. 
I) Automatic flight control system authority limits shall be selected so 
that a haraover command can be overridden by normal pilot action 
using the primary controls. 
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J) Existing surfaces, cqbles, rods, and control parts will be retained 
wherevere possible. 
K) Flight proven components, actuators and electronic systems shall be 
adapted for all possible applications. 
L) Electronic packaging and construction shall consider system modifica-
tions and equipment growth. 
M) Conventional cockpit controls shall be used. 
In addition to the criteria listed above, fly-by-wire signaling was chosen 
for the V/STOL controls. Two major considerations led to fly-by-wire 
controls. First, the fan blade and yaw vane actuators in the engine pods 
were outboard of the nacelle pivot. Mechanical signaling of these actu-
ators, while not impossible, seemed a more difficult design problem than 
electrical signaling. Second, it was anticipated that relatively compli-
cated gain-charging would be required for the V/STOL controls during 
transition. Again, it is conceivable to gain-change a mechanical control 
linkage, but an electrical signaling system would be simpler to design 
and fabricate. 
Finally, preliminary analysis of the dynamic stability of the demonstrator 
airplane shows that NASA guideline Level 2 frequency and damping require-
ments are not met with augmentation off. This implies that fail-operational 
stability augmentation is required. 
1.10.3 Flight Control System Description 
1.10.3.1 Roll Control. During conventional flight, control will be pro-
. 
vided by the ailerons. During V/STOL transition and hover flight control 
will be provided mainly by differential thrust through fan blade angle. 
Ailerons will remain active and some aerodynamic control will be avail-
able. Yaw vane deflection will be employed to counter cross-coupling 
between roll and yaw (see Section 1.10.3.3 for yaw control description). 
Manual flight control of the aileron surfaces is accomplished thr0ugh a 
mechanical control system to transmit pilot corrunands, in series with 
electrical augmentation commands to an aileron hydraul~c power servo 
~ctuator. Differential lift fan control is accomplished through a fly-by-
wire system to provide roll control via differential fan blade angle 
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commands. AFCS commands for flight path control are transmitted elec-
trically, and in parallel, to the dual-input aileron servoactuator. 
Lateral trim cOlTlTlands are introduced through the feel, centering, and 
trim unit. 
Modification of T-39 lateral controls will involve the following: 
o Installation of a dual power, dual input (mechanical and electrical) 
servoactuator in the fuselage connected to the existing cable quad-
rants. Mechanical controls to ailerons in the wings will remain un-
changed. 
o Installation of series secondary electric command servoactuator in the 
fuselage (dual for fail-op). 
o Installation of a feel, centering, and trim unit in pilot's mechanical 
control system. 
o Installation of aileron and control stick sensors. 
o Installation of fan blade actuation controls (see 1.10.3.4, hover 
controls). 
A schematic diagram of the roll control system is shown in Figure 1.10-2. 
1.10.3.2 Pitch Control. Pitch control during conventional flight will be 
provided by an all-flying tail stabilator. The T-39 elevator and hori-
zontal stabilizers will be reworked to a T-tail configuration. During 
V/STOL transition and hover f1 ight, pitch control w'ill be- provided by 
differenti a 1 thrust between forwa rd and crui se fans. The stabil ator will 
remain active during transition and some aerodynamic control will b(~ 
available. Manual flight control of the stabilator is accomplished 
through a mechanical control system in ~eries with electrical augmenta~ 
tion commands to the hydraulic power servoactuator. Differential lift 
fan control is accomplished through a fly-by-wire system to provide pitch 
control via differential fan blade angle commands. 
AFCS commands are transmitted electrically, and in parallel, to the dual-
input aft servoactuator. Pitch trim is introduced in series due to the 
large trim excursions during V/STOL transition. 
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Pitch control modification to th~ T-39 will involve the following: 
o Installation of a dual-powar, dual-input (mechanical and electrical) 
servoactuator onto the horizontal stabilizer. 
o Installation of series secondary electric command servoactuator (dual 
for fail-op). 
o Installation of feel, centering and trim unit in pilot's mechanical 
control system. 
o Installation of surface and control stick sensors. 
o Installation of fan blade actuation controls. 
A schematic diagram of the pitch control system is shown in Figure 
1.10-3. 
1.10.3.3 Yaw Control. Yaw control during conventional flight will be 
provided by the rudder. During V/STOL transition and hover flight, yaw 
control will be providp.d by yaw vane deflection. During transition, the 
rudder will remain active, and some aerodyna~ic control will be available. 
Manual flight control of the rudder is accomplished through a mechanical 
-
control system in series with electrical augmentation commands to the 
rudder hydraulic power servoactuator. Yaw vane deflection commands are 
transmitted through a fly-by-wire system to provide yaw control. 
Rudder trim is introduced in· through the feel, centering, and trim unit. 
No AFCS commands are transmitted to the rudder control system. 
Yaw control modification to the T-39 will involve the following: 
o Installation of a dual-power, dual-input (mechanical and electrical) 
servoactuator onto the rudder surface. 
o Installation of feel, centering, and trim unit in pilot's mechanical 
control system. 
o Installation of surface and pedal sensors. 
o Installation of yaw vane actuation controls. 
A schematic diagram of the yaw control system is shown in Figure 1.10-4. 
1.10.3.4 Height Control. In addition to the pitch, roll, and yaw con-
trol discussed in the previous paragraphs, height control will be provi-
ded during VTOL flight and V/STOL transition by controlling fan blade 
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angle of all three fans simultaneously. 
Manual and automatic height control is accomplished through a fly-by~ 
wire system. Pilot commands are introduced through a new height control 
(collective pitch) lever. 
Hover controls addition to the T-39 will involve the following: 
o Installation of height control lever (collective pitch) and sensors 
in the cockpit. 
A schematic diagram of the height control is shown in Figure 1.10-5. 
1.10.3.5 Nacelle Tilt Angle Control. During transition from conventional 
to V/STOL flight or vice versa, it will be necessary for the pilot to 
command nacelle tilt angle changes. For the present, it is assumed that 
a thumb switch on the height control lever will be used for this purpose. 
Since details of this control are not known, no sketch is presented. 
1.10.3.6 Avionics. 
A) Computing and Interfacing 
The digital computer will be similar to that used on the HLH proto-
type or NASA 515 (terminally-configured 737) program. The computer 
will have the following characteristics: 
o Triplex redundancy. 
o Failure protection to prevent AFCS failures from adversely affect-
ing flight safety. 
o Sensor inputs will be consolidated through signal select processing. 
o Incremental serial digital computers with cross-channel synchroni-
zation. 
o Failure monitoring with automatic correction. 
o Off-line built-in test equipment (BITE). 
B) Flight Deck Controls and Displays 
The flight deck will be the basic T-39 with some new instrumentation 
and with a collective pitch (height control) lever. 
New instrumentation and displays will consist of a low speed airspeed 
indicator, angle of attack and sideslip, radar altimeter and altitude 
rate. In addition, new sensors required but probably~ot displayed 
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are vertical acceleration, additional vertical qyro, and a triplex 
three-axis rate sensor. 
A schematic diagram of the flight control avionics is shown in Figure 
1. 1 0-6. 
1.10. 4 Design Control Power 
Each fan has a blade angle stop that restricts the maximum thrust obtain-
able. At design rpm, on a standard day, the maximum thrust per fan is 
11,100 pounds. When all engines are operatinq, all three fans can deliver 
11,100 pounds simultaneously. When a pod engine has failed, the maximum 
total thrust available from three fans is 26,281 pounds. Any single fan 
can still deliver 11,100 pounds, but the tot~l is reduced due to a power 
limit from two engines. A pod engine failure is slightly more critical 
than failure of the engine in the body. This is because the pod enqines 
operate in the fan slipstream, which creates a supercharging effect. 
At a design weight of 26,300 pounds, the airplane moments of inertia are: 
Roll, IXX = 19,565 slu9-ft2 
Pitch, Iyy = 91,101 slug-ft2 
Yaw, IZZ = 100,834 slug-ft
2 
With the c.g. at the nominal location (30% c), the moment arms of the 
various fans are shown in the figure that follows. 
c.g. 6.2' 
17.8' 
---...... 1- 8.3 1 
FIGURE 1. 10 .. ] 
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1.10.4.1 All Engines OQerating 
Nominal thrust on the three fans is: 
L/C = 8975 pounds 
Nose = 8350 pounds 
In pitch, for airplane nose up, the nose fan will go to 11,100 pounds 
and each cruise fan to 7,600 pounds. Pitch acceleration equals .77 rad/ 
sec2. 
In roll, one cruise fan will go to 11,100 pounds and the other to 6,850 
pounds. Roll acceleration equals 1.34 rad/sec2. 
In yaw, the guideline value of .3 rad/sec2 is met. No change in drive 
system gearbox loading is imposed for yaw control. 
For height control, the cruise fans will go to 11,100 pounds each and the 
nose fan to 10,330 pounds. A thrust to weight ratio of 1.19 can be 
developed at a design weight of 27,400 lbs. 
1.10.4.2 Most Critical Gas Generator Inoperatiye 
As above, nominal thrust on the fans is: 
L/C = 8975 pounds 
Nose = 8350 pounds 
In pitch, the nose fan will again go to 11,100 pounds, each cruise fQo 
to 7.600 pounds, so the pitch acceleration is .77 rad/sec2. 
In roll, engine-out is the same as all engfnes operating. total thrust is 
.. 2 26.300 and ~ = 1.34 rad/sec . 
In yaw. since yawing moment is produced with practically no char...;e in 
vertical thrust, the engine-out yaw acce1eration will be essentially the 
same as the all-engine value. 
For height control, a maximum of 26,300 pounds total thrust is available 
which produces a thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.03. 
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1. 11 PROPULS ION 
The propulsion system for the Technology Demonstrator Airplane consists 
of three variable pitch fans driven by turboshaft engines through an inter-
connecteq mechanical drive system. It is required to demonstrate and test 
V/STOL thrust capability at low cost within the time frame of the pro~ram. 
This requires engine components which are either in production or in ad-
vanced stages of design and development. A survey was conducted of exist-
ing turbos haft engines either in production or in test. The results of 
this search are shown in-Table 1.11-1. 
For the modified T-39 demonstrator concept, the Detroit Diesel Allison 
(DDA) XT701 engine was a logical candidat~ because of its power output 
level and availability. Alternate propulsion systems considered for the 
T-39 are given as follows: (1) Model 1041-135-2R using two XT701 engines, 
(2) Model l041-135-2A using three XT701 engines as shown in F;~ure 1-2-1, 
and (3) Model 1041-13-2B using two XT701 engines and one DDA T-56-14A 
engine. Other candidate engines, engine combinations and airframes are 
considered in studies shown :in Task III. The overall stud;-es indicate that 
Model 1041-135-2A with three XT701 engines should be the baseline configu-
ration because of the thrust performance margin and installation compati-
bility. 
The baseline propulsion system consists of two lift-cruise fan/engines 
mounted in vectorable nacelles and a fuselage-mounted engine and lift fan 
all interconnected through a mechanical drive system as sho\'Jn in Figure 
1.5-1. The lift fan provides vertical thrust only for the V/STOL modes 
of operation and is disengaged for conventional flight. However. the in-
stallation of the fuselage-mounted center engine is such that it will be 
capable of continuous operation through both low speed and hiqh speed fliqht. 
In this way, the center engine avoids needing to be restarted in flight and 
all engines may be operated from a common power control resulting in an 
overall simpler and more reliable system. The inlet is designed to provide 
good recovery at low ai rpl ane speeds when high thrust levels are needed and 
sufficiently low distortion flow at high airplane speeds to allow stable 
engine operation. The exhaust nozzle is ~esignect to minimize both the,back 
pressure effect on the center engine and engine flow interactions with the 
fuselage. 
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TABLE 1.11-1 
TURBOSHAFT ENGINE CANDIDATES 
TYPE USE 
TS5-L-llC CHINOOK HELICOPTER 
T64-GE-415 SIKORSKY HELICOPTER 
T56-A-14 LOCKHEED C130 
XT701-AD-700 HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER 
RB410 D~02 DEf«)NSTRATOR 
ENGINE WITH 
DOWTY - ROTOL FAN 
JFTO-12 SIKORSKY HELICOPTER 
(a) DEMONSTRATED IN TESTING 
(b) DESIGN REQUIREMENT 
SLS PERFORMANCE, gOOF 
CONTINGENCY 
TAKEOFF POWER/TIME 
POWER (SHP) (SHP/(MIN) 
3500 4400/30 Ca) 
3850 4380/2.5 (a) 
4270 -- / --
7540 8780/2.5 (b) 
8000 TO 
10,000 
4250 
BARE 
ENGINE 
WEIGHT DEVELOPMENT (LBS) STATUS 
735 IN PRODUCTION 
730 IN PRODUCTION 
1335 IN PRODUCTION 
1179 PASSED PPFRT AND SOT 
DEVELOPMENT TEST 
M45H DERIVATIVE 
920 IN PRODUCTION 
r 
Each of the three fans on tne airplane are 1.575 m (62 inch) fan face 
diameter variable pitch fans based on Hamilton-Standard desiqns, and ex-
perience with their 1.397 m (55 inch) diameter demonstrator Q-fan. The 
variable pitch blades provide fast thrust change for control response re-
quirements. The fan manufacturer will also provide the front lift fan 
bevel gear set which provides the proper speed ratio between the drive 
system and the front fan. 
The integrated .lift/cruise fan, engine, and gearbox insta11~tion, 
Detroit Diesel Allison Model PD370-25E, envelope is shown in Figure 
1.11-1. The XT701 engine is a DDA turboshaft engine developed for the 
Heavy Lift Helicopter Program and has successfully ~ompleted the Proto-
type Preliminary Flight Rating Test (PPFRT). Each engine has an overrunning 
clutch which will automatically disengage the engine from the fan system 
if the engine fails in which case the two remaining engines will provide 
the power. The engine manufacturer will also provide the gear reduction 
system between the engine and fans for the lift-cruise system. 
The inlet for the rotating lift-cruise nacelles must satisfy the require-
ments of good recovery and low drag at cruise and low fan-face distortion 
levels when operating at the high in-flow angles during transitional modes 
of operation. Based on results of 1/4 scale model inlet wind tunnel tests, 
a fixed geometry, asymetric inlet design was selected. This inlet achieves 
a good compromise between the conflicting requirements while minimizing 
complexity a'nd weight. A large scale inlet is canently being tested in 
the NASA Ames 40 x 80 wind tunnel with the Hamilton Standard 1.397 m (55 
inch) diameter Q-fan and a T-55 lycoming engine. 
The fan nozzle is a two-position nozzle to provide area match at high power 
and at loiter. The engine core nozzle is a fixed area nozzle. Yaw vanes 
are mounted in the fan exha~st stream to provide yaw control dUring V/STOL 
modes of operation. 
The propulsion system thrust requirement is sized by the VTOL mode with 
one engine inoperative for a 90°F day at sea level altitude. For this 
condition, reference (RFP) requires that a capability for a thrust to 
weight ratio of 1.03 be achieved in the VTOL mode without altitude control 
at an airplane weight that shal1 include 1136 kq (2500 lbs) payload and 
fuel for two VTOL mission circuits. 
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TABLE :1.11- Z-
GROSS THRUST, OI~E ENGINE INOPERATIVE, SLS, gOOF 
CONFIGURATION 
1041-135-2A 
1041-135-2R 
1041-135-2B 
" ~. 
ENGINE RATINGS 
INTERMEDIATE 
. (T.O.) 
26280 
17530 
22550 
"'. 
INTER~1EDIATE 
. PLUS WATER 
27870 
18500 
24120 
CONTINGENCY 
PLUS WATER 
30740 
20220 
25750 
'" 
'-.. t 
1 
Studies showed that for this condition, a good match betv/een thrust, 
power and weight for Model l04l-l35-2A resulted in a fan diameter of 
(62 inches). This diameter is an u~per limit with minimal or no risk. 
A smaller diameter could be selected commensurate with increased risk; 
the advantag~s of mihimum diameter stems from both -reduced nacelle size 
and increased fan pressure ratio, The smaller size eases installation 
and reduces aerodynamic/propulsion interferente and the increased pressure 
ratio leads to higher cruise speed capabi1ity~' 
The installed thrusts using the selected fan ~re shown in Table 1.11-2 
for the one engine inoperative condition at 32
0 C (gOoF) and sea level 
static. Comparisons are shown for the various model configuration with 
and without water augmentation. 
1.12 MASS PROPERTIES 
Weight and balance statements, dimensional and structural data, and a 
summary of the weight additions and deletions required to modify the 
basic T-39A are included in this section. Appendix A contains a detailed 
listing of proposed T-39A airplane revisions and their associated weights 
and centers ·of gravity. 
The basic'T-39A, as reported in Reference 1, was fir~t modified to include 
changes required to produce weights and balance for a configuration with 
(2) XT701 engines and (3) 62" diameter fans (Model l04l-l35-2R), an updated 
version of the demonstrator airplane originally reported in Reference 2. 
A third XT701 engine and associated changes were added to the -2R airplane 
and mass properties data were also produced for the Model l041-l35-2A. 
An additional configuration (Model l04l-l35-2B),which replaces the body-
contained XT701 on the -2A with a T-56A-14 engine~ is also presented. Al-
, 
. 
though data are shown for the basic T-39A and three modifications thereof; 
the Model l04l-l35-2A is considered the most promising configuration at this 
time so additional mass properties data are included in this report for the 
-2A. 
~~eights and/or weight increments were calculated using Boeing stress sizing. 
information, vendor1s quotations, actual T-39A parts, preliminary design 
detail analysis results (~rive system components), historical weight growth 
data and parametric/statistical weight prediction methods. 
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Asurnmary description of the tables showing the mass properties information 
follows: 
Table 1.12-1 
Summary group weight statements for the basic T-39A, Hodels 1041-135-2R, 
! 
-2A and -28 showing group ·wefght increments resulting from implementing 
the proposed changes. TABLE1.12-1A Presents inertial data' for Model 
1041-1 35.;.2A .• 
Table 1.12-2 through 1.12-5 
Weight and horizontal balance statements for the basic and modified: con-' 
figurations. Vertical centers of gravity for the basic T-39A and the 
Model 1041-135-2A are included on Tables 1.12-3 and 1.12-4 respectively. 
, 
Table 1. 1 2-6 
"Dimensional and Structural Data", page 5 of MIL.;.STD-1374, Part I for the 
Model 1041-135-2A. 
Figure 1 .. 12-1 
C.G. Trave1'fo'r r·1odel 1041-l35-2A. 
Table 1.12-7 
Pitch, roll and yaw inertias, products of inertia and principal axis 
I 
slopes are ~hown for various weight conditions of Model 1041-135-2A. 
Listed below is a summary of the design weights for the T-39 RTA, 
Model 1041-135-2A. 
Maximum Design Weight 
Flight Design Weight 
Design Vertical Landing 
Weight 
30190 
26410 
25500 
Maximum Vertical Landing 29840 
Weight 
Design STOl Landing Height 27650 
Design CTOL Landing Weight 26536 
Maximum CTOL Landing Weight29840 
The' contingency weight center of gravity calculated at body station 223.6 
(2% MAC) by removing major unmodified items from the basic -2A operating 
weight and adding the flight test equipment estimated weight and center 
( ) of gravity as follows: 
Rev. 2/2 
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Item 
Basic -2A O.W. less contingency 
Weight 
P~us Flt. Test Equipment 
Minus Wing 
Minus Engines 
Minus Unmodified Main 
Gear 
Minus Unmodified Nose Gear 
Minus Unmodified Empennage 
. Weight 
i!:.BS/ APL) 
19550 
+2500 
-1780 
-3410 
-620 
-170 
-290 
(lS780) 
Horizontal 
Body Station 
C.G. 
(i n. ) 
278.5. 
59.6 
263.7 
371.3 
284.0 
80.0 
487.0 
(223.6) 
2%" M.A. C. 
The computatipn or selection of contingency weight center' of gravity 
is controversial. The c.g. location could result f~rther aft with 
a 'different philosophy from that shm'ln above. An extreme location of 
approximately three feet aft of 2% MAC or at 40%·MAC was exercised 
for its effects on airplane balance. Figure 1.12-1 shows the center 
of gravity travel for Model 1041-13S-2A with the chosen contingency 
weight C.G. (2% MAC) and the extreme aft location (40% MAC). The 
forward and aft aerodynamic c.g. limits are not exceeded in either 
case. 
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1. 13 Low Speed F1 ight Enve'lope and Aerodynamj c Perfonnance 
1.13.1 Low Speed Flight Envelope 
The low speed flight envelope for the l04l-l35-2A for a VTOL weight of 
25300 1bs is presented in Figure 1.13-1. The altitude boundaries at 
lower Mach numbers represent envelopes of 100 fpm rate-of-climb capa-
bility for a 900 F day where engine tilt angle is decreasing "lith increas-
ed Mach number. The envelopes are shown for all engines operating and 
critical engine out, and show that the 104l-l35-2A has vertic~l 
capabilities in both cases. The envelopes were determined to an altitude 
.of 25,000 feet which encompasses the NASA guidelines for cruise flight. 
At higher Mach numbers the low speed flight ;s limited by a part-flap 
placard of 225 KEAS. For completeness, the high speed (flaps-up) flight 
envelop~ is also shown. In the cruise configuration, the lower speed 
bou~dary is 1.2 Vs using a clean wing CLmax of 0.9. The higher speed 
boundary is VMO = 300 KEAS. to an altitude of 22.000 feet and Mach number 
limit of MMO = 0.7. The overlap of the low speed and hiqh speed envelopes 
of Figure 1.13-1 represents the minimum transition region for the 1041-
135-2A. In that the T-39 has an aerodynamically deployed leadinq edge 
device which produces an estimated CLmax of 1.3) the transition region 
actually spans from a Mach number of 0.2B to 0.34 at sea level. 
1.13.2 V/STOL Performance 
The 1041-135-2A, as indicated above has adequate thrust for vertical 
flight with critical engine out as well as with all engines operating. 
The excessive thrust (all engine T/W = 1. 14) provides flexibility in 
demonstrating vertical flight for a range of thrust-to-weight ratios. 
An STO analysis indicated that the 104l-l35-2A requires only 200 feet 
of 'gro'und roll due to the excessive thrust and large wing. The analysis 
·was conducted usin~ a fl aps-down CLmax of 1.63 and a gross \'Je;;ht of 
28630 lbs. This weiqht includes the fuel required for conducting 11 
'STO demonstrations in 60 minutes. Various combinations of flap and power 
settings can be selected to demonstr~te a spectrum of configurations as 
, . 
well as determining pilot reactions for ground rolls above and below 4UU 
feet. 
Fuel usage for the six minute VTOL demonstration circuit shown in Figure 
95 
I 
1.13-2 on a 900 F day and for a gross weight of 25300 1bs. has been 
estimated at 320 pounds. The circuit is divided into three segments as 
follows: 
(1) The first segment includes the take-off and transition to a loiter 
configuration (flaps up) at an altitude of 1,000 feet. Approximately 
a thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.05 and requires 63 lbs. of fuel. 
(2) The second segment is cruising the 4.7 NMI from the end of take-off 
transition to the beginning of approach. This segment is flown in 
the loiter configuration at a speed equal to 1.2 Vs (approximately 
160 KTS) requiring a time of 4.5 minutes and 133 1bs of fuel. 
(3) The remaining time of one minute is spent in approach) 
hover and vertical landing. During this segment the thrust is equal 
to the wei ght and the fuel burned amounts to 124 1 bs. 
Fuel reserves fur 4 illinut~s of ;lOver witn critical engine out has been 
estih~t~J at G70 1Gs. This figure is also based on a gross weiRht 
of 25,300 1bs and for a gOOF day. 
1.13.3 Ferry Range 
The ferry range of the 104l-l35-2A has been calculated to be 625 nautical 
miles. This range is for a takeoff gross weight of 30,540 lbs. with a 
full fuel load of 6,090 lbs. and a payload of 2,500 lbs. Take-off 
allowances for warm-up, take-off, and acceleration to a 250 kEAS climb 
speed were included. The fuel reserves used were 10% of initial fuels 
plus fuel for 10 minutes of loiter at the end of the mission. The ferry 
range was calculated for a cruise altitude of 10,000 feet and a cruise 
Mach number of 0.45 which is near optimum for this altitude. The cruise 
altitude of 10,000 feet was selected in consideration of the limited 
oxygen system whi ch wi 11 be provided with the demonstrator. 
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1.14 TESTING 
The V/STOL Research Technology Demonstrator (RT~) airplane will be subjected 
to a step-by-step sequence of tests of increasing severity or complexity. Each 
test will be more comprehensive than the previous one. rhis approach will 
minimize risk by exposing deficiencies before they can impact the total system; 
it will permit personnel to become thoroughly familiar with the system on a 
timely basis, easing peaks in manpower requirements, and it will generate a 
body of baseline data to support subsequent flight-test and development programs. 
The low-risk progression of tests will begin with appropriate component tests 
performed by the respective manufacturers. The propulsion system and that 
portion of the flight control system that is required for powered lift flight 
will be subjected to full-scale integration testing on an "iron-bird" rig. 
The scope of the rig test will permit demonstration of propulsion system in-
tegrity and baseline installed performance. A realtime simulation of airframe 
dynamics will be used to close the control loop to check out the flight control 
laws, electronics, and software. 
The engines, fans and power train will be subjected to approximately 400 
hours of operation under simulated hover and low speed flight conditions dur-
ing the rig test program. This assumes one-shift operation of the facility. 
An optional alternative program would provide 600 hours of propulsion system 
operation on the iron bird by performing additional endurance testing on the 
second shift while primary test goals are pursued un the first shift. 
The flight controls and propulsion system will be installed in the modified 
airframe and subjected to comprehensive functional checkout on the ground. 
Sufficient flight testing will be conducted to demonstrate that the aircraft 
is capable of supporting the NASA Research Program. Basic CTOL performance 
will be demonstrated in a 30-hour test sequence. An optional 100-bour flight 
test would include demonstration of powered lift. 
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1.14.1 Fan and Engine Testing 
All fans, engines and associated fan and engine gearing will be Govern-
ment Furnished Equipment (GFE) for flight testing and for "iron bird H 
and development testing. Manufacturers will conduct development and qualifi-
cation testing prior to delivery of the fan and engine to provide hardware 
qualifieq for prototype flight testing. Preliminary estimates from DDA in 
August 1975 indicated 16 months from go-ahead to start lift/cruise fan 
engine development testing and 30 months from go-ahead to provide the first 
Prototype Preliminary Flight Rating Tested (PPFRT) lift/cruise system. 
(If later estimates cause this delivery schedule to change, adjustment to 
the test :chedu1e may be necessary). 
The XT701 engine has already passed PPFRT but qualification of the engine 
and fan sy~tems must be accomplished for the demonstrator airplane instaallation 
and operation effects. 
The most significant test verification features are as follows: 
A) Design thrust and power, 
B) Design fan pressure ratiO and flow rate, 
C} Design RPM, 
D) Fan blade pitch thrust response, 
E} Engine response, 
F} Distortion tolerance, 
G) Reduction and bevel gear perfonnance, and 
H) Fan and engine compatibility and reliability 
During the development test program, the fan and engine manufacturers will 
be supplied by the airframe contractor with analytical and test data as re-
quired to optimize the propulsion system installed performance. Specific 
areas of support include inlet distortion data, fan nozzle area and contour, 
yaw control blade des.ign and control system reqUirements. Inlet distortion 
data from the model testing are given in this document and further data 
will be available from the inlet/Q-fan test in the 40 x 80 NASA Ames wind 
tunnel. 
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Bas,ed on fan pressure ratios and areas obtained from fan and engine company 
performance analyses, the airframe contractor will develop fan nozzles and 
engine core nozzles to optimize installed performance. Model testing will 
be performed both statically and in the wind tunnel to detennine nozzle 
performance for the center engine, front lift fan installation, and the 
lift/cruise installation. 
1.14.2 Flight Control System 
This complete flight controls system comprises environmental flight controls, 
employed during wing borne flight and CTOL, and integrated flight propulsion 
controls employed during VSTOL maneuvers, hover and transition. 
The control system test program consists of: 
A) Hardware and flight software components, 
B) Development and integration testing on the iron bird, and 
C) Functional testing of the flight control system when installed in the 
airplane. 
The laboratory test program will verify the flight control electronics hard-
ware and software in conjunction with a computer simulation that duplicates 
the airplane and propulsion system dynamics. The actual propulsion hardware 
will replace the propulsion simulation in the iron bird rig tests. Forces 
and moments generated by the propulsion system will be measured and integrated 
by a real~time computer model of the airframe to evaluate .the powered-lift 
control laws, h~rdware and software under realistic operating conditions. 
Final verification prior to flight will be conducted in ground and taxi 
tests with the actual flight controls electronics and sofb/are, avionics, and 
flight test instrumentation installed in the airplane. 
1.14'.2.1 Flight Controls Test Requirements. The VSTOL capability of the 
RTA airplane imposes the requirement for operating the aircraft in two 
distinct operating modes - powered lift (V/STOL) and aerodynamic lift 
(cruise and CTOL). The flight control system must accordingly be tested 
in both modes of operation. Th~ test program will be organized to reflect 
the dua 1 requi rement. 
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A) Wing Borne Flight Controls Testing 
The propulsion iron bird rig will incorporate the power actuators for 
the aerodynamic conctrol surfaces. A series of laboratory tests and 
special purpose tests, conducted with various flight control assemblies 
and corresponding airplane control surfaces, are requil~ed for flight 
control system and control actuator loop stability verification and 
validation. The following principal needs are covered by this method: 
(a) Verification of performance and stability characteristics of the 
control system actuation systems and associated m~chanical system 
elements before functional test. 
(b) Verification of performance characteristics (compliance, freeplay~ 
friction, centering, linearity, etc.) of the mechanical flight 
control system, 
(c) Partially integrated performance verification testing of the EFCS, 
MFCS, hydraulic power systems, and electric power systems before 
functional test. 
An organizational test structure diagr,~m is develope·d in Figure 1.14-). 
Its purpose is to show the integration of the various flight control 
test programs wh'ich demonstrate that pe·rformance and fl ight safety re-. 
quirements are sa.tisfied. The laboratory and special purpose test pro-
grams will cover many of the engineering and fUnctional test requirements 
prior to installation on the EFCS electronic flight control system on the 
airplane. Additional engineering tests on the airplane after the in-
stallation will ensure that the installed equipment meets the design re-
qui rements. Each ·of the test ca tegori es is descri bed in further deta i1 
in the subsequent paragraphs. 
,6) Powered Lift Flight Controls Testing 
The ability to maintain precise, positive, and reliable control of the 
airplane through modulation of propulsion forces must be developed and 
demonstrated prior' to corrmiti ng the ai rpl an\~ to powered 1 ift fl ight. 
The following ite~smust be explored in depth. 
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(a) Response and accuracy of propulsion system position loops - fan 
pitch. nacelle rotation, yaw Yanes, 
(b) Propulsion system response - power transienr;s control forces and 
moments, 
(c) Fljghtcontrol electronics - -hardware and software, 
(d) Powered Lift Control Laws and Flight Procedures, and 
(e) Crew interfaces - displays and controls. 
These requirements will be addressed through a combination of labora-
tory, simulation, and propulsion rig tests. Components must be flight 
qualified through analysis, tests by manufacturers, or by use of com-
ponents qualified for other programs. Large scale real-time simulations 
with man-in-the-loop capability (including the NASA-Ames flight simulator) 
must be used to develop and demonstrate control laws, software, and 
selected portions of the electronics hardware. A significant portion 
of the propulsion rig test program will be devoted to testing of powered 
lift flight controls. {See Section 1.14.4). 
1.14.2.2 Flight Controls ,Laboratory Test. The objectives of the laboratory 
test are to validate the Flight Control Electronics (FeE) and software and to 
support the RTA airplane ground and flight tests. These objectives will be 
achieved by testing of the FCE with a development version of the flight soft-
ware, using simulated sensors, output devices, and airframe dynamics to close 
the control loops. The following tests will be performed: 
A} No load performance tests of the fl ight control actuator servos will be 
conducted using simple hold-down fixtures. 
B) Closed-loop tests of the FC[ and software will be conducted using simu-
lated aircraft dynamics, aerodynamics control surface servos, propulsion 
control servos, aircraft motion sensors, and pilot command sensors to 
close the various loops. These tests will be used for development and 
verification of flight control laws and redundancy concepts. 
C) Electrical interface testing of flight control sensors, output servos, 
and flight test aircraft.data acquisition will be conducted. Sensor 
tracking and failure monitoring of critical flight control sensors will 
be studied in these tests. 
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1.14.2.3 Special Purpose Tests. A series of tests will be conducted on 
the installed electric command (EC) servos, the manual flight control ele-
ments, and the surface and lift fan power control actuators prior to in-
stallation of the triplex digital flight control electronics on the airplane. 
The objective is to obtain performance data on c'ertain critical control 
elements and to demonstrate and correct any electrical or mechanical pro-
blems at an early point in the RTAmodification program. The combination 
of special purpose electronics and selected servos defined as special purpose 
tests, are as follows: 
1) Aileron control system. 
2) Elevator control system. 
3) Rudder control system. 
4) Lift fan angle control system. 
S) Yaw vane control system. 
These tests will be conducted at various stages of the airplane assembly 
and will require interfacing the analog electronics with the airplane wiring 
~nd electro-hydraulic control elements. 
1.14.2.4 Functional Testing. Functional tests will be conducted on both 
of the airplanes to ensure that equipment and mechanism meet functional 
requirements in each airplane in the actual airplane environment. 
The EFCS wiring and avionics interface tests will ensure that the EFCS 
wiring is validated for power distribution and that the interface components 
between the FCE and avionics are properly installed. Automatic preflight 
and periodic tests will demonstrate that the EFCS self interrogation modes 
are fully operable. Control axis and mod~ tests will use the EFCS preflight 
test cap2bilities. The tests will determine that EFCS control axis modes 
are properly installed, interconnected and operate as designed. The functional 
tests will comprise operation. in wing borne and powered lift modes, with 
propulsion system in operation, when appropriate. 
Preflight and periodic test program will be used for the RIA airplane 
functional test requirements. Since these tests are of great importance, 
an outline of them follows: 
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A) Preflight Tests 
(a) Startup 
o Test initiation 
o Software program identification checks 
o Clearing of erroneous failure identification 
(b) Automatic Tesis. 
o Interchannel loop tests 
o Sensor checks 
o Hardware overflow checks 
o Analog loop tests 
o Discrete output tests 
o Discrete input tests 
(c) Manual Action Tests 
o Vertical gyro tests 
o Ai r data tes ts 
o Stabilator trim 
o EFes master caution 
o Flap pos; tion 
o Sensor (0<.,.11 vanes, etc.) 
(d) Manual End to End Tests 
o Stabilizer trlm through pilot and copilot trim switches 
o Pitch and roll tests: 
o Stabilator series electrical command servo (SECS) 
o Aileron SECS 
o Flap position 
o Stabilizer position 
o Engine position 
o Yaw vane position (3 fans) 
o Lift fan blade angle position (3 fans) 
o Throttle position 
o Rudder position 
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B) Peri odi c Tes ts 
Until experience has been gained, the periodic tests will be required 
as preflight tests, as a preliminary to all flights as follows: 
o Unscheduled trim warning 
o FCE interlocks 
o Column trim limit switches 
o Stabilator trim 1 imit switches 
o Vertical gyros (cut-outs) 
o Air ground switches 
o Engine position limit switches 
1.14.3 Testing of Propulsion Drive System 
The objective of the propulsion drive system tests is to verify that 
the instal1~tion will perform reliably in a simulated flight environment. 
The testing outlined here will, in conjunction with the integrated system 
testing described in the next section of this document, provide a comprehen-
sive life cycle and functional check-out under realistic operating conditions. 
Successful completion of .this test program will provide confidence that 
airplane installation will support the projected 500 hour flight test pro-
gram. 
1.14.3.1 Selection of a Test Method. A full-system ground test is considered 
a necessary ~reliminary to flight. This approach is consistent with past 
practice in development and testing of shaft-driven helicopter drive systems. 
Figure 1.14-2 shows a YUH-61A tiedown aircraft u~ed in the development of 
the dynamic system. Figure 1.14-3 shows an iron-bird concept used in the 
development of the HLH drive train. The iron-bird consists of a structural 
framework, in which the components are .mounted in their correct orientation 
relative to the aircraft and which are connected thru locally simulated air-
craft'structure. 
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1.14.3.2 Capabilities. The test rig will have the following capabilities. 
o Full power absorption at any fan 
o One engine inoperative 
o Control response rate (power transient) comparable to the aircraft 
o Full 1ength drive shafting 
o Lube cooling system comparable to the aircraft. (Ducts, intakes, com-
partmentation around cooler and transmissions). 
o Full tilting provisions for engine transmission pods 
o Simulated aircraft structure around mount points 
o Comparable pod mounting stiffness 
1.14.3.3 Special Test Conditions. The possibility of conducting tests 
under some of the following conditions will be con.sidered. 
A) Flight attitudes and accelerations affect the lubrication and scagenge 
system ptimarily by potentially unwetting the pump intakes and oil 
drain paths. It may be possible to mount the lube system development 
stand on gimbals so as to simula·te operation of the e>:<tremes of roll 
and pitch angles. Accelerations due to aircraft maneuvers must be re-
cognized during design, and can be verified only during actual air-
craft operation. 
B) Fuselage deflections affect shaft flexible couplings. Individual 
compon.ent relative motion can be calculated and the coupling mount 
points can be offset in the test rig to provide good simulation of 
the operating conditions. 
C) This altitude and forward speed primarily affect oil cooling and foam-
ing. The oil cooling system will be designed primarily for hovering 
at sea level on a hot (12SoF) day. At higher altitudes and forward 
speed conditjons will generally be less critical because temperatures 
are lower and total power requirements are much less. The greater 
air-to":'oil temperature differential at higher altitudes compensates for 
the reduced mass flow of air. All conditions will be examined and 
critical conditions simulated prior to flight. 
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1.14.3.4 Drive System Test Program. The dr
ive system will be developed 
;n individual component tests where possible
. and complete system testing 
will be employed where interactions need to 
be tested. The following 
tests will be planned. 
A) One specimen of each gear will be excited electrom
agnetically or by 
air-blast to verify the calculated resonant 
frequencies and mode 
shapes. 
B) One gear box assembly of each type will be instrum
ented with gear 
tooth strain gages and loaded statically to 
various levels to full 
torque. The gears will be rotated slowly th
rough mesh and the load 
distribution across the teeth will be record
ed. (See Figure 1.14-4. 
C) One gear box assembly of each type will be mounted 
in a no-load lube 
system development stand as shown by Figures
 1.14-5 and 1.14-6. 
The gear box will be operated at full rpm to
 the extremes of attitude. 
Gear gaffles and jets will be adjusted to optimize lubric
ation and reduce 
windage losses. 
D) One aircraft set of gearboxes and shafts will be in
strumented with gear 
tooth strain gages. torque gages and readout
 equipment. The system will 
be operated at 25, 50. 75 and 100% torques ~t
 stabilized temperature 
for sufficient time to record gear tooth str
esses. The system will also 
be operated at essentially zero torque and s
haft motion will be monitored. 
E) One aircraft ship set of gear boxes and shafts wil
l be mounted in the 
integrated test rig, (Figure 1.14-7)and subjected to the 
load schedule 
of Figure 1.14-8. The load cycle will be: 
Hover 60 min 
OEI #3 18 min 
OEI #2 9 min 
Climb 24 min 
OEI #1 9 min 
120 min ( 2 Hours ) 
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Minimum torque will be added to the first 12 cycles at 10 minutes per 
cycle. Fans will be in flat pitch and balanced thrust condition. 
Following each 2 hour cycle the loads will be repeated. At the com-
pletion of 52 hours a teardown inspection of all gear boxes will be 
made. After examination a limited clearance for aircraft ground run 
up may be made. At 102 hours of test time a further component in-
spection will be made. Flight clearance \,/ill be based upon satisfactory 
condition upon teardown inspection at the appropriate point in the 
test sequence. 
CONDITION 
1 Hover 
C1 imb 
2 OEI 3-Hover 
2 OEI 2-Hover 
2 OEI l-Hover 
Min. Torque 
FIGURE 1.14-8 TEST TABLE 
TEST HOUR.S 
BEFORE FLIGHT 
50 
20 
15 
7.5 
7.5 
2 
102 
1 Perform one reengagement clutch cycle per hour for a 
of 100 cycles. Apply maximum pitch and roll control 
each 1/2 hour for a total of 200 cycles. 
2 Overrun mode for respective engine. 
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TOTAL 
TEST HOURS 
100 
55 
15 
15 
15 
2 
202 
total 
loads 
~ 
.. 
A 
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After completion of the first phase of the drive system tests have beer. 
completed, the use of the propulsion iron-bird rig will be devoted to 
propulsion performance testing and flight controls testing for a period 
of seven months as shown by the schedule in Figure 1.14.9. The test 
articles, engines, fans and drive system - will accumulate an estimated 
200 hours of operation during the propulsion performance and flight-con-
trols testing. A final 100 hours of testing will be conducted to complete 
the drive system test program. 
The baseline rig test program outlined above will provide 400 hours of 
propulsion system operation, of which 200 hours is devoted specifically 
to drive system tests. The sch~dule is predicted on one-shift operation 
of the test facility. An optional alternative program would provide an 
additional 200 hours of test time by operating the rig on the second shift 
during the period devoted to flight-controls testing. This second-shift 
testing would be devoted entirely to endurance testing of the propulsion 
drive ~iystem. It will be noted that the 600-hour program would provide 
more test time on the propulsion drive system than the projected 500 hour 
flight test program, thus generating a high level of confidence in the in-
tegrity of the system. 
1.14.4 Integrated System Testjng (Iron Bird) 
A comprehensive system-level test program conducted with a full-scale 
propulsion test rig (iron-bird) is considered essential to the timely develop-
ment ofa safe, reliable flight vehicle. Experience has shown that low 
risk, step-by-step system tests, with complexity increasing at each step, 
is a cost-effective way to develop flight systems that consistently meet 
their cost, schedule, and performance o~jectives. The propulsion iron bird 
was introduced in the previous section as a method for testing propulsion 
drive systems that has become accepted in the helicopter industry. The 
iron bird concept is developed further in this section as the preferred 
method of performing integrated engineering, development, and demonstration 
tests on those subsystems that are active in powered-lift flight. 
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PROPULSION IRON BIRD TEST PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
FIGURE 1 .14-9 
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1.14.4.1 Propulsion Rig Test Goals. Specific goals to be pursued during 
the iron bird test program are listed below. It will be noted that this 
list includes several items that would require extensive and hoc tests if 
tI1)t;: iron bird were not available. 
A) Establish the fit and compatibility of the total hardware system in-
cluding engines, fans, gear boxes, drive line, mounts, lubrication 
system, cooling system, yaw vanes, variable area nozzles, flight con-
trol actuation, propulsion control system. 
B) Demonstrate hardware operability and integrity. 
C) r~easure installed propulsion system performance, steady-state and tran-
sient with two and three engines in operation. 
D) Perform software checkout under operational conditions. 
E) Demonstrate and evaluate control law design and implementation. 
Identify and correct any instabilities or limit cycles caused by 
propulsion - flight control interactions. 
F) Evaluate ~otal system response to engine failure. 
1. Engine-out VTOL performance. 
2. Impact of engine failure during VTOL operation. 
G) Crew familiarization'and development of flight test procedures, including 
emergency procedures. 
H) Develop and eva1uate flight-test instrumentation, recording, and data 
reduction procedures. 
I) Identify, support, and demons~rate any design modifications required 
for the airplane (including the drive, flight control and propulsion 
systems) to achieve its design goals. 
1.14.4.2 Propulsion Iron Bird Facility Requirements. The test facility 
should simulate the operating environment of the flight propulsion system 
as closely as is feasible. Instrumentation, recording equ1pment, and other 
appa~atus 'required to achieve the test goals listed above should 
be incorporated in the facility. These plant services (electrical power, 
utilities, security and fire protection) fuel supply, ground support equip-
ment for the engines as well as the test rig itself. The principal rig 
facility requirements are as follows: 
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A) General 
The test rig shall provide mounting points for all propulsion, drive 
system, and control components such that the geometry and compliance 
of the airframe are simulated as closely as possible. 
B) Instrumentation 
Instrumentation for measuring for the sum of the forces and moments 
executed on the rig by the propulsion system shall be provided. 
Measurements will be made in real time and shall be in a format 
suitable for presentation both to a recorder and to a real-time 
computer simulation of airframe dynamics. All relevant propulsion 
variables will be measured and displayed and/or recorded as appropriate. 
C) Safety 
The rig assembly shall be safe to maintain and operate. 
D) Physical and environmental protection for electronics, sensors, 
instrumentation, recorders, cables, and operating crew shall be provided. 
E) Access 
Physical access to all components, both test articles and instrumentation, 
shall be possible without significant effort beyond removal of protective 
covers. 
F) Facilities 
A control foom of sufficient size for convenient conducting of test 
operations shall be provided along with crew interfaces, displays, 
monitoring eqUipment, recorders~ desks, etc., required to achieve the 
test goals. The control room shall provide a safe and comfortable work-
ing environment for the test crew. "Air conditioning shall be provided 
to ensure reliable operation of the eiectronics housed in the control 
room. The air conditioning system should keep the control room tempera-
ture to lOaF or lower under a heat load equivalent to 10 personnel and 
5000 watts dissipation by electronic equipment. 
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1.14.4.3 Integration Plan. The integration plan is summarized by Figures 
1.14-9 and 1.14-10 which show preliminary schedules for development and 
documentation of detailed requirements, the procurement or fabrication of 
hardware and software, the development of real-time simulations to close _ 
control loops, and the actual test operations. The program is time-phased 
to distribute the work as uniformly as possible over the period of interest 
to ease peak manpower requirements and to allow maximum continuity of 
personnel. The progression of activities is generall,Y fronl the less complex 
to the more complex, consistent with the low-risk step-by-step approach. 
~ four test series is planned. 
A} Functional Testing 
The first test period (two months) is devoted to functional testing of 
the drive train. A detailed discussion of the drive1ine test is given 
in Settion 1.14.3. This activity is scheduled early in the program to 
allow maximum lead time for any hardware revisions indicated by test 
results. This will alsQ allow time for check-out of instrumentation, 
preparation of flight control hardware and software, and crew training 
required for later, more complex tests. The system will be operated 
approximately 102 hours during this first test series. 
B} Propulsion System Performance 
The second test period (also two months) is used to evaluate installed 
propulsion performance as described in Section 1.14.4.4. The data re-
corded during this period will be used to refine the flight control 
laws ~rior to th~ flight control/software check-out ph~se. It will 
also provide a perfonnance baseline for evaluating flight test results. 
Approximately 50 hours of test running will be required to obtain the 
required propulsion performance data. Allowing a 50% margin for start~ 
up, shut-down, setti ng up test conditions, and re-runni ng bad poi nts, 
-about 75 hours of operating time will be accumulated during the propulsion 
evaluation test phase. The propulsion perfonnance test events are listed 
in Table 1.14-1. 
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TABLE 1.14.1 PROPULSION SYSTEr~ PERFORMANCE TEST EVENTS 
I. Steady-State Performance 
Operate at matrix of 3 fan speeds and 5 fan blade pitches (15 poltler 
settings*). Stabilize for three (3) minutes at each poltler setting 
befot'e taking data. Sweep pods and yaw vanes through limits: 
o 10 pod settings ItIith yaw vanes centered 
o 5 yaw vane settings each at 3 pod settings 
Allow one minute to stabilize at each point, 30 seconds to record 
data. 
Run the above sequence on three engines, 2 lift-cruise (L/C) engines, 
and 1 L/C engine + lift engine. 
Estimated test time for steady-state tests - 33 hours. 
II. Propulsion Transient Performance 
A. Step Response: (L/C Pods Vertical) 
1. -At each power setting in I, command two (2) steps to higher 
pitch and two (2) steps to flatter pitch. Magnitude of steps 
TBD. Stabilize for fifteen (15) seconds, step back to 
original setting, stabilize thirty (30) seconds before 
running next point. 
Run above sequence on 3 engines, 2 L/C engines, and 1 L/C 
engine + lift engine (180 points; 3 hours) 
2. At each power setting in I, make two (2) steps in yaw vane 
setting from E to each side of netural. Run with three 
engines only (60 points; 1 hour). 
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A one-month period is scheduled after propulsion evaluation to 
install the flight control electronics and software for the closed 
loop cpntrol tests which follow. 
C) Closed Loop Control 
Four months are allowed for closed-loop evaluation of flight control 
laws and check-out of controller software in an operational environment. 
The test rig will be fitted with strain gauges on the struts to measure 
forces and moments during these tests. A real-time simulation of the 
aircraft will integrate the measured forces and moments to provide on-
line indication of aircraft status, which will be displayed to the 
crew. The crew will control the system via a boiler~plate version 
of the cockpit controls as indicated by the diagram in Figure 1.14-11. 
The flight control/software evaluation test events are listed in 
Table 1.14-2. 
The propul~ion rig will accumulate approximately 125 hours of operating 
time during the flight-controls test. 
D) Driv~ System Development 
An additional two months is scheduled for drive system testing to complete 
the work described in Section 1.14.3. 
A final month ;s allowed for tear-down and detailed inspection of the 
drive system. This inspection will be completed prior to the first 
flight of the No.1 aircraft. The propulsion system and its control 
system will be qualified for pow~red-fl;ght upon completion of this 
inspection. 
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B) Si nuso; ds 
1. At ea'ch power setting in I. inject sinusoidal pitch command of . 
amplitude and frequency TBD (8 'points at 'each power setting). 
Continue one (1) minute for each test point. Run with 3 engines, 
LIC pods vertical. (120 po;nts~ 2 hours). 
2. At each test condition in 1 above inject sinusoidal yaw vane 
cOlTll1and of ampli'tude and frequency TBD. Continue one (1) minute 
at each test point. Run with three engines, Lie pods vertical 
(120 points. 2 hours). 
3. At each test condition in one above. inject sinusoidal roll commands 
of amplitude and frequency TBD. Continue for one (1) minute. Run 
with 3 engines. LIC pods vertical and at 450 . (240 pOints, 4 hours). 
III. Failure Response 
Propulsion system response to engine failure shall be estimated in two ways: 
(a) by stepping the gas generator speed command to idle to simUlate a failed 
engine, and (b) by shutting off fuel to one· of the engines. Use of the fuel 
shut-off shall be minimized to minimize exposure to the extreme thennal 
transients associated with engine shut-down from high power settings. 
All test points shall be initialized with three engines,operating LtC pods 
set at 900 (vertical). Stabilize on point for three (3) minutes before 
initiating the failure. After simulated failure, the parler setting on the 
reamining engines shall be reduced to the pre-failure level after to (10) 
seconds or after transients decay, whichever is the sooner. The failure 
shall be assumed to occur when the clutch of the affected engine disengages. 
: (30 points, 3.5 hours). 
A. Gas Generator Step Command 
1. At each power setti ng in I. step the gas generator command of one 
LIC engine to idle. 
2. At each power setting in I, step the gas generator command of the lift 
engine to idle. 
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B. Gas Generator Shut-Down 
Failure simulation by fuel cut-off shall be conducted at power settings 
corresponding to hover at the maximum and minimum hover weights. The 
two failure series shall be conducted once with a L/C engine shut-down 
and once with the lift.engine shut-down for a total of four (4) events. 
Approximately 50 hours. operating time to evaluate propulsion performance. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
TABLE 1.14-2 SOFTWARE CHECK-OUT/FLIGHT CONTROL TEST EVENTS 
Propulsion transients without flight simulation. 
Lift-off, hover maneuvers, land. 
Lift-off, accelerate* to wing-borne speed. 
Wing-borne maneuvers. 
Decelerate*, hover maneuvers, re-accelerate to wing-borne speed 
Decelerate, hover maneuvers, land. 
STOl Take-off, accel to cruise speed. 
Simulate engine failure during wing borne flight, de~elerate and 
land in VTOL mode. 
a. Failure of lift engine 
b. Failure of L/C engine 
9. Simulate engine failure during VTOL flight. 
* Several different types of acceleration and deceleration maneuvers 
will be investigated. For example, constant glide slope decelerations, 
constant altitude, or constant sink rate decleerations may be explored. 
Similar possibilities for accelerating transition exist and warrant 
examination. 
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1.14.5 Emergency Escape System 
A minimum amount of testing will be necessary due to the previous qualifi-
cation tatU$ of the Stencil SlllS-3 seat. Testing will be conducted to 
ensure safe integration into the RTD airplane. The tests will be to simulate 
representative VTOL operation in accordance with tUL-E-9426A. 
Two track- tests will be conducted using a simulated R.T.A. vehicle. The first 
, " 
first will be at 120 KEAS and the second at 300 KEAS. The test conditions, 
objectives, equipment and procedure are summarized in Table 1.14-3. 
TABLE 1~14-3 ESCAPE SYSTEM TEST SUMMARY 
TEST CONDITIONS OBJECTIVE 
Preoperative Validate initiation con-
tro 1 opera ti on. 
128' 
EQUIPMENT PROCEDURE 
Ejection seat Simulate initiation 
mounted in air- with catapult dct 
craft 
~~_,-_c .• ~c.~.~_. 
I 
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1.14.6 Flight Testing 
A brief flight test will be conducted prior to delivery. The intent 
is to clear the airplane as belng airworthy and not to pursue research 
goals. The following test events will be performed: 
o Structural demonstration 
o PerfQnnance and handling 
o Flutter clearance 
o Full functional check-out in flight 
Two flight te~t programs are offered. The baseline (lOa hour) program 
would exercise all flight modes, including hover and transition to and 
from wing-borne flight. The low-cost alternative program (30 hours) would 
demonstrate only wing-borne (CTOl) flight. 
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1 • 15 USE OF EXIST! NG COMPONENT SUM~~ARY 
Wherever possible, existing components. or off-the-shelf hardware has 
been identified for use on the RTA. A preliminary sUJl1l1ary is listed 
below of the items identified to date. Notation is provided as to 
"useable as is", or tlmodified as described". Modification descriptions 
of major items appear in section 1.17 of this report. 
Item 
Ai rframe 
T-39 Wing Structure 
T-39 Fuselage Structure 
T-39 Cab Structure 
T-39 Horizontal Tail 
T-39 Rudder 
TABLE 1. 15-1 
Useable As-Is 
Or As Procured 
Off/Shelf 
A-4 Main Landing Gear Struts 
A-4 . Nose Landi ng Gear Strut 
A-4 Wheels/Brakes/Tires X 
T-39 VFR Instrumentation/ 
Communication 
T-39 L. E. Slats 
T-39 Flaps 
T -39 Ai 1 erons 
T-39 ECS 
Electrical Generators and Back-
up 
Control System Actuators 
Hydraulic Pumps, etc. 
Oxygen Syst. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Modified or Adapted 
As Described 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
X 
X 
X 
/ 
-
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Item 
Propulsion 
T-39 Wing Tanks 
Engine Starters 
TABLE 1.15-1 (Continued) 
Useable As-Is 
Or As Procured 
Off/Shelf 
X 
I-Box. D-Box Lubrication/Cooling 
(HLH) . 
Drive Shaft Supports (HLH) 
Lie Fan Pod Rotation 
Actuator (Harmonic Drive) 
Sprag Clutch (HLH) X 
Flight Controls 
FCS Computer (HLH or Equivalent) 
FCS Sensors X 
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Modified or Adapted 
As Described 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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1.16 EXPERH1ENTAL SHOP U~{ 
Costing will Be Based upon use of experimental shop fabrication, assembly 
and test. This assumption was used in the costing presented for the 
demonstrators defined in the 1975 definition study under Contract NAS2-6563. 
The procedures for engineering. shop, inspection and related functions will 
follow very closely those used in the Buffalo modification for the Augmen-
tor Wing Research Aircraft and the QSRA Program. The former was accomplished 
By BQeing for NASA Ames and the latter is now in progress for NASA Ames. 
Generally, the implications are: 
o Engineers, final assembly craftsmen, flight line mechanics and ;~~?ectors 
having exceptional versatility will be assigned. A team of this composition 
naturally eases coordination in the conceptual, assembly and operating 
phases. 
o When practical, drawings for the shop will have details described on 
. 
layout or assembly drawings. In those cases where layout drawings can 
suffice for assemBly guidance, no new drawing will be made. 
o All drawings will be controlled and change notices will be made for 
control. As appropriate, all configuration sensitive change notices 
will be incorporated onto the drawings. Other notices need not be in-
corporated. 
o Manufacturing engineering specialists will review design layout work on 
the designer's board and a cooperative derivation of a "least cost" 
approach will ensue. This entails establishing desirable arrangement, 
fabrication, process and assembly techniques that match a one-or·two-
of-a kind production and developmental shop tooling and fabrication 
facil iti es. 
o Shop progress will be expedited by authorized project engineer mark-
up of shop drawings on the job. Such chanqe or clarification will be 
dated and signed on the shop drawing by the engineer and at a convenient 
time will be covered by the appropriate change notice. Adequate paper 
records will be mairitainedfor quality control and government inspection 
acceptance. Hhere necessary, the engineer responsible for the desi9n 
will engage in inspection '''buy-off'' where drawing clarity or special 
action hai been taken to produce the part or assembly. 
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o Drawing preparation and notes thereon will be done with the idea in 
mind that only one or two ship sets are to be made and that appropriate 
engineering assistance will be available to assist. The approach will 
reduce normal drawing preparation time. 
o The project engineering group will Be co-located with final assembly 
so that toe designers fulfill the liaison engineering function. 
Similarly, the designer ,will serve the liaison function for fabrication 
at the selected fabrication shops. 
o Developmental tooling will be used wherever possible. 
o The modification design will avoid requirements for tooling whe'rever 
practical. For example, reskinning of a fin or stabilizer will be ac-
complished in a sequence that uses the basic structure as its own jiq 
or fixture. 
o Developmental shop assembly craftsmen will be used. 
o Developmental shops will do the majority of the required parts fabri-
cation. 
o Use of the main production fabrication shops will only be made in dis-
crete instances requiring their special capability for welding or honey-
comb structure. 
a Functionai tests for acceptance will be delineated and attended by the, 
design project engineers. 
o As appropriate, the fir,al assembly craftsmen will service the aircraft 
during functional, ground and contractor flight test. 
a It is expected that qualified engineering, inspection, and flight line 
mechanic personnel will spend 6 months or more iD residence at the 
customer's operating faci.lity to adequately train the government crew 
that will take over. This provision was made for the Buffalo Augmentor 
Wing Research Aircraft Program and proved quite successful. Here again 
the engineering definition of operating, maintenance and drawinq des-
criptions can be tailored to meet this expected turnover. Personalized 
participation and follow-through by the actual designers, flight line 
crew and inspectors reduces the extent of required formal definition. 
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o Shop planners and schedulers will be selected fr9m our developmental 
organization and will 5e personnel that have been.through the mill on 
previous Boeing experimental aircraft developments. This approach ;s 
used on the QSRA program. Many Buffalo Augmentor Wing Research Airplane 
personnel are assigned to that program. 
1.17 PRELHHNARY t10DIFICATION vJORK STATH1ENT 
The following paragraphs explain the approach and extent of modification 
necessary in the restructure of the T-39A. 
1. 17.1 Ai rframe 
A) Landing Gear (see Figure 1.5-1). Use. A-4 nose gt':ar, fork, wheel, axle, 
tire, steering cylinder and shock strut with metering pin modification 
mounted in reinforced existing T-39 nose support beams. Aft retraction 
will 5e accomplished by knuckled drag bracing struts which straddle 
the front fan drive shaft when retracted. A modified length A-4 gear 
telescoping link will be used to reduce gear length for retraction. 
This provision minimizes airframe modification. 
The main landing gear consists of the A-4 wheel, tire, brake and shock 
strut assembly with a modified metering pin. The shock strut is installeri 
in a new design Hsupport jacket" to provide the necessary landing gear 
length. The A-4 gear swivelling mechanism is eliminated since inboard 
retraction is planned and the wheels will be fully enclosed within the 
T-39 wing/body contour. The support jacket is hinged at an upper end 
fitting, located between the swept rear wing spar and an added trans-
verse beam extending through the body to the opposite rear wing spar. 
A trailing edge Wing/body fillet.is added to fair the necessary auxiliary 
beam depth. The lower end of the support jacket is supported at the 
apex of a folding IIV II brace which transfers gear side, draq, and torque 
load to the body structure. 
Use will be made of T-39 or A-4 gear up/down locks, door latches, re-
traction/extension actuators, gear position indicators, gear-up warning 
system, and door actuation 1 inkages, 
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Nose gear doors will Be provided~ As shown in the inboard profile· 
(Section 1.5), a Blister contour in the 'door covers the nose wheel. 
Main gear strut doors will be provided and attached to the struts. 
Clamshell wheel doors are provided on the body . 
B) Subsystems and Conventional Controls 
B-1} The electrical system will generally retain ship's wiring with 
special cable provisions for test instrumentation. Two new 20KVA gene-
ratorswi1l be installed to accommodate the additional load. They 
will be mounted on the drive system drop-gear box. The old generator 
installation will be removed. 
I 
B-2) Hydraulic System - This system is c~~p1ete1y revised. It will 
consist of dual main 3,000 psi systems for operating landing gear, 
nose wheel steering, ailerons, rudder, horizontal slab tail, nose fan 
doors. nose fan vanes, lift/cruise pod pitch angle, lift/cruise pod 
yaw vanes, L/C fan nozzle and nose fan Beta control. Dual pumps are 
driven from the drive system drop-gear box. Two new fluid reservoirs 
will be provided along with necessary control and shut-off valves, 
relief valves, filters, indicators. regulators, etc. that fulfill the 
new system requirements for the added elements to be powered. 
B-3) Environmental Control System - Existing cooling packs are candidates 
for adaptation,' Cabin pressurization is not to be provided. 
B-4} Fire, Heat Detection, and Fire Extinguishing Systems - New systems 
will be provided to accommodate engines, gear boxes, clutch, and as-
sociated cooling systems. 
B ... 5} Ant;-iclng/Deicing Systems - None provided. 
B-6} Oxygen System - Modify existing provisions to accommodate pilot 
and co-pilot only. Delete·other provisions. 
B-7) Slats - Retain existing system, but tailor outboard segment 
t.t'} match wi ng cut-off. 
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8-8) Ailerons - Retain existing ailerons but tailor·outboard region 
to match wing cut-off. Note that wing cut-off occurs outboard of 
outboard aileron hinge, thus the existing aileron support and actuation 
is retained. Aileron actuation will De hydraulic through a modified 
YC-14 central aileron a~tuator with caDle runs to the ailerons. 
8-9) Flaps - The existing flap system will be retained. A cut-out 
and a local auxiliary hinged surface will be provided on the flap 
to accommodate the motion of the lift/cruise fan pod in its extreme 
angular position for vertical flight operation. 
8-10) Rudder - The existing rudder will be used but the fin is new. 
New hydraulic rudder actuation is provided. 
B-l1) Horizontal Slat) Tail - The existing horizontal stabilizer and 
elevator have been modified to serve as a flying slab tail. Hydraulic 
actuation is provided for control and ~lect~ical screwjack actuation 
for trim. This;s a completely new aetuation system, 
C) Cockpi t 
Engine instruments wilr be replaced. Additional. position indicating in-
strumentation will be provided for control surface and thrust vectoring 
controls (rudder, slab tail, nose fan vector, LIe fan nozzle, L/e fan 
vector). The wheel controls will be replaced with dual stick controls 
for the pilot and co-pilot. Longitudinal and lateral trim controls will 
be provi~ed on each stick. Throttle control will be modified to provide 
necessary detents for mode selection. A new control for manual setting 
of L/e pod angle ;s prov~ded. Provisions will be made for SAS and its 
mode selection controls. The overhead cabin structure will be modified 
to provide a clear through path for ejection through a frangible canopy. 
The side door and its frame are modified to alloW the addition of a canted 
overhead frame. This frame is to provide body bending strength that was 
previously supplied by the cockpit overhead centerline structure, 
01 Ejection Seats 
Both pil ot andco-pil ot seats wi 11 De removed to oe repl aced by Stencil 
SIIIS-3Fl6 (Harrier type) ejection seats. The bul khead aft of the cabin 
section will be modified and strengthened to carry the new escape loads 
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and accommodate the 17 degrees required for ejection rail installation. 
E) Wings 
Wing structural modifications are confined to four areas. The first is 
reducing the semi-span by 22 inches and providing a new tip fairing. The 
second is incorporation of the transverse landing gear beam and attachment 
provisions for the gear and its actuation. 'The third is recompartmenting 
of the internal fuel cell system to provide three tanks. This entails pro-
viding feed-through plumbing through the wing centerline rib and two tank 
oulkfteads eac" side of centerline to create a center fuel tank. The addition 
of left and right tank bulkheads outboard of these center tank bulkheads 
then provide left and right outboard tank's. The remainder of the existing 
wing tankage is retained for use in providing ferry fuel capacity. t1inor 
modifications are required to accommodate fuel feed lines~ venting, and 
boost pump installations. The fourth is a fairing to accommodate the land-
ing gear gransverse beam. 
F) Fuselage 
F-1) A new nose section'will be required to accommodate the lift fan 
installation, flight test instrumentation, an instrumentation nose boom, 
and ballast provisions. 
F-2) In the cockpit region local beef-up is required to accomodate the 
loads resulting from the new nose section, tnstallationof the nose gear, 
and cut-away of overhead structure for ejection egress. Also, modifica-
tion is necessary to accommodate ejection system installation and l.oads. 
Provisions for forward fan drive shaft, and intermediate bearing support 
and protective fairing are requirpd. The fairing should provide contain-
ment features for the shafting to protect the crew. 
F-3) The forward cabin must be adapted to installation of flight test 
instrumentation racks, hydraulic reservoirs, drive shaft bearing supports 
and drive shaft protective fairing and containment. 
F-4) Aft cabin and fuselage must accommodate the third engine installa-
tion including its air intake provisions, drop-gear box, shrOUd for 
cooling and fire zone delineation and firewall shroud over burner section 
and tail pipe as well as tail pipe. Engine mounting and drop-box mount-
ing will be as shown in Figure 1.5-3. An engine accessory access panel 
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and its structured frame will ~e provided on the left hand side. It 
should be noted that fuselage pressurization will not be provided. 
The T-Box installation and lift/cruise pod structural cross tie is 
above the engine. A notch cut-out in body structure is provided 
along with new longeron elements fqr body load carry-through around 
the notch. Additionally, a VEE-frame structure is provided at the 
top of the fuselage to bridge the notch and provide body bending 
structure and torsional strength. The VEE-frame is removable to per-
mit T-Box access for service and/or removal I Capability is provided 
for installation of the entire left and right hand lift/cruise pod, 
cross shaft drive, T-Box and interconnecting lateral structure as a 
unit. Additionally, the arrangement permits removal and replacement 
of just the T-Box or a cross shaft drive member. The lateral box bea~ 
that interconnects the left and right pod assemblies is shown in 
Section B-B in Figure 1.5-3 . 
An intermediate drive shaft ~earing support is provided for the inter-
connect shaft running fore and aft between the T-Box and the drop-box. 
Aft fuselage beef-up is made to provide additional bending and torsional 
stren.gth and rigidity to accommodate increased loading from the T-tail. 
Further detail of this modification remains to D~ determined. This 
strengthening along with some fuselage frame strengthening is also pro-
vided locally to permit introducing the vertical fin front spar loads 
into the fuselage. 
Provisions are made to install and remove the fuselage engine (3rd engine) 
through a framed aperture at the .rear, lower, fuselage, A structural door 
covers the aperture but includes a hole for the third engine tailpipe. 
t~hen in place, the door provides torsional strength for asymmetric fin 
loads and body bending. 
G) Empennage 
G-l) The horizontal tail is made up of the exist;ng~lT-39 tail panels 
" 
with a new center section for adapting the tail to the vertical fin. 
The center section also provides the anhedral which is desirable for 
flutte~ avoidance. Since a flying tail is to be used, the eXisting 
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T-39 elevator surfaces are 10cke~ in their zero deflection mode. 
G-2) A new vertical fin is planned for accommodating the new loading 
imposed by the T-tail configuration. It's outline approximates that 
of the T-39 fin and it is planned to utilize the existing T-39 rudder 
assemo1y and its hinges. 
H) Miscellaneous 
None at this time. 
1.17.2 Propuls~,l)n System 
A) The lift/cruise fan pod structure, structural cross beam, T-Box, cross 
shaft, clutch, pod thrust vectoring drive, electrical service, hydraulic 
service, control routing, and fuel feed installations are all.new con-
struction and are illustrated in Figure 1.17-1. The installation of 
this and the tie to the fuselage was oriefly described in section 
(F). 
B) The drive shaft from the·T-Box forward.is installed with one intermediate 
support. 
C) Installation of the ~rop-oox has previously been described. The output 
from the drop box is through a disconnect clutch which is supported 
from a pad on the drop-box case. 
0) The drive shaft forward to the nose fan has three intermediate support 
bearings that are supported from the deck structure. The nose fan in-
stallation concept is shown in Figure 1.5-2. Details as to tying the 
fan case to the nose structure are in work in coordination with the 
Hamilton-Standard designers. Philosophically, the fan will be supported 
so that its case structure is isolated from airframe loading. 
E) Nose fan entrance doors, ex~t doors and thrust vectoring concepts are 
shown in Figure 1.5-2. These are all new structural items. 
F) Installation concept for the lubrication and cooling systems for the 
T-Box, drop-box and clutch are shown in Section 2 of this report. 
G) Thrust vectoring vanes are install,d in the lift/cruise fan efflux. 
These are integrated with the support structure for the variable area 
fan nozzle. 
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H} Miscellaneous 
H-l) The fuel system will oe modified to provide three integral wing 
tank compartments, their boost pumps. interconnects, transfer plumbinq, 
controls and vents. Installation concept will not be shown. A sche-
matic and description of the fuel system ;s in work and will be provided 
at a later date. 
H-2) Fire zone compartmentation and protection are to be provided. 
Their description is beyond the scope of this study. 
1.17.3 Control System 
Roll, pitch and yaw axis flight control systems are shown schematically 
in Figures 1.10-2 thru 4. Fly-oy-wire systems mixture with some mechanical 
system is shown. 
The design concept is to provjde a directmecha.nical link Between the 
pilot and Conventional Controls (rudder. stabilizer and aileron); a direct 
electrical link between the pilot and VTOL controls (fan blade angle, yaw 
vane angle, nacelle tilt angle); a direct electrical link to en9ine controls 
(fuel, fan nozz.le); and a SAS with limited authority. The <airplane systems 
revert to the direct link mode of operation in the event of a SAS Channel 
fai lure. < 
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2.0 TASK 2- DESIGN DETAIL OF PROPULSION DRIVE SYSTEM 
" , 
2.1 BASELINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The baseline drive system is presented in Figure 2.1-1 (SK27132). It 
consists of shafting, gearboxes and clutches that provide a direct load 
path from any of the three engines to any of the three fans. 
The clutch mounted on the forward face of the drop-box provides the 
capability of engaging the forward lift fan for V/STOL modes and dis-
engaging it for conventional flight modes. This clutch is activated 
at pilot command. 
There are three. one way (overrunning) clutches in the drive system. 
One each is located in the engine supplied gearbox and one is in the 
drop box at the input from the third engine. These clutches automati-
cally disengage any time an engine operates at an RPM less than the system 
RPM. Thus, in the event of an engine failure, the remaining engines 
provide the power required to drive the fans. The failed engine is dis-
engaged by the clutch. 
Damage to a lift/cruise fan or malfunction of anyone of the gearboxes 
(e.g., lubrication system failure) in the propulsion drive system could 
result in the need for disengaging the malfunctioning device from the 
drive system to permit conventional landing of the airplane. To provide 
this capability, each input gear in the T-box is equipped with a sliding 
spline coupling. An external hydrauliC actuator will disengage one (to 
isolate a L/e fan or associated gearbox) or both (to isolate the Tee or 
drop box) of these couplings upon pilot command. The coupling is re-
engaged on the ground with the system at rest. 
2!1.1 T-Box (SK-27097) 
The T-box, Figure 2.1-2 is a 900 spiral bevel gear~ox with a ratio of 
1:1. It is so designed and situated that it can ~e driving and/or a driven 
gearbox: i.e.~ engines #1 and #2 can 
and thence to the forward lift fan. 
can driv.e back through the drop box, 
lift/cruise fans. 
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drive into the box,to the drop box 
Under other conditions, the #3 engine 
to and through the T-box to the 
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Because of the proximity of the #3 engine to the bottom of the T-box. 
there is no space for an oil sump. Therefore. the T-box is a dry sump 
(scavenged) gearbox and utilizes a separate oil tank for its oil supply. 
Two oil collection areas are provided in the bottom of the gear case. 
Each of these is scavenged by a separate scavenge pump element. 
The three bevel gears in the transmission are conventionally straddle 
mounted between a pair'of cylindrical roller bearings. The thrust 
bearings are designed to take thrust in either direction thus providing 
the driving or driven capability required of the box. 
The detail design of the gear rims and webs is such that its resonant 
frequencies are removed from its operating speed. In addition, the 
gears are equipped with damping rings. These damping rings do not 
change the natural frequency of the gear but mechanica!ly attenuate the 
resonance to a low (non-damaging)level. 
The T-box is mounted in the aircraft from an "'HI! frame as shown in 
Figure 2.1-1. The "HI! frame is an aluminum hog-out or forging which 
is designed to prevent loads resulting from aircraft deflection from 
being transmitted to the gearbox housing. 
The gears in the T-box are made from VASCO X-2 ~teel. The housings 
will be magnesium hog-outs or castings whichever is cost effective. 
The beari ngs are CEvr~-M-50 steel. 
Oil is supplied to the gears and bearings via a combination of finger 
jets and lubricators. 
The T~box weight of 380 lbs includes 43 lbs of oil and a 13 lb oil tank. 
Cooler and plumbing weight is excluded. 
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2.1. 2 Drop Box 
The drop box, Figure 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 is a double helical 
gearbox. Like the T-box, it is also a driving or driven gearbox. 
However, its primary function is to provide power to the forward 
lift fan for V/STOL operation. There is no speed change across the 
drop box gears. Each of the five herringbone gears is identical 
as far as the gear tooth configuration is concerned. Each gear is 
supported in identical roller bearings. This commonality minimizes 
tooling and special set-up requirements. 
The primary power train gears will be made from VASCO X-2 steel whereas 
the accessory drive gears will be made from' 9310 steel· The 
housings will be hog-outs or castings whichever is cost effective. The 
bearings will be CEVM-M-50 steel. 
Oil is supplied directly to the gears by lubrication jets. The bearings 
and clutches are lubricated by centrifugal force with oil supplied to 
the bores of the gear/clutch shafts. Lubrication by this means is cost 
effective because of casting si~plification and delivers oil more 
efficiently than external lubricators. 
The transmission will be mounted in the aircraft utilizing an open truss 
arrangement as shown in Figure 1.5-1 and schematically shown in Figure 
2.1-1. This provides satisfactory al ignment betv,een the engine and 
transmission. 
The clutch at the forward end of the drop box is required to engage and 
disengage the forward lift fan as required by the flight mode. This 
clutch will be d~veloped under separate contract by the US Navy, 
In addition to its function of transferring #1. #2 or #3 engine power to 
the forward lift fan or transferring #3 engine power to the T-box; the 
drop bOx also mounts the following drive system and aircraft. accessories: 
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(1) Oil Cooler - Drop Box (67 Lbs) 
(1) Blower for Cooler (22 Lbs) 
(2) Lubrication Pumps - Drop Box 
and T-Box (25 Lbs) 
(2) 20 KVA lDG's (76 Lbs ea) 
(2) Hydraulic Pumps 
(3000 PSI) 
,.. 25 GPM (11.5 Lbs ea) 
The drop box has an integral oil sump, thus no scavenge pumps are required. 
The drop box also includes an overrunning clutch which automatically 
disengages engine #3 from the drive system in the event of failure of 
#3 engine. The sprag clutch is the same hardware developed for the 
HLH (XCH-62). The drop box weighs 560 Lbs and includes 60 Lbs of oil. 
2.1.3 Shafts and Bearings 
The drive shafting shown ih Figure 2.1-1'is large diameter, thin wall 
aluminum tubing, supported at the intervals shown for subcritical I'/hirl 
mode operation. The b~arings in the supports are grease lubricated. 
Each of the shaft sections is connected together by a balanced assembly 
of thin stainless steel discs to accommodate shaft misalignment. The 
splined couplings that connect the drive shaft assemblies to the trans-
missions are grease lubricated. 
The drive shafting is identical in design to that developed and tested 
for the Boeing Vertol HLH (XCH-62). It is similar in concept, although 
larger in diameter, to that used successfully in the CH-46 and CH-47 
helicopter rotor interconnect and engine drive locations. A typical 
XCH-62 drive shaft assembly is shown in Figure 2.1-5. 
During the preliminary design of the shafting syste,m for this aircraft, 
the drop box to lift fan shafting used 6.00 inch dia. tubing. In 
order to meet the subcritical operational speed r~quirements, four 
sections of shafting and three support bearings were required. A trade 
study was made using 7.25 inch dia. tube (HLH synchronizing shaft) and 
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it was determined that only three shaft sections and tvlO bearing sup-
ports would be required forsubcritica1 speed operation. A weight 
savings of 23 Lbs was achieved by designing with the larger shafting. 
The two drive shafts from the pod mounted engines to the T-box and the 
shaft from the #3 engine to the drop box will be instrumented and equip-
ped with a telemetry system in order to provide the pilot (and flight 
test engineering) with torque and power distribution data. This system, 
has been used successfully during HLH and UTTAS drive system develop-
ment testing. Figure 2.1-6 and 2.1-7 show the system schematically 
and installed on a UTTAS engine drive shaft. 
The total shafting weight including couplings and bearing supports is 
296 Lbs. 
2.1.4 Lift Fan Engagement Clutch 
The lift fan engagement clutch is being developed under separate Navy 
contract and will 'be GFE. The clutch will be mounted on the front of 
the drop box to facilitate actuation and lubrication oil supply. Con 
ceptual design of the clutch was done during preproposal studies in 
response to the Navy RFP N0019-76-0-0058. The clutch weight was estim-
at 80 pounds~ The clutch concept is described in section 2.5.4. 
2.1.5 Lubrication & Cooling Systems 
Major features are corrmon to each of the lubrication systems for the 
T and drop boxes. See Figures 2.1-8 and 2.1-9. Each of the pump inlets 
is protected from debris by screens .located in the bottom of the trans-
mission. These scree~s are designed to detect ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals and provide an indication to the pilot in the event of a po~en~ 
tial problem in the transmission. The oil filters are full flow, 
single stage, 40 micron. They are provided with a ground inspectable 
indicator which provides indication of impending bypass and actual 
bypass. A downstream screen with .015 inch opening at the transmission 
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is provided to preclude filter bypass material clogging lube jets. This 
sCreen does not have a bypass. 
pressure gage in the cockpit. 
Debris build-up is indicated by the oil 
The T-box is mounted in the aircraft just above engine No.3. The 
proximity of the engine to the transmission prevents the utilization 
of an integral oil reservoir (sump). Thus a remotely mounted oil tank 
will be used. The T-box is scavenged from two low points, one forward 
and one aft to provide positive scavenging for 450 nose up and 450 nose 
down attitudes. Because of space limitations, the lubrication pump 
for the T -box is mounted on .and driven by the drop box. It is a 3 
element, positive displacement G~ROTOR pump; one 18 GPM pressure 
element and two 45 GPM scavenge elements. Hoses are used to connect 
the pump to the T-box, the oil tank and the oil cooler. A schematic 
of the T-box lubrication system is shown in Figure 2.1-8. The lubri-
cation and cooling system is sized for the STO climb Case I (Figure 
2.1-10). This design point was selected because it is the most severe 
steady state standard operating condition. The heat rejection analysis 
is shown in Figure 2.1-11 based on power levels in section 2.3.1. 
The drop box is a wet sump gearbox, thus no scavenge pumps are required. 
The inlet to the pressure pump will be·designed to accommodate the 450 
nose up and down aircraft attitudes. The lubrication and cooling system 
for the drop box is also sized for the STO climb Case I (Figure 2.1-10,) 
its heat rejection analysis is presented in Figure 2.1-12. 
The drop box and T-box are cooled by air, utilizing the HLH oil coolers 
and blower which mount on the transmission. The blower is gear driven 
by an accessory drive gear in the drop box. 
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MESH DESIGN MESH WINDAGE 
Df.SIGNATlOlI tip LOSS 
, 1 5450 liP 27 HP 
~ Z ! 5450 liP 27 HP 
HP 
TOTALS 
"--BTU/MIl( 
9O"0IT10N5/NOTES; 
1. 50l W1ndage Loss/50% Power Loss 
2. 1.01 Total LQSS per Mesh 
3. SlZ~ lubrication & Coo11ng System for 
ConditIon C (S10 C11mb Case [) 
4. all/air H~at Exchanger required to 
cool T-Bolt, 
TRAI!S-
I'liTTED 
HP 
940 HP 
940 HP 
LIFT FAN V/STOL "T-BOX· OIL HEAT REJECTrQ~ 
CONDITION - A CONDITION - B 
(Cruise) (Approach) 
MESH TOTAL TAANS- MESH 
rOWER ~~~ MITT EO POWER LOSS tiP lOSS 
5 UP 3Z HP 970 HP 5 HP 
5 liP 32 HP 970 HI' 5 HP 
OIL FLOW REQUIREl4ENTS 
Q- BTU/MIN 
SP.HT x A T 
Q .. ..1l1Q 
.51 x 500 .. 123 lB/HIN 
123 GPH .. 1:4- x 1.1 .. 18 GPM 
FIGURE 2.1-11 
" 
CONDITION - C 
(Climb) 
TOTAL TAAtlS- MESH TOTAL 
MESH H~rED POIIER MESH lOSS LOSS lOSS 
:>UHP 
32 HP 5~03W'q, 10 HP 37 HP 
32 HP 203L9H 10 HP 37 HP 
64 HP . 14 HP 
AIR FLOW REQUIREMENT 
W· !lTV/HIN 
SP. HT x liT 
II .. ..1ill. 
.24 X 65 
.. 201 lB/HIN 
CFH ... ~~t a 3300 CFM 
OUTPUT 
SIlAI'T 
11 MESH 
. 
l 
C{I~~lTI~ - 0 [Hover 
TRAHS- MESH TOTAL 
MITTED rmR MESH HP lOSS 
.3 HP 28.3 HP 
.3 HP 28.3 HP 
56.6 HP 
12 ENGINE INPUT 
. 11 ENGINE INPUT 
'", 
t 
,~ 
If l 
....... '·'1· 
fi 
r 
! 
! 
...... 
01 
\.0 
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DfS!GN MESH MESH OfS[GNATJQN liP WINDAGe (See Table LOSS 2,3-2) 
11 8174 24 HI' 
i2 8174 24 liP 
i3 8174 24 liP 
,4 8174 24 liP 
Ac.:es. Dri ve J50 
(60 lIyd/ 
90 Elect) 
HP 
TOTALS 
STU(HIN 96 HP 
-
SQttJ1.l1101~LH9!E$, 
1. ~01 windage lo~s/5u% power loss 
2. 0.001 tol .. 1 loss per mesh 
3. ~il~ lubrication & Cooling SystellJ 
for ConJi tion t (SIO Climb Case l) 
4. Use IlLH fan Assy & Oil Cooler to 
Air Cool OroI' Box 
LIfT FAN V/STOL "DROP BOX" OIL HEAT REJECTlON STUDY 
CONOInOH - A CONDITlON - 8 CONDITION - C (Cruise) (Approach) (el fmb) 
TRANS- MESH TOTAl TRANS- '4ESH TOT~L TRANS- MESH 
MllTED POWER MESH MITTED POWER MESII MIDED POI/ER 
liP LOSS LOSS liP LOSS LDSS HP LOSS 
0 liP 0 liP 24 HP 1000 HP 3 HP 21.6 HI' 0 HP 0 
1875 HP 5.6 24.6 liP 1940 liP 5.8 HP 29.8 HI' 4060 liP 12.2 flP 
1875 liP 5,6 29.6 HP 1940 liP 5.8 liP 29.8 liP 4060 HP 12.2 III' 
1875 HI' 5.6 29.6 HP 1940 UP 5.8 liP 29.8 HP 4060 UP 12.2 HP 
150 liP .9 .9 150 .9 HP .9 HP 150 liP .9 HI' 
113 III' 112 liP 
Oil FLOW REQUIREMENTS AIR FLOW REQUIREMENTS 
Q =J[!!I.!1J!L. ___ 
SP. liT. x T 
W: BTU/~ ____ 
SP. n. x T 
CJ = - ~]EL ---. : 249 LB/HIN 6357 
.51 x 50 W = .24 x 650 = 408 LB/~llN 
GPH = .,£:t~ x em " .408 = 1.1 ~ 37 GPM 6680 CFM 7.4 .061 
* Includes Friction Clutch Residual drag of 17 III' (Cruise Mode) 
FIGURE 2.1-12 
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In addition to lubricating the drop box and the forward lift fan engage 
clutch. the system is also designed to provide the hydraulic pressure 
required to actuate the friction and jaw clutches (see Figure 2.1-9) 
and during friction clutch engagement, divert a flow of oil of 22 GPM 
to the friction clutch for the 10 second engagement cycle. 
2.2 STUDY·APPROACH 
Design objectives of the Technology Demonstrator drive system are 
characterized as follows: 
o Minimize development risk through conservatism in design allowables. 
o Minimize cost through maximum use of existing components and by 
design and fabrication techniques which reflect cost conscious 
technical approaches 
o Tradel off weight to assist in achieving objective con-
sistent with attainment of aircraft operational requirements 
The design approach achieves the first objective by selecting component 
arrangements that avoid development risk areas and by using design 
allowables that are within current experience. The power requirements 
of the 3 engine, technology demonstrator aircraft are such that com-
ponent velocities are also within current experience limits at the 
stress levels selected. The objective achieved of minimum cost is by 
providing maximum possible commonality between parts and by using 
eXisting components where possible to avoid engineering and development 
costs. 
The drdp box illustrates both a component arrangement that minimizes 
risk and also allows the use of common components. Placing #3 engine 
input and the reengagement clvtch on alternate shafts allows intro-
duction of lubricating oil to both members from the open shaft ends u 
Combining these components into one shaft '{/ould 
necessitate development of a high,speed hydraulic slip ring to pass 
oil into the shaft interior. The cost of the drop box is minimized 
by common bearings, common gear sizes and profiles, and similarity in 
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gear shaft design through the five gear locations. 
Drop box gear are designed ~~ high contact ratio helicals rather than spur 
gears to reduce dynamic loads and potentially damaging resonances that 
degrade life and reliability. To provide a lighter and less expensive 
bearing system the gears are double helicals, with opposing thrusts that 
eliminate the need for thrust bearings and the extra complexities of 
housing and lube system needed to support them. 
Gear stress levels in the drop box are compared to experience in Figure 
2.2-1. High speed parallel shaft gearing is limited in helicopter opera-
tional experience, however the pitch line velocities of 24,000 fpm does 
not present any known problems when compared to aircraft bevel gear 
experience and to commercial helical gearbox experience. 
The T-box arrangement of two input pinions was selected so that both 
engine nacelle transmissions would be identical. An alternate gear 
arrangement using one pinion would have required opposite directions of 
rotation from the nacelles, and thus would have made left hand and right 
hand nacelle gearboxes necessary. In the technology demonstrator air-
craft program, every attempt will be made to limit spare components. 
Common parts, and interchangeability between parts, will ease support 
requirements and minimize spares inventory. 
The reengagement clutch des~gn was selected from Boeing's recent pro-
posal to the Navy (see ref~rence 3). It represents a state-of-the-
art design in all important parameters (disc peripheral speed, thermal 
and mechanical loading) at the design power of 11,000 h.p. In the 
technology demonstrator the requirement is 8174 h.p. or 75% of the 
design power. Therefore the clutch is operating at a significant mar-
gin below its rated capability. 
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Drive shafting detail design is taken directly from HLH (XCH-62A) develop-
ment program. Engine drive shafts were designed to connect Allison 
XT701 engines to a combiner gearbox at the same power and rpm required 
for the Technology Demonstrator. Development cost and risk is minimized 
by this previous work, which included over 200 hours of power-on rotation, 
a torsional fatigue test. of shaft and adapters, and a several-thousand-
hour endurance test to qualify the shaft support bearings for flight. 
The overrunning clutch is also taken from the HLH program, where identi-
cal requirements prevailed. The HLH program provides overrunning endur-
ance testing, torsional fatigue a~d ultimate test data to substantiate 
the basic clutch design. Since the operational concept of the Tech-
nology V/STOL aircraft is to keep all three engines on the line during 
all flight modes, the overrunning to be expected is confined to an 
engine-out, or Level II, condition. 
Selection of design allowables, and resulting component velocities, are 
within experience limits as shown in the accompanying figures. In the 
T-box, spiral bevel ~ending stress levels are within CH47 fleet experience 
(Figure 2.2-1) and so are pitch line velocities (Figure 2.2-2). Comparison 
is made to the CH-47C engine nose box, the relative size of which is 
shown overlaid on the T-box (Figure 2.2-3). Note that the input shaft 
rpm of the CH-47C box is higher (16,000 vs 11,500). The maximum current 
rating of the nose box is 4200 h.p. 
Bearing sizing and velocities are directly influenced by load~ speed 
and life requirements. Because the V/STOL mission includes operation 
at comparatively low powers, the prorated (cubic mean) load is lower 
than is normal for a typical helicopter design. In consequence, bearing 
sizes and velocities fall well within the bounds of development test 
experience (typified by the HLH), and are in the region of our fleet 
experience (Figure 2.2-4). 
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Minimization of development risk and assurance of success· is dependent 
upon the depth of analysis. In this study we have performed preliminary 
gear and bearing sizing using computer tools developed for this purpose 
and arrived at a Transmission Layout based upon this sizing. 
2.3 REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA 
The requirements and criteria for use in the preliminary design of 
the major components of the Model 135 RTA drive syst~m are addressed. 
These include the cross shaft transmission, T-box, the third engine 
input transmission, drop box, their lubrication and cooling systems; 
the lift fan engagement clutch and connecting drive shafting. Figure 
2.3-1 illustrates the drive system arrangement. 
2.3.1 Mission Load Profil~ 
Steady state hover and maximum transient thrust control requirements 
were calculated for both standard day 'and gOOF day operation. Thrust 
requirements for all engines operating, and any single engine out 
were computed agai~st the work statement Level I and Level II criteria. 
The resulting simultaneous three fan thrust requirements for various 
control maximum are shown in Table 2.3-1. These data, in conjunction 
with anticipated airplane duty cycle, based on the statement of work 
mission requirements, were used to determine the RTA mechanical inter-
connect power transfer requirements for both levels of operation. 
RTA airplane weights for this analysis were 26,300 lb for standard day 
VTO operation, 25,050 lb for hot day and 25,400 lb for one engine 
inoperative (OEI). Power levels were determined from required thrust 
assuming a thrust to horsepower ratio of :.5 for steady state thrust 
levels, 1.36 at maximum thrust all engines operat~ng and 1.67 O.E.I. 
Maximum thrust at any fan was determined assuming the fan will transi-
tion to the beta stop. Further, the beta stops on all fans are set 
the same and at the position required for the 900 F day maximum thrust 
condition. From Table 2.3-1, the maximum required thrust for 900 F day 
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TABLE 2. 3-1 ~1AX mUM THRUST REQU I REMENTS 
SIMULTANEOUS G. W. = 26,300 Lbs 
ATTITUDE (Std. Day AlP Wt.) 
CONTROL 
CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
CONDITION 
I , 
G. W. = 25,050 Lbs 
(900 Day AlP v.lt.) 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
L/C-F L/C-F L-F L/C-F L/C--F L-F L/C-F L/C-F L-F 1/C-F L/C-F 
A B G A B G A B G A B 
L/C Fan 
Peaked 10908 9106 8917 9954 9054 8608 10432 8662 8483 9503 8629 
A L Fan 
Peaked 9548 8882 10436 9142 8748 9662 9100 8450 9968 8714 8332 
Lie Fan 10955 7531 7814 9946 
B Peaked 
8326 8028 10507 7139 7424 9506 7928 
L Fan 
Peaked 8447 7295 10494 8533 7923 9780 8045 6915
 10052 8128 7536 
Lie Fan 10780 7438 8082 10351 7031 7688 
C Peaked 
LFan 9842 7216 9601 9019 6819 9173 
Peaked 
CRITICAL CONDITION (From Statement of Work) 
A B C 
Hover Hover Hover 
100% Height (.lg's) o Height 25 Kn Crosswind Trim 
LEVEL 1 50%/15%/15% 100/30/30 .5" Lat c.g. Trim 
5" Longit cg trim 5" Longit c.g. Trim 50/15/15/ 
.5 Lat. c.g. Trim .5" Lat. c.g. Trim 
Hover Hover 
100% Height (0.05 g's) o Height 
LEVEL 2 50%/15%/15% 100/30/30 NO REQUIREHENT 
.5 Lat. c.g. Trim 5" LongH c. g. Trim 
5" Longi t. c. g. Tri.m .5" Lat c.g. Trim 
t 
L-F 
G 
8192 
9219 
7636 
9348 
" 
operation is 10507 lb (lift/cruise fan thrust). The thrust then at 
standard day operation is 10507 x 1.058 = 11116 lb. The maximum 
transient horsepower at any fan is then: 
Power = 11116 
T36 
= 8174 HP 
Maximum transient pm-/er levels shown in Table 2.3-2 were detennined 
assuming anyone fan is at this power level of 8174 HP with the other 
fans at steady state condition. 
The maximum steady state power values shown in Table 2.3-3 were selec-
ted from the completi breakdown at values for each flight condition 
shown in Table 2.~-4. The estimated percent of total operating time for 
each condition is also shown in Table 2.3-4~ 
These power levels were used in the design of the power train compon-
ents. General requirements for each component are listed in the 
following paragraphs. The design conditions for the gearboxes were: 
o Design to maximum transient power with all engines 
operating 
o Maximum O.E.I. Steady State Power not to exceed 
design power 
o Maximum O.E.I. transient power not to exceed 1.5 times 
design power 
General requirements for each component are listed in the following 
paragraphs: 
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E2 
E3 
Fan A 
Fan B 
Fan G 
Shaft C 
Shaft D 
Shaft E 
Shaft F 
Shaft G 
TABLE 2.3-2 
SUMMARY OF PEAK TRANSIENT 
POWER LEVELS 
ALL ENGINES ENGINE 1 ENGINE 2 
OPERATING FAILED FAILED 
6935 0 8294 
6935 8294 0 
6300 7540 7540 
8174 8174 8174 
8174 8174 8174 
8174 8174 8174 
2210 8174 8174 
2210 8174 8174 
4421 8174 8174 
6300 7540 7540 
8174 1 8174 8174 
Design Point for Drop Box 
ENGINE 3 
FAILED 
8294 
8294 
0 
8174 
8174 
8174 
8174 
8174 
8174 
7540 
8174 
T-box design power level was determined from OEI maximum 
transient power (8174/1.5 = 5450 HP) which is mor~ than· 
twice the maximum transient all-engines operating power 
and slifhtly greater than OEI steady state power (see 
Table 3) 
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E 1 
E 2 
E 3 
Fan A 
Fan B 
Fan G 
Shaft C 
Shaft D 
Shaft E 
Shaft F 
Shaft G 
TABLE 2.3-3 
SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM POWER LEVELS 
STEADY STATE CONDITIONS 
HORSEPOWER LEVELS 
ALL ENGINES ENGINE 1 ENGINE 2 
OPERATING FAILED FAILED 
6050 0 8206 
6050 8206 0 
5500 7460 7460 
6000 5350 5350 
6000 5350 5350 
5600 4960 4960 
2210 2850 53501 
2210 53501 2856 
4420 2500 2500 
5500 7460 7460 
5600 4960 4960 
1 T-box maximum steady state power 
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1 ENGINE 3 
FAILED 
7830 
7830 
0 
5350 
5350 
4960 
2480 
2480 
4960 
0 
4960 
... 
• 
Table 2.3-4 - STEADY STATE POHER LEVELS AND TIME 
AT E.ACH OPERATING CONDITION (DESIGN 
POINT) 
~ OPERATING COND~TION SHAFT * POWER (SHP) % TIME " 
1) STO-Grolmd Roll & 
-
Lift Off 
. 
a) Initial Roll C 2210 
0 2210 3 
E 44'20 
F 5420 
G 1000 
b) Lift Off C 50 
0 50 3 
E 100 
F 5500 
G 5600 
c) Transition C 947 
0 048 4 
E 1894 
F 4594 
G 2700 
2) High Power Climb C 2030 
0 2030 
V>1. 2Vs E 4062 5 
F 4062 
G 0 
3) Cruise C 937 
a) @ 10,000 Ft, M = .7 0 
937 
E 1875 10 
F 1875 
G a 
b) Loiter C -500 
0 500 
E 1000 5 
F 1000 
G a 
* Ref. Fig. 2.3-1 
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TABLE 2.3-4 (continued) 
OPERATING CONDITION SHAFT POWER % TIME 
4) Approach (1.2 Vs to ~ 
40 knots) to 
, 
V = 1.2 Vs C 970 a) ~. 
D 970 
E 1940 13 
F 2940 
G 1000 
b) V = 40 Kt C 50 
D 50 
E 100 13 
F 5500 
G 5600 
c) Transition C 572 
D 572 
E 1143 14 
F 3843 
G 2700 
5) Hover @ 0 Ft C 50 
Std Day D 50 
'E 100 20 
F 5500 
G 5600 
6) Ground Check 
(Each fan will be run up in power such that the drive train will 
be subjected to power levels not to exceed 70 percent of design 
maximum) . 10 
-~ \ 
/ I One Engine C 2850 
Inoperative D 5350 
a) # 1 engine failed E 2500 
F 7460 
G 4960 
b) # 3 engine fail ed C 2480 
D 2480 
E 4960 
F 0 
G 4960 
174 
# 
. 
2.3.2 Gearboxes 
Design methods and allowables will, in general, conform to current 
state-of-the-art technology as defined by the Boeing Vertol Heavy Lift 
Helicopter (HLH) Drive System Final Report, D301-10319-1. 
1) T-Box Design Data 
2) 
3) 
a) Maximum power: 
@ shaft E,;, See Table 2.3-2 
b) Ratio: 1:1 
c) Design RPM: 11,500 
d) Max RPM: 1.2 x 11,500 = 13,800 
Means of decoupling either input shaft from the T-box shall be 
provided. 
Drop-Box Design Data 
a) Maximum power: 
@ any shaft See Tabl e 2.3-2 
b) Ratio: 1:1 
c) Design RPt~: 11,,500 
d) Max RPM: 1.2 x 11,500 = 13,800 
/' 
Alternating Torque - 12% of steady 
4) Limit Torque - 150'% of steady 
5) Ultimate Torque 
6) Crash Loads 
- 150% of 1 imit 
- The following ultimate load factors will be used 
Forward 20 g 
Vertical 20 g 
Lateral 10 g 
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7) Gears and shafts shall be designed for unlimited fatigue life 
under maximum steady power (i.e.: all engines operative with maxi-
mum transient control loads). 
8) Gears and shafts shall be capable of sustaining maximum abnormal 
loading (i.e.; one engine inoperative (OEI) and maximum transient 
control loads without yielding or permanent deformation. 
2.3.3 Gears 
1) Material: AMS 6265 (9310 CEVM) per BMS 7-6 or Vasco X-2 per 
BMS 7-223. Vasco X-2 shall be used where lncreased scoring 
allowable is necessary . 
. 2) Allowables: 
SQira] Bevel s 
Stress 
Sb = 37,000 psi 
Sc = 235,000 psi 
Temperature 
Tf ;::. 500
0 F 
3) Methods of Analysis: 
Computer Program 
Sb = 44,000 psi 
Sc = 165,000 psi 
4) Rim thickness shall be a minimum of one tooth depth. 
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5) Wherever possible, gear rims and webs will be sized to avoid reson-
ant frequencies at operating speeds. Damping rings shall be 
included on every main drive gear to control resonant energy 
at any rpm to maximum. 
BEARINGS 
1) Critical bearings shall be CEVM M-50 steel 
2} Material factors for above materials: 
Cylindrical roller bearings - 6.0 
Ball bearings - 6.0 
3) Methods of Analysis: Computer Program 
4) Shaft Slopes (Maximum) 
Ball - .0010 inch/inch 
Roller - .0004 inch/inch 
5) Types - Ball and cylindrical roller bearings shall be used. 
6) L04ding cases - consideration shall be given to maintaining gear 
position in reverse loading conditions. Maximum steady and GEl 
loading shall be considered in bearing detail design. 
2.3.5 Splines 
1) Stresses - tooth bearing shall not exceed the fOllowing at steady 
torque rating. 
Fixed 12,000 psi 
Working (Non-lubed) 
Working (Lubed) 
177 
4,000 psi 
6,000 psi 
;;::: . ...1 .. ~, 
2) Length to diameter ratio shall not exceed: 
Fixed 1.0 
Working 0.5 
3) All splines shall be half-depth, involute profile teeth. 
2.3.6 Housings 
1) Where cost effective, hogouts will be used in place of castings 
and forgings. 
2) Airframe connections shall provide a one-mount-failed capability 
under the following conditions: 
a) Ultimate Load - Ultimate load is defined as 1.0 
factor of safety on 1 imi t 1 oad. 
b) Fatigue Load - Fatigue load is defined as maximum 
steady power 
c) The transmission mounting system shall be capable of 
operating for 10 hours with anyone of the four mounting 
points failed at fatigue load noted above. 
2.3.7 Overrun Clutch 
1) An overrun clutch shall be provided between the engine and the 
drive system. 
2) The clutch rat1ng shall equal 8174 S.H.P. at 12,000 rpm. 
3) . No permanent deformation or yield of shaft, springs, or cage may 
occur at 11,386 ft-lb (300 percent) based on a contact stress of 
600,000 psi. 
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4) No structural failure, overturning, or slippage may occur at 
17,078 ft~lb (450 percent). 
2.3.8 External Shafts and Couplings 
1) Shaft construction shall be aluminum tube riveted end fittings. 
2) Couplings shall be multi~plate steel laminated disk type. 
3) Alternating stress 
In Tube: 
allowables: 
f = + 2,000 psi at rivited end 
s -
In Coupling 
connection net section 
(Unconcentrated) 
f t = ~ 960 psi at bolt 
hole (unconcentrated). 
4) Design shall be such as to assure less than 1/20 steady 
misalignment thru any coupling. 
5) Lateral stiffness of the drive shaft assembly shall be such 
6) 
that first critical speed is 15% or more above 13,800 rp. Shaft 
shall be analyzed as a simply supported beam, supported at the 
hanger bearings. ~nalytical and/or empirical data will be 
provided to demonstrate that no unfavorable dynamic coupling 
modes exist when the engine, engine/fan, accessories and trans-
mission components including gears, are operated as a combined 
dynamic system. Non synchronous whirl modes shall be controlled 
by radial piloting of spline connections. 
Hanger bearings shall be greased lUbricated ball bearings with 
purgable housing cavity. They shall be supported from the air-
frame on low-spring-rate isolation mounts. 
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2.3.9 Lubrication System 
1) Each transmission shall have an integral lubrication system. 
2) The lubrication system for each transmission shall be single 
path (not redundant). 
3) External lubrication lines may be used where cost and complexity 
are reduced. 
4) A visual oil level indication shall be provided. 
5) Lubricating oils shall be MIL-L-7BOB or MIL-L-23699. 
6) Design Temperatures: 
Oil 3000 F Max before cooler 
Air 125°F . Max at cool er inl et 
Design oil temperature rise: 50°F 
7) Pressure 1 imits shall be: 
- Component Proof Pressure 
- Maximum Pump Pressure 
(Not-m. Operating Temp -65°F) 
- Design Operating Pressure 
at Oil Jets 
400 psi 
160 psi max adjustable 
90-100 psi 
8) At least two jets will be directed at each main power train 
bearing. 
9) Sumps shall be sized for 15 seconds oil retention time. 
lao 
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10) Minimum jet size shall be .030 inch 
11) A jet protection screen shall be incorporated before the jets 
and the pressure pickoff. In addition, a full-flow, single-
stage filter shall be incorporated before the cooler. This 
filter shall have a visible condition indicator. 
12) Oil heat rejection shall be calculated on the basis of maximum 
steady power (excluding maneuver conditions) using the following 
percentages: 
Bevel Gear's - .50% per mesh at design rating (windage) 
.50% per mesh at highest continous 
transmitted power 
Spur or Helical Gear.s - .3% per mesh at design rating (vlindage) 
.3% per mesh at highest continuous trans-
mitted power 
13) The lubrication system shall provide adequate lubrication and 
cooling under the following conditions: 
30-second operation at zero G. Continuous operation at 
450 nose up or down and 30 seconds in any uncoordinated 
maneuver. 
14) As an objective, lubrication system components such as breathers, 
chip detectors, filters, screens and transducers will be similar 
to Heavy Lift Helicopter (HLH) gearbo~ design. 
15) Gearbox oil will be used to positively lubricate drive splines. 
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ACCESSORY DRIVES 
1) T-Box 
None 
2) Drop-Box 
a) Two lube pumps (T-Box and Drop Box) 
b) Two hydraulic pumps 
c) Two oil cooled 20 KVA alternator/CSD units 
d) Oil cooler blower 
3) Accessories shall be easily accessible for maintenance 
or removal and replacement with the transmission mounted 
in the airplane: 
4) Failure of an accessory shall not result in replacement of 
transmission (i.e., accessory jamming shall not damage main 
transmission as spline quill will fail in shear). 
2.3.11 Condition Monitoring 
Shall include: 
1) Oil temperature before cooler 
2) Oil pressure before jets 
3) Debris Detection 
4) Filter Clogging 
2.3.12 Engagement Clutch 
1) load - The engagement clutch will encounter load combination of 
1.3 sl.ug-ft2 and an aerodynamic drag of 1000S.H.P. at synchronous 
speed. A positive coupling will engage at synchronous speed to 
carry 8174 S.H.P. steady load. 
2) Engagement.time: 10 seconds 
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3) Location - the clutch shall be located as shown in Figure 1. 
2.4 PERFORMANCE 
2.4.1 Surrmary' 
Analyses of major compqnents of the drive system were made to sUbstan-
tiate strength and fatigue life. These components included main drive 
gears, gear shafts and splins, main drive bearings, housing attach-
ment lugs, and external drive shaft tubes and coupling adapters. 
All components analyzed displayed a positive margin in fatigue and 
ultimate loading conditions. 
Gear tooth analysis for bending and contact (hertz compressive) stresses 
and for flash temperature (scoring) indices showed all main drive gears 
at or below Boeing Vertol allowables. 
Bearing lives were analyzed from a spectrum of loading representative 
of a typical missiqn profile. All bearings analyzed show a life expec-
tancy appropriate to the intended usage of the aircraft drive system. 
The drop box and the T-box designs (Figures 2.1-2, 2 .. 1-3 and 2.1-4 
and the drive shafting Figure 2.1-1 reflect the results of these 
analyses. 
2.4.2 Gearing 
Design loads are summarized in Table 2.4-1. Loads for which the shafts 
and gears were desi~ned are based on the criteria that unlimited fatigue 
life is required for steady plus transient maneuver conditions with all 
'engines operative, but;hat the one engine inoperative condition combined 
with maximum t\~ansients may be taken as a limit condition, with finite 
fatigue life. Design powers are therefore as shown in Table 2.4-2 . 
.. (-
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SHAFT 
(See Fig. 2.3-,1) 
C or D 
(Cross Shafts) 
E 
(Tee to 
Drop Box) 
F 
(Lift Engine 
to Drop Box) 
G 
(Drop Box 
to Lift Fan) 
",. 
TABLE 2.4-1 - POWER REQUIREMENTS 
STEADY STATE 
POWER , 
WATTS x 10~ (H.P.) RPM FLIGHT CONDITION 
2030 11,500 C1 imb, AEO. 
5450 11,500 Hover, one lift/cruise engine inoperative 
4063 . 11 ,500 Climb, AEO 
4960 11,500 Hover, lift engine inoperative 
5500 11,500 Hover, AEO 
7460 11 ,500 Hover, one lift/cruise engine 
inoperative 
5600 11 ,500 Hover, AEO 
: 
",; 
," 
~I '. 
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TABLE 2.4-2 DRIVE SHAFT AND GEAR DESIGN CONDITIONS 
SHAFT DESIGN POWER (H.P.) LIMIT POWER (H.P.) 
See Figure 2.3-1) 
C or D 5450 8174 
E 5450 8174 
F 7460 11 ,190 
G 8174 12,261 
These design powers provide adequate margin for transient loads in both 
AEO (all engines operative) and OEI(one engine inoperative) conditions. 
Gear stresses at design loads are summarized in Table 2.4-3. As pre-
viously noted, these stresses are at or below allowables used in current 
Boeing helicopter design. The method of calculation follows recognized 
AGMA (American Gear Manufacturers) and Gleason Gear Analysis Standards. 
2.4.3 Bearings 
Bearing loading is based on a pro-rated summary of tvJelve flight regime 
load conditions, combined according to the cubic mean load rule commonly 
used in this type of analysis. Bearings. were also reviewed for the 
maximum load conditions impose~ by OEI plus transients to assure the 
absence of permanent structural deformation of the bearing elements. 
All main drive bearings were analyzed and all exceeded the lift cri-
terion of 500 hours L3 (equivalent to 1200 hours L10 ) by a substan-
tial margin. Further design it~ration would tend to reduce bearing 
sizes in several locations. 
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TABLE 2.4-3 - GEAR TOOTH STRESS AND FLASH TEMPERATURE SUMMARY 
PITCH 
NO. DIAMETRAL DIAMETER 
LOCATION TYPE TEETH PITCH cm (i n) 
T-Box Spiral 30 3.480 21.89 
B!i:V,EL, (8.62) 
Drop Box Double 56 7.000 20.32 
Helical (8.000) 
--.---- ---~.---------- -~-.--~ --- I.....-.. ----------- .. -~ -
------.-------
-----------.--
- ------
------
-- -
1. Stresses are shown for design power 
2. All owa b 1 es : 
Bending (psi) Contact (psi) 
Bevel 37,000 235,000 
Hel ical 44,000 165,000 
... 
PITCH LINE 
VELOCITY 
SPEED MIS 
RPM (FPM) 
11500 131.84 
(25,952) 
-"",-. 
11500 122.36 
(24,086) 
-
Flash Temp (OF) 
500 
350 
BENDING 
STRESS 
N/cm 2 (psi) 
23,855 
(34,600) 
27,647 
(40,100) 
.. 
• 
,vi 
t 
CONTACT FLASH 
STRESS TEMP 
N/cm2 °c 
(psi) (oF) 
157,468 305 
(228,400) (3223) 
98,728 324 
(143,200) (34·2) 
I 
I 
" . 
"" 
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2.4.4 Shafting 
Shaft critical speeds were determined using a derivation of the 
Rayleigh pin-pin critical speed expression. The calculations for 
critical speed (first elastic body lateral frequency) show the 
lowest critical to be 42% (Shaft G) above design operating speed. 
This meets Boeing criteria for drive shafting. 
In summary, a preliminary design analysis indicates adequate strength 
and fatigue life for all major components when subjected to the defined 
loads. 
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2.5 TradeStudie
c
5 
Trade stud~es of the following major component areas were made for design 
optimil:ation. 
1. Shaft speed and gear ratio selection 
2. Reengagement clutch lubrication system 
3. Drop box configuration as influenced by clutch placement 
4. Reengagement clutch concepts 
5. Drive system lubrication cooling concepts 
2.5.1 Shaft Speed, 
The shaft rpm study dealt with the effects of two selected rpm's 
(12,000 and 8,000) on the design characteristics of the tee and drop box. 
It was concluded that the weight penalty associated with the lower rpm 
system did not compensate for less tangible advantages of reduced gear 
velocity and lower bearing speeds. The Model l041-135-2A design study 
does not'exceed the state of the art in these or other parameters. 
Figure 2.5-1 shows the relationship betwe~n speed and weight for the Tee 
and drop Box. 
2.5.2 Re-engagement Clutch LubricCltion system 
The reengagement clutch lubrication system study evaluated sepa~ated and 
combined (with the drop box) fluid flow and c~oling schemes. It was 
concluded that the design simplification and the aoproximate 20 lb. weight 
savings inherent to the combined system made this the preferred approach. 
Figures 2.5-2 and 2.1-10 represent the. systems compar?d: 
2: 5.3 OraD .Box Con:fi.qur.ati 00_' 
A study (Figure 2.5-3) was made that located engine number three, the 
sprag (overrunning) clutch, the bottom gear in the drop box and the for-
ward lift fan clutch in line with each other. This ~esults in a weight 
sav.ings and also reduc,es power loss caused by windage in t.he Drop Box. 
However, each of the clutches require lubri~ation and cooling oil to be 
introduced into the innermost bore of the clutch assembly. To accomplish 
this with the clutches arranged in line would requ~re two sets of dynamic 
oil transfer seals for the sprag cl utch and one set for the forward 
clutch. It was concluded that the development of these !ransfer rings 
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could be a sizeable technical program. Therefore, the baseline system 
proposed here has clutches on independent shafts and there is direct 
access to the bores of the clutches for introduction of oil (see Figure 
2.l-4). This is considered the minimum risk and cost approach. 
2.5.4 Clu.tch Concept Evaluation 
The various clutch concepts considered for this application include 
hydroviscous (wet friction) dry friction, fluid coupling and air turbine. 
A jaw or spline clutch is used in eacb case for positive engagement to 
transmit power with the fan under load. The jaw clutch is essential to 
prevent disengagement of the clutch with failure of the actuation 
medium. 
Nearly all of these concepts have been ~sed. generally under lower power 
requirements on airplane engine start systems or secondary power drive 
systems. Th~ ~ydroviscous clutch was chosen for this application for the 
fgllowing reasons: 
Positive synchronization, despite torque fluctuations in the 
output side. 
No slip at synchronous speeds. 
A body of experience that indicates feasibility and attainment. 
of life goals at parameters similar to the proposed aircraft 
design. 
Simple and relatively inexpensive parts. 
Flexibility of basic design to handle changing torque require-
ments. 
The wet or nydroviscous c1 utch concept carries torque 'thr'ough most of 
the engagement cycle by viscous shear of an on film between adjacent 
plates, alternate plates being driven by the input shaft and the output 
shaft. The final engagement is obtained by physical contact and pressure. 
between opposing plates. Because the effective frictio'n coefficient is 
quite low, the oil being a lubricant, a large rubbing area is required to 
develop the required torque. This is achieved through use of a multiple 
disc stack .. Tor-que is controlled by varying the pressure on the ·disc 
.192 
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stack through variation in axial force. Synchronous speed is achieved 
by bringing the torque to a level sufficient to lock the stack. The oil 
which is fed through the center shaft and forced through the disc stack, 
largely by centrifugal force, serves as the vehicle for carrying heat 
from the clutch disc stack. Peak temperatures are maintained at levels -
below the breakdown point of the oil. 
2.5.5 Lubrication and Cooling Systerr. 
Anal~sis of power train loads for various flight conditions indicates 
a climb result in the highest gear box power loads with associated 
design oil cooling requirements as shown below. liT" box heat rejection 
= 3140 BTU/Min drop box plus clutch heat rejection = 6357 BTU/Min 
cooling system concepts using fuel, water, and air as heat sinks were 
evaluate9 to meet these req\lirements. The results are sho\'Jn in Figure 
2.5-4. Fuel flow to the engines is inadequate'to meet the total power 
train cooling requirements without exceed.ing current engine fuel supply 
temperature (1350 F) as shown in Figure 2:5-5, however the liT" box could 
be fuel coo.l ed. 
2.6 Development Plan 
The V/STOL gear and shaft system has been designed at stress levels that 
are equal to or less than current production designs. From a material 
allowables viewpoint this design is entirely within the state of the art. 
Because 00: the power requirements and other specific considerations, 
there a~e, however, areas where development and testing is required to 
provide a minimum risk drive system. The objective of the test program 
;s to address these areas as early in the development cycle as possible 
in order to provide assurance that the aircraft will have a reliable and 
safe drive system. 
Areas that will be investigated will include: 
2.6.1 Lybrication and Scavenge Systems 
Peripheral speeds of gears and beari~gs are at the high end of experi-
ence, especially in the T box. The effect is to create centrifugal 
forces and windage that distorts the flow 6f oil to the gears and bear-
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V/STOL GEARBOX COOLING CONCEPTS 
SYSTEM CONCEPT CAPABILITY 
5700 BTH/MIN 
FUELfo'IL HEAT EXCHANGE I WITH 50 FUEL 
30g0 BTU/MIN WITH 
90 F FUEL 
WEIGHT 
40 LBS 
89 LBS 
COMMENTS 
FUEL TEMPERATURE 
SUPPLIED TO ENGINE 
LIMITED TO 135°F 
FOR ENGINE OIL COOLING 
(1250 BTU/MIN) 
HX AND BLOWER CAPABLE 
HLH AIR/OIL HEAT 
EXCHANGE AND BLOWER 
8320 BTU MIN. 
~EETS REQUIREMENT EXCL
UDES: _ I OF PROVIDING TOTAL 
SYSTEM COOLI NG. 
o EXCHANGE DUCTING 
o DRIVE BOX DESIGNI FAN POWER 35 HP 
WATERfoIL HEAT EXCHANG~ MEETS REQUIREMENT 
o INSTALLATION 
150 LBS FOR STOl 
TESTING (30 MIN.) 
433 LBS CRUISE 
(120 MIN) 
FI GURE 2.5 .. 4 
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ings, and may also impede the return oil flow to the scavenge pickup 
points. These effects are particularly noticeable in a compact gearbox 
with a shallow oil collection area like the T box. Since the actual oil 
paths within the operating gearbox are experimentally determined a 
necessary development requirement is to provide baffles to minimize the 
windage effects, and to adjust jet size dna location to provide optimum 
lubrication to the working areas. Since the effects are primarily 
speed dependent, rather than load dependent, a considerable a~ount of 
development can be performed on simple test rigs that rotate the 
elements at full rotational speed but do not attempt to load the elements. 
The objective of these tests are to reduce windage and oil churning, 
and hence temperature rise through the box by developing effective 
baffle designs. 
2.6.2 Gear Tooth Load Djstrjbution 
Spiral bevel gears, such as are used in the T box, are adjusted for 
optimum tooth load distribution by changes in mounting distance. The 
load distribution is affected also by the deflection of the gearbox and 
by the clearances of the bearings. Therefore, spiral bevel load distribu-
tion is conmonly adjusted by loading the gears in the actual housing 
and observing the load distribution. The adjustment of load distribu-
tion in the initial development is by modification of gear tooth profile 
by regrinding. After this, subsequent gears are produced to the same 
pr!,:lfile and adjusted by shimming in or out of mesh. The actual distribu-
tion of load has, in the past, been estimated from visual observation of 
the load footprint. Our current practice is to place strain gages along 
the gear tooth and measure strains, and'hence load distribution directly, 
rather than to infer the distribution from contact patterns. For this 
purpose a full torque test rig capable of slow turning through a fraction 
of a revolution is required~ 
Although helical gears are not adjustable in their mo~ntings as bevel 
gears are, a very similar concern exists in load distribution. Due to 
torsional and other deflections, the load may vary along the face width, 
and beh/een left and right helicals in a double helical gear. Adjustment 
;s accomplished by grinding lead corrections along the gear tooth until 
196 
the desired load distribution is achieved. The same type of test rig is 
required as for the bevel box, \'/ith suitable changes to accommodate shaft 
orientations. 
Both types of gearing have been evaluated by Boeing in the recent past. 
Figure 2.6-1 illustrates a torsion fixture built and used for the HLH 
bevel gearing, and Figure 2.6-2 illustrates a fixture used for similar. 
load distribution analysis of the PHM (Patrol-Hydrofoil-Missile) main 
propulsion gearbox, which used double helical gearing. 
2.6.3 Resonant Frequency Control 
A potentially destructive failure mode can originate in uncontrolled 
(undamped) resonance of gear rims \'Jhen excited by gear tooth meshing 
frequencies. This is particularly likely to occur when the frequency of 
meshing is high, and when the gears are of moderate to large diameter. 
The possibilities of overlap between forcing frequencies and resonant 
frequencies is increased as compared to lower speed·operation. 
An analytical method is used as a predictive tool in the initial design 
of the gear blank. Given the gear geometry, this computerized method is 
able to define resonant frequencies within a few percent, and is also 
capable of defining mode shapes. The gear blank can thus be designed 
so that· the resonant frequencies of significance do not fallon prime 
operating speeds. Necessarily, though there will be operating conditions 
where forcing frequencies coincide with resonances. To control the 
energy output at these points, damping rings are installed in grooves in 
the gear rim. , These rings preven~ destructive build-up of resonant 
energy. 
The location and shape of the predicted resonant modes are verified by 
experimental-methods. The gear is forced by electromagnetic or air 
blast methods and the response amplitude is measured. Figure 2.6-3 
illustrates this rpethod being applied to an HLH gear. The existing 
experimental equipment is sufficiently flexible to allow use of its 
,application to the V/STOL gearing, and will be used for T and drop box 
verification. 
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2.6.4 Verifjcatjon of Design Integrjty 
The final state of development is realized as the gear box is run as a 
system! interfacing with the airframe, the propulsion system, drive 
shafting, lubrication and cooling and accessory drives. The fullest 
simulation of interfaces is desirable. Therefore, the V/STOL development 
plan i~cludes construction of a full-scale test bed on vlhich are mounted 
the complete power generation~ transfer and absorption systems. The 
airframe structure is duplicated at all points where system loads are 
carried out. Full lengths of drive shafting connect the various com-
ponents. Access~ries are loaded to design powers. Oil cooler openings 
and ducts are duplicated to provide realistic airflows and component 
temperatures. 
The particular types of tests that are run in this rig, and their 
objectives, are as follows: 
The gear tooth load distribution tests measure tooth stresses 
statically as they are rolled slowly through mesh. The effects 
of dynamic loading (centrifugal, tooth profile inaccuracy, 
resonant and thermally induced stre;,ses) are determined by strain 
surveys of the gears as they operate at full speed and up to full 
torque in the box. The techniques for success have been developed 
by Boeing in the course of developing the HLH and UTTAS gear boxex. 
Necessary elements of this technique include gage placement to close 
limits, gage bonding to resist oil and centrifugal effects, readout 
from high-speed shafting by telemetry, and interpretation of the 
data. Figures 2.6-4 and -5 illustrate application of strain suryey 
techniques to past Boeing programs. Figure 2.1-7 illustrates the 
instrumentation used in these surveys. 
Lubrication system evaluation to determine oil temperatures, pressures 
and flows in a realistic environment, with the transmissions connected 
to aircraft oil-air heat exchangers, is to verify the adequacy of the 
lubrication when the working surfaces are loaded to design levels. 
Tear-down inspections determine the condition of components; measur-
ing wear, checking for overheating and surface finish. 
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Shaft critical speed evaluation Itlill verify the absence of whirl modes 
within the operating spectrum. The system under test is operated 
at the maximum overspeed condition (usually at or above 110% of 
design operating speed) and acceleration at the transmission shaft 
inputs are recorded. Before this, a bang test of non-rotating 
exposed shafts is made to verify the calculated frequency. 
Component Fatigue Testing is conducted at maximum conditions of 
power and speed through a number of cycles beyond the knee of the 
S-N curve to establish that components are operating below their 
endurance limit. Because the number of full-scale components that 
can be so tested is limited to a few specimens, added confidence 
is gained by testing at overloads. In the proposed test rig, the 
maximum overload capability per transmission will be determined by 
the power absorber, rather than engi ne, capabil i ty. 
Determination of bearing life, as calculated by classical fatigue 
life calculations, is not an appropriate objective in a test that 
extends to only a small portion of the median design life. Unlike 
gears and shafting, whose design life is unlimited, bearings have a 
finite surface fatigue life. Bearings therefore operate above their 
endurance limit, and a valid test must extend for several calculated 
life times. Since surface fatigue damage is progressive, and is de-
tectable by debris indicators, the possibility of such damage is generally 
accepted, and test programs for bearing life eva1uition are reserved 
for reliability type testing of many thousands of hours. 
Damage other than surface fatigue'is not dccepted, however, and is 
to be investigated during the proposed wear testing. 
Wea.r determination is an objective of the test program. Test program 
times and loads are sized with the purpose of identifying and correct-
ing sources of wear, which may include spline wear, fretting of faying 
surfaces (bearing race to shaft~ gear mountings), roller end wear, 
cage wea~, overrun clutch sprag wear during the overrun mode. The 
presence df these conditions are made known during intermediate tear-
down inspections thru the test cycle. 
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The length of the test program is basically sized by the need to develop 
wear 1 ife determi nati ons suffi ci ent to,assure that the 1 i fe of the trans-
mission meets or exceeds the design goals. 
Low-1oad testing also is included in the test agenda ~A investigate effect 
on transmission elements. Areas of sensitivitY incll.jd~.bearings, where 
low loads may cause skidding damage to races and rollers, and drive shaft 
connections where low loads relax the centering forces and may cause whirl 
.~ modes that are lower in speed than the calculated elastii body criticals. 
A further example of low-load testing is in the overrun mode, where sprag 
clutch wear is investigated. 
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APPEND I X "A" 
STATEMENT OF WORK 
Introduction - The objectives of the follow-on studies are to refine 
the modified T-39 Sabreliner research and technology conceptual design 
for a truly low cost aircraft and to conduct sufficient design effort 
on the ~power transmission and control systems to identify the technical 
risks and to obtain a more detailed estimate of the design, fabrication, 
and testing costs. Some revisions to the guidelines and criteria have 
been made for clarification and to assist in obtaining a lower cost 
without substantially reducing the research and technology demonstration 
capability of the aircraft. The total emphasis of this study will be 
on two full mission modified T-39 aircraft. Therefore, component and 
system designs should not be based on what should be developed for an 
operational lift/cruise fan aircraft. Operational aircraft consideration 
need not be totally ignored, but obtaining a design that can be developed 
for minimum cost and perform the research and technology demonstrator 
i' 
missions with safety should be given first priority. 
Some areas of the propulsion and control systems are considered possible 
high risk in that it is not known if the development of some components 
and assemblies are within the state-of-the-art when considering a low cost 
approach. Components with risk need to be identified and studies of the 
designs accomplished in sufficient depth to determine methodsfor develop-
ment that are within the cost and schedule of the estimates. 
The study will include three tasks; 
A. Task I will include a refinement of the research and technology 
'. aircraft design for low cost and risk. 
B. Task II will include design details, analysis, and development 
methods and costs for propulsion system components with high risk. 
C. Task III will include an iteration of the Ta,sk I design to determine 
the reduction or change in research and technology demonstration 
capability of the aircraft when the cost of the Task I aircraft ;s 
reduced 20-percent. 
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D. R&QA provisions commensurate with the Statement of Work require-
ments for low cost. low ri sk, and mi nimum testing will be refl ected 
in the design. 
Statement of Work 
The contractor shall provide all material, facilities, and services as 
required to complete the tasks outlined herein. The contractor shall be 
responsible for communicating with the appropriate engine manufacturers 
to obtain propulsion system data. These communications will be forwarded 
to the contract technical monitor. 
Task I - Modified T-39 Conceptual Design Refinement 
The contractor shall refinelhe modified T-39 research and technology 
aircraft conceptual design. 1041-135-2, that was prepared under Contract 
NAS2-6563 tiod 12 and reported in HASA Contractor Reports CR 137749 and 
CR 137750, to incorporate changes which will mini~ize cost and risk. The 
Design Guidelines and Criteria for Design Dehnition Study of a Lift Cruise 
Fan Technology V/STOL Aircraft, Attachment I to this Statement of Work, , 
have been revised. Where the guidelines are too restrictive for obtaining 
a low cost, low risk aircraft design, the tradeoff possibilities shall be 
analyzed and documented. Areas that shall be considered for cost reduction 
shall include, but not be limited to the following. 
1. Experimental shop approach shall be used in the design and 
fabrication of the technology aircraft. 
2. Control System - The control system shall be designed with minimum 
sophistication for the initial flights assuming the VTOL and 
STOL missions in the guidelines and shipboard operation will be 
flown by highly qualified test pilots. The definition of an 
optimum control system for a 1 Ht cruise fan a I rcraft will not be 
a part of thi s study but wi 11 be the subject of future advanced 
research effort. The system shall incorporate, where possible, 
available off-the-shelf hardware using all or portions of de-
vel oped systems and software. 
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3. Testing - Development testing shall be minimized assuming fre-
quent inspections with minor repairs and total life cOll1lJensurate 
with the low cost technology aircraft approach. Maximum use of 
system test in the aircraft may eliminate expensive test rigs. 
4. Number of engines - In light of the revised guidelines with re-
gard to the engine out hover capability and to achieve a low 
cost design, the contractor shall examine a three engine and a 
two engine configuration. For the shafted transmission designs 
the contractor shall investigate the use of two PO 370-16 engines) 
three XT-701 engines or two XT-70l engines plus one turbo-shaft 
engine that will produce a cost effective configuration. These 
engines will drive three variable pitch fans. If the guidelines 
performance cannot be met with the two engine configuration at a 
lower cost and with allowances made for reasonable weight growth 
which may occur in a minimum cost program, Task I shall be pursued 
with a three engine configuration and Task II shall be pursued if 
possible with the two engine configuration. 
5. Maximum use of existing components - Examine the maximum use of 
the original airframe, cockpit, control panels, etc., as well as 
exi sting hardware components from other ait'cNft such as the 
F-10l empennage to determine if their.use will provide a reduction 
in aircraft cost. 
6. Avionics system - A minimum avionics system using existing components 
where suitable will be employed in the technology aircraft. Con-
tractor's recommendation in this area will be documented. 
7. Ejection seat - The 'selection of the ejection seat and the extent 
of testing will be examined for low cost. The use of .cockpit and 
ejection seats from other aircraft will be examined. 
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Task II - Design Detail of Propulsion System Components 
The contractor shall prepare design details and analysis of components 
of the power transmission system which are considered to have relatively 
high risk. The study shall include, but not be limited to the "T" gear 
box, bevel gear box, and engagement clutch. Components of the thrust 
vectoring system shall be considered where there is possible risk in 
development time, cost, or performance. The components that will be 
studied in detail shall be submitted to NASA for approval during the 
first month of this effort. The design detail effort and analysis shall 
be in sufficient depth to show that the components can be designed, 
fabricated, tested, and qualified for flight within the state-of-the-art 
assuming a low cost approach. The contractor shall prepare a design, 
fabrication, and test schedule and estimate the costs for each of the 
items addressed in this task. 
Task III - Reduced Cost Aircraft 
The contractor shall prepare a variation of the Task I conceptual design 
configuration which has a cost reduction of 20 percent below that estimated 
for the Task I aircraft design without ~n increase in risk. The reduction 
in any research and technology demonstration capability, performance 
limitations, design guidelines compromises, etc., to achieve the low cost 
shall be investigated. The Task I design changes and their associated 
costs shall be ite~ized 
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ATTACHMENT 1: DESIGN GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA FOR DESIGN DEFINITION 
STUDY OF A LIFT/CRUISE FAN TECHNOLOGY V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide a basis for comparing 
the conceptual designs of V/STOL Technology aircraft using the lift/cruise 
fan propulsion system. These guidelines will provide direction for only 
those items required for co~ceptual design considerations. This is not an 
tattempt to pr.ovide criteria for either the preliminary or detail design 
of military aircraft. 
Except where specific criteria are given, handling qualities shall be 
consistent with the intent of AGARD-R-577-70 and MIL-F-83300. Under 
.. 
MIL-F-83300, the aircraft will be considered in the Class II category. 
Two levels of operation will be considered. Level I is normal operation 
with no failures. level 2 is operation with a single reasonable failure 
of the propulsion or control system. 
Upon any reasonable failure of a power plant or in the control system, 
the aircraft shall be capable of completing a STOL flight mode takeoff 
and continuing sustained f1 ight. With failure of the most critical power 
plant, level 2 performance shall be achieved at sea level and at gOOF 
under the following conditions: Ca) STOL Mode - capability for continuing 
flight on a flight path 1 1/20 above the horizontal at a weight which 
shall include 2500 lbs. payload and fuel sufficient for '11 STOL test missions; 
(b) VTOl Mpd.e - capability for a thrust to weight ratio of 1.03 without 
altitude control at a weight which sha1i include 2500 lbs. payload and 
fuel sufficient for 2 VTOl test missions. Fan failure during low speed 
flight is not a design requirement (as similarly the case for roter type 
or propeller-driven concepts), although consideration of a turbo-engine 
failure is a design requirement. 
1.0 Flight Safety and Operating Criteria 
1.1 Handling Qualities Criteria (low speed powered lift mode) 
Definitions of the two levels are as follows: 
level 1: Flying qualities are satisfactory for research. 
and technology demonstration missions when flown by 
and engineering test pilot. 
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level 2: Flying qualities are adequate to continue flight 
and land. The pilot work load is increased but 
is still within the capabilities of an engineering 
test pilot. 
1.1.1 Attitude Control Power (S.L., 90oF). 
Axis 
Roll 
p.; tch 
Yaw 
Applicable for all aircraft weights and at any speed up to 
V
con
' For purposes of this study, the VTOL values will apply 
near hover (0 to 40 kts); whereas the STOL values will apply 
when operating above 40 knots. The tables list minimum values, 
higher levels are desirable for research purposes. 
level 1: The low speed control power shall be sufficient to 
satisfy the most critical of the three following 
sets of conditions: 
+0.9 
-
+0.5 
-
+ 0.3 
-
Conditions (a) -- to be satisfied simultaneously, 
(l) Trim with the most critical CG position. 
(2) In each control channel provide control power, 
for maneuver only, equal to the most critical 
of the requirements given in the following table. 
Maximum Control Moment Attitude Angle 
Inerti a in 1 sec after a Step Input 
VTOL STOL VTOL STOL 
rad/sec 2 +0.6 
-
rad/sec2 ~.15 deg .:!:. 10 deg 
rad/sec2 +0.4 rad/sec2 2:. 8 deg .:!:. 6 deg 
-
rad/sec2 +0.2 rad/sec2 2:. 5 deg 2:. 3 deg 
-
These maneuver control powers are appli~d so that loar of the 
most criticnl and 3070 of each of the rel1i~?ining two need occur 
It 
simultaneously. 
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Condition (b) -- At least 50% of the above control power shall 
be available for maneuvering, after the aircraft is trinmed in 
a 25 knot crosswind. 
Condition (c) -- At least 90% of the control power specified in 
condition (a) shall be available after compensation of the gyro-
scopic moments due to the maneuvers specified in condition (a). 
This condition includes trim with the most critical CG position. 
Level 2: The low speed control power shall be sufficient to satisfy, 
simultaneously, the following: 
Axis 
Roll 
Pitch 
Yaw 
(1) With the most critical CG position trim after any 
reasonable single failure of power plant or control 
system. 
(2) In each control channel, provide control power. for maneuver 
only, equal to at least the following: 
VTOL 
+ 0.4 
-
+ 0.3 
+ 0.2 
-
Maximum Control r~oment Attitude Angle 
Inertia in 1 sec after a Step Input 
STOl VTOl STOl 
rad/sec2 +0.3 rad/sec2 !. 7 deg + 5 deg 
- -
rad/sec2 +0.3 rad/sec2 !. 5 deg !. 5 deg 
-
r~d/sec2 + 0.15 rad/sec2 !. 3 deg + 2 
-
deg 
. 
Simultaneous maneuver control power need not be greater 
than 100% - 30% - 30%. 
1.1.2 Flight Path Control Power (SL to 1000 ft., gOOF). 
1.1.2.1 VTOl (0 - 40 kt TAS and zero rate of descent) 
At applicable aircraft weights and at the conditions for 50% of 
the maximum attitude control power of critical axis specified 
in para. 1.1.1 it shall be possible to produce the following 
incremental accelerations for height control: 
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level 1: (a) In free air:!:. 0.1 g 
(b) With wheels just clear of the ground 
-O.lOg, +0.05g 
leve 1 2: (a) In free air -0. 1 g, +0. 05g 
(b) With wheels just clear of the ground 
-0.10g, +O.OOg 
It shall also be possible to produce the following horizontal in-
cremental acceleration, but not simultaneously with height control. 
level 1: ± 0.15 g 
level 2: + 0.10g 
At applicable aircraft weights it shall be possible to produce 
the following stabilized thrust-weight ratios without attitude 
control inputs. 
level 1: F = 1.05 in free air (Takeoff power rating) 
W 
Level 2: F = 1.03 in free air (Emergency power rating) 
W 
With the most critical engine failed, Level 2 performance shall 
be achieved at a weight which shall include 2500 1bs. payload and 
fuel sufficient for 2 VTOL test missions (Figure la). 
1.1.2.2 VTOl and STOl Approach (40 kts. to VeON ) 
At the applicable landing weight the aircraft shall be capable 
of making an approach at 1000 FPM rate of descent while simultaneously 
decelerating at 0.08g along the flight path. 
It shall be possible to produce the following incremental manual acce1eratir' 
by rotation alone (angle of attach change and constant thrust) in less than 
1.5 seconds at the STOl landing approach airspeed where reasonable. rotation 
(angle of attack changes) will produce at least 0.15 gls .. 
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Levell: !.O.lg 
Level 2: !.0.05g 
It shall be possible to produce the following normal accelerations 
in at least 0.5 seconds for flight path, flare, or touchdown control 
by either thrust changes or combined thrust changes and rotation at 
STOL landing approach speeds below which 0.15g's can be produced by 
reasonable rotation alone. 
Levell: :t.0.1g 
Level 2: :t.0.05g 
1.1.3 VTOL and STOL Low Speed Control System Lags (S.L. to 1000 ft. 
900 ) • 
The effective time constant (time to 63% of the final value) 
for attitude control moments and for flight path control forces 
shall not exceed the levels given in the following table. 
level 1 level 2 
Atti tude 
Contre 1 t~oments 0.2 sec 0.3 sec 
Flight Path 0.3 sec 0.5 sec 
Control Forces 
With a step-type input at the pilot's control the commanded 
control mcment or force shall be applied within the following: 
level 1: 0.3 seconds for 0.5 inches of pilot's control 
0.5 seconds for full pilot's control 
Level 2: 0.5 seconds for fu11 pilot's control 
1.1.4 Stability (S.L. to 1000 ft., 90oF) 
1.1.4.1 Hovering 
The frequency and damping of the airframe/control system 
dynamics, in the hovering condition, shall be within the 
following limits for the three rotary axes: 
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Levell: Optimum damping and frequency zone established 
from the Ames six-degree-of-freedom moving base 
simulator (Figure 2). 
Level 2: The zone given in Figure 2. The boundary of this zone 
corresponds to a damping factor of 0.166 for values of 
above 1 rad sec. 
1.1.4.2 Low Speed 
Levell: The dominant oscillatory modes shall be maintained as 
close as possible to the optimum zone specified in 
section 1.1.4.1 while maintaining other oscillatory 
modes damped. Aperiodic modes, if unstable, shall have 
a time to double amplitude of greater than 20 sec. 
Level 2: The dominant oscillatory modes ~hall be maintained within 
the level 2 zone given in Figure 2. Other oscillatory 
modes may be unstable provided their frequency is less 
1.1.4.3 Cruise 
than 0.84 rad/sec and their time to double amplitude greater 
than 12 sec. Aperiodic modes, if unstable, shall have a 
time to double amplitude of greater than 12 sec. 
The aircraft as configured for cruise flight shall be statically stable 
at all gross weights with a stability margin of 0.05 at the critical 
center of gravity without stability augmentation. 
1.2 STOL Takeoff Performance 
The climbout gradient in the takeoff configuration, at takeoff 9t'OSS weight, 
with gear down and most critical power plant failed at lift off shall 
be positive and the aircraft will continue to accelerate. 
During takeoff \'Iing lift shall not exceed 0.8 CLMAX ' 
No catapults or arresting gear will be utilized. The rolling coefficient 
of friction will be 0.03. (For calculations). 
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1.3 Conversion Requirements (STOl and VTOl) 
It must be possible to stop and reverse the conversion procedure 
quickly and safely without undue complicated operation of the 
powered lift controls. 
The maximum speed in the powered-lift configuration shall be at 
least 20% greater thar the power-off stall speed in the converted 
configuration for level 1 operation and the speed in the powered 
1 ift configuration shall be at least 10% gr-eater than the power 
off stall speed for the level 2 operation. 
2.0 Mission 
2.1 Mission Summary 
2.1.1 land Operation -- The VTOl and STOl test missions are described 
in Figure 1. 
- Minimum Mission Time - Level 1 
VTOl Missions 
STOl Missions 
Cruise/Endurance Mission 
- Payload (not including crew) 
1/2 hour 
1 hour 
2 hours 
2500 lbs (minimum) 
50 P. ft. 
2.1.2 Shipboard Operation -- The aircraft shall be capable of operating 
from the deck of a Naval aircraft carrier. 
2.2 Minimum Cruise Speed 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
- 300 KEAS at sea level and 0.7 at 25,000 ft. 
General Design Guidelines 
Austerity is to be stressed but not by compromising safety. 
The limit load factor will be no less than +2.59, -0.59 at 
design gross weight. 
Sufficient attitude control power will be available to perform 
research on control requirements. The contractor shall indicate 
those axes where greater control power than required in section 
1.0 would be made available for research purposes. 
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3.4 New aircraft components will be designed for approximately 
500 flight hours. 
3.5 Additional Information 
- Crew 
- Sink rate at touchdown 
2 pilots (flyable by one pilot 
only, or by either pilot) 
12 fps at max landing weight. 
15 fps desired 
- Pressurized cockpit is desir~d but not required 
- Oxygen required 
- Cockpit Environmental System Minimum 
- Pilot's Primary Flight Controls Stick and Pedals 
- Ejection System for both pilots 
- Maximum possible visibiiity 
3.6 The Contractor shall furnish as a minimum: 
A. Conceptual design aircraft layout drawings. 
B. Mil Std. 1374 Part 1 shall be used to show the empty weight 
breakdown into the usual structural and system group including 
additions and deletions to the original aircraft. 
C. low speed performance envelope at design gross weight. 
O. Conceptual definition of proposed aircraft low speed control 
and stabilization system. 
E. ContrGl moment coefficients and control power about each axis 
with all gas generators operating and with most critical gas 
generator failed. 
F. Engine and fan data which were used to calculate mission per-
formance in all flight modes. 
'. 
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4.0 Summary of costing information required for the Research and 
Technology Airc~aft 
The Cost Breakdown is for a two airplane buy. The Cost Breakdown 
shall be stated in five pricing elements; 
(1) Engineering labor 
(2) Manufacturing labor 
(3) Materials and Purchased Items 
(4) Other direct costs 
(5) Spares (if any). A listing of Government Furnished Equipment 
(GFE) assumed in the costing shall be included. It is intended 
that the costing information shall be complete in that the total 
costs of the subitems listed in paragraphs 4.1 thru 4.8 shall 
equal the total costs of the aircraft excluding the GFE items. 
4.1 Airframe Design and Modification including: 
o Landi n9 Gear 
o Subsystem and conventional controls 
o Co~kpit 
o Ejection seats 
oWings 
o Fuselage 
o Empennage 
o Miscellaneous 
4.2 Propulsion system including: 
o Components in 5.0 
o Transmission components 
o Transmission subsystem 
o Thrust vectoring 
o Miscellaneo!Js 
4.3 Control System including: 
o Fly-by-wire controls 
o Augmentation systems 
o Miscellaneous 
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4.4 Propulsion System Testing including: 
o Components in 5.0 
o Transmission components 
o Thrust vectoring 
o Qualification tests 
o Aircraft ground tests 
o Miscellaneous 
4.5 Control System Aircraft Testing including: 
o Component tests 
o System integration 
o Aircraft ground tests 
4.6 Aircraft Ground Tests 
o Excluding aircraft ground tests in sections 4.4 and 4.5 
4.7 Ejection Seat Tests 
4.8 Flight Tests 
o Contractor Flight Test 
4.9 Government Furnished Equip~ent including: 
o NA265-40 basic airframe 
o Airframe components 
o Fans 
o Engines 
o Research instrumentation 
o Mi sce 11 aneous 
5.0 Summary of the Costing Information required for the high risk 
propulsion components 
The costs for each component shall be stated in four pricing 
elements; engineering labor, manufacturing labor, material and 
purchased items, and other direct costs. For each of thepr;c;ng 
elements, the co~ponent costs shall be stated for the following 
categories: data base requirements (effort required to accumulate 
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required data before detail design including data search. 
analysis, tests, etc.), design and manufacture, component 
testing, ~nd unit qualification testing. Thus each component 
costs shall be stated in a four by four matrix. 
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APPENDIX B SCHEDULES 
Overall Program Schedule 
Figure B-1 shows the schedule for design, fabrication and flight 
test for two V/STOL Technology Demonstrator airplanes. The schedule 
assumes a contract award early in calendar year 1978 allowing flight 
test of the first vehicle to begin in the second quarter of 1981. 
Schedule of Integrated System Testing (Iron Bird) 
A comprehensive system-level test program conducted with a full-scale 
propulsion test rig (iron-bird) is considered essential to the timely 
development of a safe, reliable flight vehicle. Experience has shown 
that low risk, step-by-step system tests, with complexity increasing at 
each step, is a cost-effective way to develop flight systems that con-
sistently meet their cost, schedule, and performance objectives. 
Figure B-2 shows the propulsion Iron Bird Program Schedule to be consistent 
with the overall program plan. 
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CONTRACT 
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATOR PROGRAM 
MODEL 1041-135- 2.A 
AWARD I 
h. PRELININARY DESIGN ENGINEERING PDR I CDR V V 
mmr&i&SCJG L£5&G£&&iAiiW5iLJi£CUiiL n ENGINEERING !llllfMli!IIifIIlJiHr:mWmwg""'"P'2'f"iW" W_ FULL RIG I TESTING QUAL 
PROPULSION/FLIGHT CONTROLS . . I v. _ >''',' '" V 
I, ({~iii.:'.;~~)/t;:'·-'-·lit~~~ 7"} ;'P .~.. -;. r ~ ~ _: ;' r ,_ IP_ . ~ ,~ " SVS. INT. TEST RIG ~ "' . . 
I SHIP V 
BOILERPLATE NACELLE' • ---F!III-_ • 
1977 
TOOL __ ._ 
FABRICATE ____ _ 
MOCK-UPS ____ _ 
T-39A REMOVALSIlS.-
I T-39A REMOVALS __ _ 
1978 
.. 
NO. 1 ASSY ., ________ _ 
I NO.2 ASSY _________ _ 
1979 
NO. 1 GROUND TEST ~ 
NO. 2 GROUND TEST __ 
J 
NO.1 FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION ___ _ 
I 
NO. 2 FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION_ 
1980 1981 
'.; .'.jII!' 
) "I, 
l " 
APPENDIX "c" WEIGHTS 
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&;;';'L .. _.~ ... 
, 
.:,., .•. _._.~ • .. ,,,··,:·,r·-- .) 
'U'A!t[D IY _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
PA!;[ _________ _ 
tH[CKtD IY ___ _ lUf'(l11tT "O_~ ______ _ 
DAT[~...:1...:O.:.../7:...;6~ ______ _ MODel 104_1-_1-=.3..:.5 ___ . __ _ 
WING I HORllo~r)'L . Wtl!;KT I Uk I ~OWEHT 
loGI ;1265.9 i 
1 -
BASIC T-39A WING WEIGHT 
I 
+ 42 295.0 
.) '-ADD LANDING GEAR BEA"-1 
~ ~----------------------------------------------~--~~~~~-~~------.~ ~-__ ~ADO~~LAN~D~rNG~~G~EA~R~C~U~T~O~UT~,~DOOR~~&~ME=~C~HAN~I~S~M~ ____ ~--~~' ~4~2 __ ~2~8~2~~_: _______ _ 
Ii ~, 
'. 
,'to 
REVISE INBOARD SECTION OF REAR SPAR FOR INCREASE I + ~~2.]0 .0 t--
I N LAND I NG LOADS I III - __ "~----~~~~-=~~----------------------T-------~--I It ~ ___ _ 
REVISE INBOARD TRAILIN:; EDGE TO ACC(Mv'()DAT~ __ ~ NEGL~-!L_-__ i_ ,'J' 
----L;\NDING GEAR & POD ROTATION. INCREASE THICKNESS!I II . 
-;r- I' ~-;. ____________ -:-_= ______________ -___ --+.',, _____ , ___ .1 ____ _ 
ADD FAIRING 10 INB(\~D PORTION OF STRUCTURAL BOX 1 + 30 tr8_0-.~_t-- f 
I--·-B=E=E=F'""--:-:U=P--,B=-:A:-::S:-:I-:::C-B:=-:O::-::X-:-::&:--=-R~IB::-:S:--;C"":'I:-:N=:BD::"')::--::F:-OR..::=--:-:IN-:-:C:O=R:-=EA:-:-::;'SE=---- I; + L;-g--t24-3.0--; t 
!.------,-rr-,~,.,.,...-;-;:~:=.---------------------:+.--.- I' --, -- I 
r---. ____ lJ\IQ_D_I_N_G_LO_AD_S _______ . ___ , ____ ~it_I- .. ----~ __ J . __ .; 
___ ._M_J_SC_:_J_T_S~,_S_P_L_I_C_E_S~,E_T_C_. ____________ ~+]-l-=~.~~~ ____ .~! 
ROUND-OFF --,-----------'-. ----f!T-I' --... ----"4-r:.tbf) .0" ~ - - - --! 
'  I --J--"'~' .. - If '-, '- -
I!:' \ 
-'--REtJOVE 3D" vllt-¥.; TIP SECTI<l'J & OUTBOARD sEC-T-r-ON-----rI;....1 ---·-70·---r341·:(j-j---------· • I 
OF AI LERON -~------:i--.. --·: - -----1 
I! ""(-----.-.:-'--.--.'" 
MODEL 1041-135-2A WING WT. 
"~ I I---·---N-O--CHAN--G-E-------------------!\'r-; ---=-o-;t----I--------"{ 
-------------.-------.--rr------- .. - -J.;-.----1----· --- ; 
.j--,--,-_--,.... ____________ = _____ -== ____ ~==_::=~l,_===='_='=,"='· = I I 
715DEL l041-135-is WING ~IT~- --- - 11 17~~~. )~~3-.~~~~ I - .~:~~~-~: i 
II '\' 1 1------------------- Ii I; :----·-~·--i -------------------------~I.~~---~----!-- _! --~."... ----il--· --' )l--· -.. ; . i 
--------------------------fl---·--.....J:~l ---t '--1 
-------------------+.I---ij-·~=~~=~~~-~ 
___________________ I__ J. ___ J ~~~·=~~1 
I' "I j --------------------~J~--.-.~~~ --I ----I 
I! '. --- -t-,·_- ·----····l, 
" -----]1-- ,'-1 -------~-
o - . 1 'I "--i-~-----i ~. - .----f-------t:-----i---.. --.. ----t 
,~ 228--~__r·"----1----- r-·---···--·'! 
"..;w.-'- ~~~~~~.".II.IUI""""""'. -r~~~""""~~_~.".m* • ..... , I) , •• .....,...l __ ~ __ .. ___ ~ ....... 
, c .. ·· 
. 
. ... 
t. 
I 
'-
rfl['U£D U· _______ _ 
'A4OI _________ _ 
CHECKED IY ________ _ at
POIn .. o ______ ~_ 
DATE __ ~1 Q,u,I..J..7..w.p _____ _ 1041-135 
I HORI1OHTM • tiJRIZONTAL TAIL . weiGHT I ARIIl MOMENT 
BASIC T-39A HTAIl ~~IGHT 220 472.
6 
REMJVE EXISTING HORIZCNTAl TAIL - 220 t?72.6 
. 
ADD NEW SLAB TAIL TO TIP OF VERTICAL DESIGN + 350 497.0 
FOR N8.~ lOADS & FACTORS 
.-
.. 
". 
I 
-
11 !r97 .O MJDEL 1041-135-2R HORIZ. TAIL WEIGHT 350 I 
, j ! 
.-. -----~ 0 
f--. NO Ct-W-J~~ 
I' !i·---·] --I -- jt-
-
I 
- II 1~97. 0 I 
-:::::1 
MODEL 1041-135-2A HORIZ. TAll WEIGHT 350 - -I 
-
- . 
- --
! 'J . 
'. 
NO Cl-W'JGE 0 
r--------.- ---~_L ________ . \ 
II 
II ! 
-
- .. , , - -
_. 
-
. .. - .. i 
MODEL 1041-135-2B HORIZ. TAIL WEIGHT 350 1~97 .0 ! 
- -
---
, , 
--
-
-
£- .. -"' .-- , 
--_.o- Il 
C ___ L ________ 
: I 
{ 
t ,1 J ---;.:-~ Ii I -. i 
-------[----- r--- I - .. \ 
11 ~----I---~-- J 
-----·i-- ~l ---- --1 
. L I ----- \ 
I I 
---+1 -"/ 
---tf----r---I 
----
-#---. i! 1---- -1 
I ; - ---1 
-------.-
-- ---------+~----+----.;.------ - I 
.. ---.------------ ----·-----·------~---t------i-.. -·-- t-------- -l 
--------.--_~._ .. ~=_------. lit I --T-·-·-'=-=~ .. -~-J 
_____
_____
 ~-__ --~---~ J 
I -1_._-
_ .. -.-1 
t , 
t-----
t 
-------
--_._------
I I 
i--------~----- ---·----------------*----------*-----..;.1 --=1 
I----------·--------------·--------#------#------tf-----·-
i 
I 
I 
-.--------
----------
-- --11-------~-----~----------1 
1---------------- _ -1 
--------
--------
--------
--------
--4+----.--I! 1 
--------
--------
.----.---
-.. -------*"\ -------l! t --
----
----
----
----
-Jlr- .. - ==~=-l ~ --------~ ,I ~~-- --._.- { ~. -------------- H--:---.. --_·-f 
-.- 229 ------'1 -----1----- ---- i 
~~~!:!:...._~~""'>;"'·' ...... _"'!",:--.......,k~~ .... '!!O!I~~-~~,..~~~ ...... ~ .... • ~.~... • • eTC ~
<t. __ . u __ ~~", .. l 
I 
....' 
.1. 
80~ING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'AU _________ _ 
CHECkED IIY ________ _ k£PORr fCO ________ _ 
10/76 . DATE __________ _ KODEl 1041-135 
HORIZONTAL 
VERTICAL TAIL wru;KT I 4!'" MOIUNT 
BASIC T-39A VERTICAL TAIL WEIGHT 91 471.6 I 
I t 
,-
NEv! VERT I CAL TAl L FOR TEE Ca-lF I GURA T IO'i + 99 465.0 
& NEW DESIGN LOADS I ,"" 
--. 
1'1oDa l041-135-2R YEP-TICAL TAIL WEIGHT II" 190 1 467 •9 I , 
-
-
1 ~'. 
~I() C
'
1i\NGE 0 -
-
, 
.1:UI"2ELl.®.1=l15=21L'iE.lllI.CALIA.oJEl.Gill ____ 11 l~Q lL4bZ~ 1 
-I; lr-_ -r= __ ~_ -- - -t' r~o Crw-X;E - I 0 
.'-r- .. 
t'OOEL 1041-135-28 YERTIC.o..L TAIL 'tlEIGHT 190 ! 46Zt.9 _:... 
--- --
~---------~------·-------------------~--~~-*ii------i----·------ i 
I----~----------------------~---_i+_--- -t-----·--· -.; 
I 
, I II---r--, ------·1 
11----1---------- --"1 
fi I' • l-------------------------------+n-----+: ---- -. ---. ----1
_______ , ____ ._. _______ ~ ___ ._-_-_-===_-_.1--·-- - If·· --. -L-- -. ___ 'I~ 
t--------------------.----- II -i----t-------~--
l-----------..,....-+t---~__+_I---~~~, 
~~. ~~~~:--I ---11 
I: --y' -. t----------------'---:------jL------~ -t-------
1 __________________ ._-________ -#-il_· _____ + __ ·_t ____ ~·_.J 
____________________ . ________ . ___ .-L. _________ J 
1--------------*-----1f.--.---t- ---f 
t ___________ ~-----------------------------------~-------*i.-----j --~: 
I------------------#-----t!---,.--L------
.. 
---------------------------------.----------------~~-------~--~_r~---------
I---------------------------------------------~~-------#·-----+- ----. 
-----------------------------------------------~--~--~~----+----------~ 1----------·-----------------~-~1---~_+--~--~~-1 
---"------------------------------------------~r_------~----_;-~--------,-
---------------------------------------------~~--~--~~----~~--------
PUPA"ED 1'-______ _ BOl!:ING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'AG! ________ _ 
(HECKtO I' _______ ~ l[POtU "1) __ ______ _ 
1041-135 DAT! ___ 1.....;0/....;7....;6 _____ _ 1100£1. 
~--------------------------------------------~------~~---------------, I ••• T"O:::'NT BODY "'liGHT 
BASIC T-39A BODY WEIGHT 1780 II 217.3 I 
I : ~----=-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~------~r_---·+I---------·---REVISE NOSE S~CTIO'J FORWARD OF COCKPIT FOR + 140 I 35lt! 
INSTALLATION OF NOSE FAN & FLT. TEST EQUIPMENT I I t 
---,-----------i1 
~ 169.0h---l REMOVE SPEED BRAKES & SUPPORTS - 22 ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------~--~.-
MODEL l041-135-2R BOOY WEIGHT 
c 
= II i
J 
,- .. --- - - - : 
-- I! ----41-- iI-334:0-1-"----- ---- ! 
-- ___ c ___ II -- -.. ;;--.. - , -- f 
__ . ______ ._____________ .,;.. ~_---L--.. -------- 1 
ADD 3RD ENGINE SUPPORT BULKHEAD _______ .J!~_.J~_~~3~:~-J.--... _______ ! 
Ii Ii i ~ 
1 ___ AD_D_EN_T_RAN _ C_E_OOO __ R._T_O_BU_L_K._H_EAD __ 1_43 ____ ~~~~~_-_-_~.~Il-=-+_ -_2_0_1\_1_4_3 ._Or~=_-_-_-="~_l 
II r' ~ 
ADD 3RD ENGINE -AIR INLET DOORS, DUC...:....:..Tc:..:1f'..G..:..:..;./..:P_.::.LE::-..:Nc:..:lJ:_" __ tr;----'.+---=5:....0 ____ J, 284. 0 -j~~-=-_==.j 
& FLEX SEAL , --l \t--------------------------'fI-------i!--- -.------. 
1 ____ ---:--:--.__ .. ----.- --.-.- ___ ~~._._.J _________ .. _ t 
REPLACE (1) BODY WINDOW \~~IJ} ENG..!!'J!_~~ ______ : NEGLl_:.._J __ .: _____ L_. ___ Z 
VENTI LA TI ()\J INLET U-- Ii L 1 
INC~:~_:_-;~-~:::_:s~:~,-;~-;-·Jllil-- - t ---[ -----·-·~=1 
;i 11:· ---I 
-- i 2320- l206·.1=l .-_.- -\ 
REMOVE BS 334 PRESSURE BULKHEAD 
:---
NOSE BOOM rtr. 
MODEL l041-135-2A BODY WEIGHT 
--- -- .~ - - .. - ( 
: _ --\-------.. i _._-'N..;..:O'--.::.C~H.AN~G:;.;;;E=---______ . __________ it_I----"O---+t---·-l----·-____ ; i------------·------------ir----· 
MODEL 1014-135-28 BODY HEIGHT 2320 12ob-.TT· '-~-j 
'1ltI'AR£D I'l _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'AGI ____ --___ _ 
ClUCKED IY ________ _ 
10/76 rAu _________ _ .OOEL ___ 1_0_41_-_1_3_5 ___ _ 
~IN LANDING GEAR ~ HORIIOHUL W[IGHT A.-.. MOMENT 
BASIC T-39A !v1AIN GEAR WEIGHT 467 254.0 
--
REfw'OVE EXI STING t1A.IN GEAR - 467 254.0 . 
INSTALL A-4 MAIN GEAR WITH SLIGHT MODIFICATIONS + 680 284.0 
• USE A-4 ROLLING GEAR (+235 LB/APL) 
• USE A-4 SHOCK & DRAG STRUTS WITH·-r-:-:'"'O-=D-=r-=F:':'"IE=D:---tr------tt-----t---------li 
METERING PIN (+320 LB/APL) 
INSTALL SHOCK STRUT IN A NEW DESIGN SUPPORT 
JACKET & ATTACHMENTS (+70 LB/APL) 
.-------
• RE!1OVE A-4 SWIVELING MECrwJISM (-9 LB/APL) f-.---.-.::----..:..=-:."-' 
• USE A-4 CONTROLS (+64 LB/APL) ~----~~~~--~---'-~~~-~~~=------------~------#----~-----------
MODEL l04i-135-2R MAIN GEAR WEIGHT 
MODEL l041-135-2A MAIN GEAR WEIGHT 
II I' I I 
NO CHANGE .-----+,'---- il ---t----- - --1 
-.------------------- ----- --------n---·- i _.-- t '--. 
~-
MODEL 1041-135-2B MAIN GEAR WEIGHT - ____ .-. t 
1-------------------4I___''------4l---+---.~.J t 
i-----~ -----------------------------------~r-------~----_t_~--.------~ 
---I 
~ 
I 
.=:.~----.-... -.... -----------------------~--------*-----4-~-------j 
--~---_lt__tI_~!___,_. ·~-"~:I 
-----.---------------------------.----t!---~--4I___'--->--.------- .... I . 
-----.----------------------------+-----~--.---I---,--.. - i 
t I I p»<_t~.,.._ . .:._~~'- 4."~_. ___ ."... ....... _~),...,,~""'._""',.'_H.~ ___ ~, ........ _ ... t == ___ .~.J=:=-~, _. _____ _ 232 
/ 
..... 
,"" 
Pltt"MID ty. _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY ".,' --------- I 
CH£CIttD 0'1' ________ _ R[PORT "0_. ___ _ 
10/76 DATE ________ _ IIOOll 1041-135 
HORIZONTAL 
NOSE LANDING GEAR WIiGIfT AIIM I MOMENT 
BASIC T-39A NOSE GEAR WEIGHT 147 98.0 I 
! 
-
INSTALL A-4 NOSE GEAR WITH Sct-1E t"'ODIFICATICNS + 210 80.0 I 
. '--1 
-J ... ' 
-
-- i 
I 
.. _ .. ! 
. 
--. r ( 
... - .. 
~ 
1 
- ~ 
REMOVE EXISTING NOSE GEAR - 14/' 98.0 I 
I 
. USE A-4 ROLLING GEAR (+33 LB/APL) I 
• USE A-4 STRUCTURE WITH MODIFIED METERI~,p;; I ~~------~--------.----------------------~------*-----~.-------PIN & KNUCKLED DRAG BRACES FOR AFT RE- 1 
TRACTION CAPABILITY (+143 LB/APL) I 
~ __ . ____ ~___ U_SE __ A_~_4~C~ON~T~~RO~L~S~(~+~34~L~B~/~A~PL~)~-----------~1::~I---_--~------~-----------
MODEL 1041-135-2R NOSE GEAR WEIGHT - II 210 il 80.0 I 
c. 
II 210 l:-SO . 0 t-- - - ... I 
i!. Ii, t----------.-------.--------------~ . .j.....i ----1i-:l---- i---------------N-O-C-~-~-------------------~-q-l-d-~~-----: -----~ .. : 
'. ,
!. 
-11-- i,'--- --.... -... ; 
-----------------------~l--~ ----n 1---------: 
r 1-' 1 
=1--:-------. ~ , . ---------------4------- I----r------- .. "'1 ~ --.------------------------l+----- ij /" ----.. ! 
C~---- ·-I---·-i·--r-=~·-· .. --~ 1 
. ---- Ii . ----;1---;-.-----.. : F--::-- ------ t- Ii -~ft---.. ------~-: .-.! ------·-i ~ 
I ]-------- ---1 -------'---~------------------4if-----+-----f-----=-~-·---1 
----of 
-------------,------~.-------lI_----_U.--.-. --.---._-- ~ 
! 
--_._-----[ 
. --,....-----1 
-------------------------'--------I!-------- ___ -L__ ...... j -----------------~------~----r--~"------{ 
I .-II-----r-------- . i 
~ --t~----·+-----.. · ... \ 
.. ~ . ----.-- -----J"r-------+ .. --.-----.... _.' 
------------------·-----2-3-3--·-- --·11 .. ------- It ------i ..... --.. -.--. 
\JW'.,.,.. ..... .,.--.-.....~~~~ ............... - ... ,..~"'~ .. ~ ..... ,.~ ................. __ '..r-.~---... ---..... ft .... - . 1:-________ I 
BOEING AIRP\..ANE COMPANY ,~~[-. ---------
CH[CI(f:D eT_ REPORT NO ________ _ 
OA1£ ____ 1_1_7_7 -'--____ _ MODEL _-=-10;;.,..4.;,.;:1;...-..:;1.,::..3:;,..5 __ 
~----------------------------------------------~------~------------------; IiO"IZOHTAL 
wrrroHT 
Alut J NACELLE WOWEHT 
BASIC T-39A NACELLE WEIGHT 
MODEL 1041-135-2R NACELLE WEIGHT ·t 2270 '2SQ..2. I 
I 
:--------.-.--------.----------.-- --- . --~---·----T-- --- ---. -.------ "-'''' j ADD 3RD ENGINE f"OUNTING & PROVISI()\IS .! ,'I I 
---- ----------. -- - ---.- .. ---- -. ___ . _______ .. __ -'_. ___ ._. __ AL._ .• -"- .' .. _- ----- -. - I 
• BULKHE,l\DS ~ r~IL.ET PLENLM INCLUDED IN ~(1()Y wq :! I 
f------.EXHAUST TUBES-INCLUDEo-iN"EXHAUSr--& - ... - .. '1j"- -- -- -'if _u __ . . -'.' i 
-OEFLECTOR';-WE"iGHT--- - -:1 + 40---if 335.()1 .-.----- - -. i 
---------... ---.... ---------. ----r----~-1-·- --'( -. ---._- .... - . \ 
~: !QD 18P_~1l<J!~~~~i~iWAL"C..__ _ .. --l + _ 4Q 1- 32.~:~i~:-~~~-=~=-~ _. i 
MODEL l041-135-2A NACELLE WEIGHT ;1 2:5 50 1; 291, 7 ~ ~ r= .; -- ---'! . ----.. ~ 
REDUCE ENGU[E FIREWALLOfA":,ADD LENGTH -n-NEGLT:-t--::---:-'-----·----' i 
------------------. ________ --¥- ______ -L.. ____ .. ----- -. t 
U 'I I ~ 
r \'. I 
...... -----.-----~----.-.-------------=t-------~---. -~.-------~.- --j 
1-------------.------------.--.- '{ -tt-----r-------· i 
---.. ----------------------------4-----4-~ .. --_t-.----.-.-. __ ... 1 ---------·------------·~--·----lt *-·.-+--------·--1 
___________________ ~ _________ J __ II --~------ .. J 
1------------·-----------------+11 ---t--. --~ ... -~ 
._- ~ .. -·r--i -.. ---------- -1 
-----.-.----------.------ i t-{--·_- .-.... ! 
-.---'------------.---------.----- Ii -1:-'- I --- --'1 
--------.------------------.---- i r 1----· ----I 
--------.---------- -----------t
' 
f--- --1'- ----- ..... : 
--Olu'--" - .---~ 11 ·-1------ ·-1 
ft -- '. GINAlrP1t~-----------. ---~\ :1 ----t.--.. --.. -- ! ~ OF EO()R~_Qfj2tL."TIL-------.--- ._~~ ...,> ____ ....... ___ . _ .. __ •• . 
~. 11 Y I! I' i t 
. ------.-- -----------·----·----~------lr-.. ·- "'r" .. ---. -.- 1 
i __ ....... _""" ...... ~ ...... , ... , .... ~, ...... _ .. ~ .. "' .. ~ ... -....... ~--~''''':~-. .,.-.. _ _lr ...... -.-_.2-._~.".. .. ~-----....... ::.:: .. ,. I 
PIt£PAAED IY _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY p"r ___ . ...._------
CHECKfD IY _______ _ I[P'OJtT "0 _______ _ 
DAn: ___ .:;;...10~/ .... 7...;;.6 ____ _ 
.OD[l 1041-135 
HOlIlZOliUL • 
WING SKID WIIGHT AIIM I .. OUNT 
BASIC T-39A WING SKID WEIGHT 15 223.0 
- 15 REMOVE WING SKID I 2~3.0 I ! 
---t 
' .. MJDEL 1041-135-2R WING SKID "JEIGHT o - I 
---.. 
. 
-
I 
I NO CHANGE o 
MODEL 1041-135-2A WING SKID WEIGHT o H. 
~ 
'I ~! 1 , ~--------------------------------------r'------~;---~,--------4 
I--___ N~O_C_HAN_G_E ______ . ___ . _______ >_. ___ ----iL. 0:; - -T' t 
--
MODEL 1041-135-2B WING SKID WEIGHT I 
( 
I 
------ ,., BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'AG[ _________ ~ 
CHECKED IY _______ _ U~~T .. 0 ______ _ 
OATE 10/76 .ODf:l ___ 1o_4_1_-_13 __ 5 _ 
a'V 
-1 
HORIZONTAl. 
WI/GIfT ENGINE ~'u" ~O"£HT 
BASIC T-39 ENGINE WEIGHT 980 I 336.0 
DELETE (2) P&W J60-P-3A ENGINES -~8Q 336.0 
---
-
.ADD (2) DDA XT'701-AD-700 TURBO SHI>.FT El't;INES +2270 391 0 
----I _. 
MODEL 1041-13S-2R ENGINE WEIGHT 2270 391.0 
-==1 ,.jt 
ADD (1) DDA XT701-AD-700 TURBO SHI>.FT ENGINE IN 
-. THE BODY ()\j BODY (' +1135 332.0 I 
I ! --,: 
-
_. 
ROlJ!I..JD OFF - + 5 371".0 
.. ,
I 
j;371. 3. J ............. t ~ODEL 1041-135-2A ENGINE WEIGHT 3410 
-
_ .. ; 
1~-___ 1 REMOVE (1) DDA XT701-AD-700 TURBOSHAfT ENGINE 
: 332.0 - .-._-,--{ IN THE BODY ON BODY cL -1135 
--- r--, ----- -! 
- 1=------- ~ ADD (1) DDA T56-A-14 TURBOSHAFT ENGINE IN THE j I 
, 
---- .. 
BODY ON BODY C I +1535 :i 342.0 1 l '--------,--------1[--.. - .. I 
iJ , 
-
'. 
- - I! 3610 T' -. -
......... _.-. 
"" 
· HODEL 1041-135-,2B ENGINE WEIGHT 'I 37~:8 • ~ t 
-
-
-. 
- • 
I , I 
.'------ -, I 
, 
I 
· 
--... 
· 
F ' -'j .-"j 
~~--.,., 
, 
--
,. 
II • I _.'._----- ---Jf- I -----.j ;' I ( 
,..----_. 
-
.• - ' \ 
I 
-·-f 
1 
. 
--i 
1 
-I ~ 
.-! 
- -.-
'0- j 
.-
----
-
. , 
---
-
4· __ _ • __ .~.,_ 
J 
I 
. 
---' 
1 
--H-----, ------.--- -", 
'~CL __ _ I 
I BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
CHECKED fIY ________ _ f/L~/r.r i'iO ____ _ 
10/76 1041-135 l)"A~T~[============-____________ -,r_",:,I'~Or..tl-_-_ .. _-.-.-.-____ _ 
.. ...----...-~ .. ---.........---, 
~i Hon":O:IT:'L 
I WEIGHt ~--;'I'!~'-i-----!J-O"'-£-H-T-~ 
1--S-AS-I-C-T--3-9-A-EN-G-I-NE-A-C-C-ES-S-O-R-IE-'S-WE-IG--HT------=---:ri- 17 .• ;! 3)0 .... 2 1 _~_ 
DELETE T-39 COOLING~ DRAIN & LUBE SYSTEMS - ! - i7-'-~-i3·O~i"[_--=-___ . 
'------------------------------*!I--.---iL --_ . .:- -
ENGINE ACCESSORIES FOR (2) XT701-AD-700 ~! __ ~_ ~. - ;. , 
ENGINES ARE HlC LUDED I N ENG I NE I-IT. f---.-.--7-- ... -----.--- _____ j 
t=========;==..::: I ~- ~ - _ ...... 
MODEL 1041-135-2R ENGINE ACCESSORIES WEIGHT ;1 O,'! ¥. 
-r '- -A li;i i ~----i-JO--C-If-A-f.-,G-E---------------------------~p-----v-~I i 
ENGINE ACCESSORIES 
., " .-J 
--,-
tv10DEL l041-135-2A EI\IGINGE ACCESSORIES WEIGHT i; 0 I t I=,;,,;;.;:;,;;;~~~~=====~====================-,' -==---=-. ..:.;.-;..-.::..;.~:;--=-=-.... .. .,... ........ -..,. ~ , ~ 
--~;---O-- -17""--'-- --. ---- ~ 
NO CI-WJGE --------.---_______ .. __ ....1.. _____ ._ ---,"-_:::- '._" ..• _ ..... __ I 
H t. ~ 
.! • * .. ! 
Ii 0 
" f MODEL 1041-135-28 ENGINE ACCESSORIES WEIGHT 
t: t ~------__ ---.------_---_----.--.--il·_-_---.:,-... --.- -- ,. -- ---- ---1 
. It : . l.-._______ _ ______ .L __ • _____ --_______ - t- _____ __ { 
II 'I I 
;-.--.-.----------------------. ----.. -,: -.--- ---. .!-- - - ;,-.. --~--- . 1 
.1 '. l j ~------------------------__:r----.. ---'T - -. . '.
f,' " 
----------..... ------~-----.---.----.----.~--- ... - .. ".'-- .-- •. -- -_.-- . - •. t ~I i 1 
--.------------------------- -.1-------,------ .-~-. ---"--" I; iJ 1 
~--.-------------------------;l.--.-- - -;;" --.- 'f ---- --- •.• f I: 'I I 
-----.---------.-'---------------7-- ----.- ~ -- --_.---: -. --- - --. .. ! 
II.. , 
·--------------------------.. ·--ir----- -;i--- -.- . -i - -. -.--"1 
! .~. 
----------.--.--------.----.----t, ... --.---- .!---- - ".-:-,------". { 
I' t;, ! 
---::-----------------.-----------i-·--- -;}- -----''':'-' -----... : 
~-----·-------------·--~··--·---t-· --.-. --1-----·1---- .- { 
--.-------------.---------------+- ---._--.. : .. -. ---j---' -.- --- .. I r----------.-.-~---.------'------------jL--.... ---*.--.----1--------.... : II ;'; i ----~II- .. ·-f.---·--r------ '-1 I ------ ---·-i------t(---- -1 ------- .--. 1 
ir---"'i-- --'---"-.--- --1 
--t L__ 1 -----1 
il------------------------------il-t-· -.-----+---,~-t_----,-.~ 
----------1==-=-~t_~~±==--, -=f 
J--__ ,C,______ ----11-----+-. ----.--4 
----.--------------------III------L---- --.----.1 
. I I! i . -------llll~--· __ +._=~L_===_=--_-. t 
I ': r f Rl!' . ------ r-----r-------·--;·------·-·· I 
t; -Q1-{L~1S- -----__ . ______ -;-___ . __ ...,1_ ... _ . ..:.. _______ ._. 
~ -DF-EO..QR QIIAI1lT11 "._ ... ----------Jf------~L-.-- ~ ________ ... 1 
~ . JI:: t t 
---.---.----.--------- -----.. - ._----.- '--"--jl'--------' - ... ;--------.--.. -- -_ ... r 
237 1\ Ii i ~ 
................. ~ .. ...-.,. .. "W,. .......... ........,..".M_.._"~f .... ~~~~ ..... _,~_., ........ l""' ..... __ ._s.+ot.~._..,_.t~ ....... ,.,..1 ........ ;~,.~>O~"..~c. _ • _____ ... .• ~ 
------------------
.t. 1'\1\ " 
. i 
II'UPARED If _____ _ 
IJOEING AIRP1..ANE COMPANY 
,,,G! ___ ......-___ . __ _ 
(Ii[CltED IT _______ _ UPQIlT NO ________ _ 
DAn; ____ 1_0_1_76 _____ _ 104-1-135 
HOIUZOUTAL 
ENG I NE C(t.JTROLS -~-~--------~ AIU' I NOW£HT 
BASIC T-39A ENGINE CONTROLS WEIGHT 194.0 
RE~VE EXISTING CONTROLS 194.0 
218.0 ADD FLY-BY-WIRE CONTROLS FOR LIC ENGINES ~~------~--~---~----
-
._--
MODEL 104-1-135-2R ENGINE CONTROLS ",/EIGHT 218.0 ! 
, 
305.0 ADD 3RD ENGINE THROTILE & CONTROLS 
~----------------------------,~----------~------~r-----~----------, I 
II --
't 
247. ?J. __ MODEL l041-135-2A ENGINE Ca~TROLS WEIGHT 
I 
NO CHANGE o i-I 
1I-------------------------it-----t~1 ---11--------j 
MODEL 1041-135-2B ENGINE C(t.JTROLS WEIGHT it5 I - .-.. I 247.0 I 
J.-----------------------------It-----f.-II-~.- -+- H. __ --1 
I I ~------------.------.-----------------*-----~.-----: "1 
____ . _____________________________ .*" _______ + _______ J __ . ______ ~ 
Jr-------- -.---------------------.-.. -+--- II -; ---i 
I· II ! ~------------·--·--------------·----..,ltl-------r----- -j-- ~ ______ ~ 
Il-----il-~ -- . . .;--. __ . _____________ ------------------Jj+-! ------,...~ --T------·---t 
.------ . El ~-:~-~·I 
-----/ 
l 
1----.--------.-----------'----------*:1-------..:..~ --- '-~--"-=---'--~~l 
'--.-,.----------------------~---------+";-----~±-=l=---- -'~i 
~----------------------------------,--------~------~ I '-1 
I 1 
---------it---'-----!i---:--,-!-- ---1 
1----------' ---H---!H-- .~-~=l 
'-I 
-------------------------------~~-----4__--~-----j 
t---------------tt-----H,---:-' --~ i~--~-~~-~~--~~--·~-~~.I~~-~t---~~I 
t-----·---------------23-S- l ---I-'-------"'t 
,"""--""""""_~ __ ... _..__ .. "" ___ "'*' ________________ .;,.,JI ...... _......uI ___ ~_ ____ I 
_~ j : I:'~O !:l::' 
~ 
." 
... ' 
. " 
, . 
PlUMED IV _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'A«O[ ____ - ___ _ 
CHECKED Iy _______ _ .[POltT "O ______ ~~ ... __ 
O",T[ _____ 1~0/~7_6 ____ _ 
.ODEL 1041-135. 
- ---~ I HORIZONTAL' STARTING SYSTEM WlIGHl I AIU' .,OIo4£IH 
BASIC T-39A STARTING SYSTEM WEIGHT ..,.., I 269.0 I ,I:. 
I 
REMOVE EXISTING STARTING SYSTEM 
- 22 269.0 I 
-r -
-ADD GROl..l'lD CART STARTING PROVISICNS + 20 368 .. 0 i I ~ I 
- -
-1 MODEL l041-135-2R STARTING SYSTEM WEIGHT 20 368.0 I f 
1 1 ! 
ADD GROUND CART STARTING FOR 3RD ENGINE + 15 305.0 ! ~ I . 
,! .~-fv'ODEL 1041-135-2A STARTING SYSTEM WEIGHT I: 35 341. 0 ! J ·1 _. .--
- II I . .• ~ £ NO CHANGE 0 I - ~ 1 
--_." .. _( 
I r 
-[L3_41 ~Q~J. -. MODEL 1041-135-2B STARTING SYSTEM WEIGHT 35 .. ...... 
- . 
II f--~---.-.~ ., 
i ~ -:-J=--~~--_--I , li [ f . __ oU.-__ .... ___ ..J .. ___ .. '''' ___ .. 
--!! 11 ! II . • 
------ !!"'"'- _ ... "'" 
-
. fa 
-
i: -~---.--- .. 
~ II I -r-----~----.=.' . 
I! II I 
-1- ---I, I 
'r-·-t-I I 
!I 1 
- 11-.--1 I-J.----+---~ 'I ! -_______ 11-_____ .J. _________ • 
I -j i 
. II=± 
-
--- ---- -I 
! 1--------
- ~ . i t---------
-t----.--
I 
--
! 
I 
t)RTEHN4h pA Gg 1° 1 ._----r" XL U 
-I 
-
inT.'l TU'V\T") OTT II T TiT''Sl 
--
LV .... j .. ...,"' ..... ~~.~4_ ~ 
-L 
I 
1 -r I 
----+. -------1> __ .. .,., 
I ~--- -- .- !----r----·----
239 II ~""""""'II'P' II , -~ . ........... . """'~...........,..,"""""-~~ ................. { ... ~-,---.- .. -~. 
· wr ..... J. 
'",'AIlID IY ________ .;" ,aOEING AIRPLAN!: COMPANY 'An-.-.. _____ ~ ___ _ 
CHECKED .y _______ ~- aEf'OltT HO _______ _ 
10/76 DATE _________ _ 1041-135 IIOD[I. _________ _ 
HORIZONT.,1,L 
FUEL SYSTEM WlIGHT 
ARIIl I IAOWEWT 
1-----------------------1r----~--,.- .. "' .. -----~ 
195 II 292.-: 1 BASIC T-39A FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT ,._-----1 
REMOVE AFT FUSELAGE BLADDER TJlNK & SL'PPQRTS 
(183 GAL.) 
- 35~4=3~.0~1---· ____ -~ 
REMOVE EXISTING PLMPS & DISTRIBUTION SYST_EM. ___ tl-_-__ 5_3_t 348.9 _____ { 
~-----------------__ --~~--~-_~ __ --~--~-~~---1-------ADO NEW PUt-1PS TO SUPPLY THE (2) XT701-AD-700 1 + 26 k 400.0 I 
ENGINES I I I 
~---~----------------------------.-------~,-------~.[--~,---------~ &-________ - _____________ .--01-_. ___ - _____ _ 
!}-.-__ REVISE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LINE SIZES & -11_~~_~~_2_7_0_._0-+; ____ _ 
LOCATICNS FOR NB'1 PLMP CAPACITIES & - I; II I :======EN~=G~I_NE_P_LA_C_EME_·_NT ______ -_________ 11 l_~-_--!l-;_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--
REi"OVE _VENT, ORAl N .~ I LL 1 NG _ PReY I S I CNS FOR I - 20 'U43 0 : -I 
AFT BODY BLADDER TJlNK -----.------lit------t~~l--·---!-r-.===-=-~--------i 
, 
fv'ODEL l041··135-2R FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT I' 180 il 267. 1 ! ; 
it ;i-___ . _1 __ . I 
ADO PUMP FOR -3RD EI'lGINE ----- .------.;,.-+- 13 J. 320.0 i:
. ________ .___ __~_. _____ ·==~----1----··1;· .. _. I .~ __ ~ .. _'.! 
t--__ M)_D DISTRIBUT~~~...?!ER & ~a:~.:t~OL_ SYSTEMS I! + 3? __ lL~.Q!Q.J_ ... ______ J 
~----F_OR--3_R-D-~-G-I-N--E __ ------.------.-.--------~.1 ~ .~_. -~~~1 I--_...:.R=O-=LN~D:;....;::O~FF'--______________ =t"+ 2 J!-11.2~tLi--_---.-- f 
_ .1 c.. - _u 
_. 
'I 230 Ju 212 .) 1.__ .. --.l I: Jl ·t j 
REV I SE.1.R __ D_~NG INE PUMPS & ~!-_lJ_V\_B I,_N_G _________ . U ~GL!.:..J-=----L-- ___ . __ -1l 
-lJ , I 
:1 .,! • 
MODEL lo41-135-2A FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT 
, 
MODEL 1041-135-2B FUEL SYSTEM HEIGHT 
II· .-- ... - - '.. - .... , f= 230 11 272_._~_. -.. - _.1 
fr, 
.. ) 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'AG' __ -., ______ _ 
CHECKtD IY. uPOaT "0_-____ _ 
DAT[ __ --=..:10~/ ..... Z.:::.6. ______ _ .ODEL _...;,:1...;,:0_4_1-_1,.:;..3,.;...5 ____ _ 
~------------.------==--.~-------------------------~------~~---------------HOIlIZOHTAL 
FANS RIGHT AlII. I MOMINT 
BASIC T-39A FAN WEIGHT o 
-
I 
ADD FWD 62" 0 !.AM • f-l.AM I L TO'.J 5 T ANDARD FANS 7,7 n -
Wlm AOV. COMPOSITE BlADES I -
ADD (2) 62" Lie FANS I 332.0 I 
I ---r 
I 
-{ 
,_~~RO~.~~D~O~f~·F...;,:. _________________________ ~---4-3_4r~2'5~.O~---------~ 
It- I 
t-t.oOEL 1041-135-2R F,AN WEIGHT i 960 I 233.:;-:- ~. t 
I---_NO--'C_~__'__E ----.-.----------*-li·l--..!:o~l+i_;! ---j- ~~l 
_ ! !i _ _ ._~-d 
~OEL 1041-135-2A FAN WEIGHT I a60 II 27:'1. Z - f 
..- --= Ii =~ --* LG.J .. -: '" -. • so_ -. l 
.---:-:-:::--::,o",~~=_---.-----------------1If_. ---:=--it ... ----- -'. 
l--__ N __ O_C_rw __ ~~!:.____ ! 0;1 - ~ _______ . _ ~ 
I }: i I 
--~.~- --
t-'OOEL 1041-135-2B FfIN WEIGHT 
l-o--" ---_ -. Os,_ .---- It • 
~------- ._------------------- Ii· ~---~--------- ! 
-
-
-
-
----
. 
-
. 
" 
,... 
-.-
-
--
ORIGINAl; PA6E}i8' 
OF EOoR OOALrlYt 
- -
-
-E' -----n --- --r- - i 
----------+-r--.---.... ,-- ---- .. - -_. II I 
-------!I:i-
I
- 1! I ----I 
11--=1==-=~~·· ~ .. ii -r---------; 
-------* .. ----*ji--r -"-' : ~-'-==========-....,.~ (-t--.=-~.~ 1 
-------f: ,I I ___ . __ t 
fi :1 I ~ 1r I --t--·---------i 
-----1+-----1. : -.. -... 
--------ir------1It---J .--------.l . 
------4l------l!--. ~----.. -~1 
! . =r- ... --\ 
----*----i\ 4,. -------l 
--------,---~__ll--------H--- 1----- { 
I ~ I --1 
--------__ll-----*---_+_ -' '-1 
• 
• 
--I 
. _____ .l' 
.. ~{ 
__ ----1 ________ •• ! 
..J ···1 I. i 
"----- '.-'-- --------2-4.1 ___ ---lJ>--! -- !---l---:=:-=~ --I 
.~'"-'''''~~~''~'''J«' __ """.~'I/I'O_-= , --... 1~~~!t'.)1_.4 ....... .- _ ___ .... 
I 
.-. 
~, 
~i,· 
PRUAlltD IT _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COM,.ANY 
'A4O( __________ , 
CH[CKtD IY _______ _ 
10/76 OJ\u _________ _ 
DR.IVE SYSTEM 
BASIC T-39A DRIVE SYSTEM WEIGHT 
ADD DRIVE· SYSTEM FOR (2) XT701-AD-700 ENGINES 
DRIVING 0) 62" I-W'1ILTO"J STANDARD FANS. WATER 
UI'OIU '"'0 ______ _ 
1041-135 MOOEl ________ _ 
HOr<IZOHTAI. 
WIIGHT 1-·---..,.---------
I AIUC 1040WEHY 
o 
INJECTION USED FOR AUGMENTATION. ~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------~----~-----~-----------
~-------------------------.-------~~~------~-----t---------
.. ADD NOSE FAN GEARBOX (1) + 316 75.0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------~~~-~~-~~-------~---
ADD L/C FAN GEARBOXES (2) + 806 343.0 
~--------------------------.----~---~----~---. --~I --------1 
1------------- . "......,,.-----------~~ -~!----I-- .. 
1--. ADD SYCHRO CLt)~CH--(l) __________ . ___ ---ll_~~-332.0 I _ 
~---AD-D--O~V-ER-R-UNN~~IN-G-C-LU-T-C-H-ES-'~(~2~)-------------~--+~7~O-+.:~3~5~ ==J 
~"-------------------------------tt-------;r- I --- , 
1------,....-~~,----------------i+----:::-::-::---!~-Li1i---- , --·i ~_--A-DD-T-E-E-BO-X-(-1-)----------------------~-+-3-8~P~.~4.0!____ '"~ I,: r ~---~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~,~~----~-~~--! I _J 
ADD LONGITUDINAL DRIVE SHAFn~ & BEARINGS + 199 h 202.~1o __ - __ ~.! 
• .I I:L I 
ADD CROSS SI-lAFTING BET'rIEEN LlC POD,-=-S ______ -+~---'+-.-6"'-=8 _l....22.
I
!: 4.0 :--.. --------I 
. I I . f-"----ADD--C,,-ON~T .... RO-L-,:S:-----------------·-----T+-34- r-i30.0·1- -. - t 
l-' ---MJ--D~-OO'-L-E-R-S ),-, -B-L-QWE-' -R-&-L-U-B'E-PlJv\-P-S-------- II +-1l-4--!1 -33~~0+" ---- ~- ~ 
1-- 'II ( -----,-------- i 
I----R-Ot-R'JD-O-F-F----------------tr-+-, -3-+288.0 ,------- -1 
JL-- t------- --1 
MJDEL l041-135-2R DRIVE SYSTEM v/EIGHT 2070 If" 288.3'[ - ___ .1 
!! I -----. 
ADD OVERRUN CLUTCH Cl}-------------I+j--'":'"+---=3=5-1-29-9-:0;------- ~ 
-- -,--, -----.--------------·---'--r ---;1---- "1----- -_ .. ' -- . r 
: I! I ! J-~--~-·-.~~_--E---:~~-:---:-O~:-'--ONG---B-O--:-T~-U~D~-I=NA--=L=--=D~R~-I~V--~~--=S~HA~~-F-T~--=&~~A---D-:~-~-L~EN~--G_~TH=---=-~---=-~::~-+---4~8~9~'~~:tlf--' __ --2_--5_'8--_. T_·+--r-_-_-_··_--~-_-·-_-'-" -I 
.--J..------_J 
FROM 3RD ENGINE TO DROP BOX + 29 I 286.0 1 l r--- ' '-"--" 
-~----::-CHAN:-:-:-:'-:-:::G:-::E:-L,....,OCA=-=-=-=T~I =QN-:--:::O=-=F:--::cSYC'7C"""HR=-=-O-C=L-:"U=T=C:-:"H---------lT--+-8::'CO,,----It--:2::-::7=-=3:-. ~O +-----{ 
- 80 334.0 - ~-1 
1 ___ R_O_UN_D_O_FF_, ___ . _____________________ ~------3 __ ~-2_8-1-._O~ ___ ', ____ ~l 
~~====================~================~======~~==~~========l 1- -t-- 'f 
MODEL 1 ° It! ':" 13 5-2A DRIVE ~.YSTEM WE=I~=fir=;:=:=====:''=jfI==2=6=2 0==#==2=8=0 :::;;.9=4J=-==:;:===-9J 
___ ....:N..J.:O,,- CHANGE ---It----'O=-----it-----lr--___ ~ ... _ ] 
0r-=~~~~~~~~~==~==.~~~============~==~~~~~~!~======~f ~ R.' __ MC)_D_EL_-_  l_O_4_~_1_L_5_.:!.B DRIVE;,"?::;r_~ I~=H=T======9j1F==2=-6=2=O==t~!1b=2:::::.8.=~-""'. ~=-+'"!I-"'; .=::.:.-....:.=-..:.;. '-=-~. -1 
~ -- - 'f '---lI-I'----r--- - -._-- "-1 ~_~".w, -. . -._ ... , _._-". . __ ...... ~_~ __ ~"-_ L..,. ..... ~--~ ........ ............, .. u_J 
t·tClIU. .. 
I 
-( 
i .. 
( 
'U'AJtID IT _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLAN~ COMPANY' 
PAc:I: ________ _ 
CHECKED Iy _______ _ 
10/76 DAT[ _________ _ 
E>OiAUST & DEFLECTORS 
BASIC T-39A EXHAUST WEIGHT 
IUroRT "0--__ 
1041-135 IIOO[L _________ _ 
HORIZONTAL 
wtlGHT --~---------
A lUI I "O~[Hr 
28 384.0 
~ __ ~~~~~~~~----------------~------~---~--------J ADD NOSE F.AN EXHAUS T LOLNERS + 220 43 • 0 
REt-'OVE EXISTING EXHAUST WEIGHT - 28 384.0 I 
ADO TWO-POSITI~ FAN NOZZLE & YAW VANES + 4iD 376.0 
~---~----~----------------------~---.---~~-----t~-------·· ~ 
r-___ ADD ___ L_I_C __ PO_D __ R_O_TA_T._I_CN __ PR_O._V_I_S_Ia-.!_S ___________ -;t-,._+_·3_~_e __ -H-r·_3_5_4_'0---r-I ________ f 
~EL l041-135-2R EXHAUST & DEFLECTORS WEIGIi!" _ .~~~r 980 =* 293 .~ - __ -~-~! 
ADD 3RD ENGINE EXHAUST TUBES, STIFFENING & - !I + 80 I 382.0 : _.-._- ··1 
---------+------~---~r-------- < 
r-___ ~It~~S~U~LA~T~ION~ _________________________ ~IIr--------#-__ -~l------_____ ; 
MODEL 1041-135-2A EXHAUST & DEFLECTORS ~~IGHT li 1060 J. 300.1 :__ .-~_ .. _--_ I 
r-----------~~--~~--~~--.----r-------~flr_-----~I! ~--~--------! 
REl"OVE XT701-AD-700 ORD ENGINE) EXHAUST ! - 80 il 382.0 l I ----------~Ii-: ---=~ .. -----T--------- - I 
TUBES, STIFFENING & INSULATICl'l II i-----l.-- ----. ----I 
r-_--M]-O_ T56-4-14 EXHAUST TUBE, STIFFENING & ----1I-i--70- r406~0 ! -. i 
r--. __ I_N_SU_LA_T_ION ___ · ________________ --!'l! ____ ~_-~-+-==~~-~~~-l 
I'-1ODEL lQ41-135-28 EXHA.UST & DEFLE<;TOR~ WE~GHT ~ _'"""] 1050~ 30M 1 __ -- ---- __ j 
------~-----------------------, 
~ I ..J 
-
----------------------------------------H------- I' r ! -:t-. --l 1 
i 
--------------------------------------~----~---------4-----4_-----------J e-----------------------------------------------*-----~_*I----~----------j ------------------it----It----+-----.~ 
---------------------~-----------------_*------~----~---------J ---·--------------------------------------------~--.------I~----;r----------l II I I ----------~----------------------------------~~------_*----_4---- ) 
I 
----------------------------:---------------11'--------il--------'---------I 
a I t ~J 1- . -~ -------1j-----r---- 1 Et I . I --~-==-=! 
to: ORTGn\fAL PAGE4S-------.- *----- .---f --- --------1 I:~ =P:l.,0R QUALIT~~".__...~.~:.._. ___ ~ ___ ._ II,. _:"_-. .. _, ... 'Ow J 
'R£fMEO IY ______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLA.NE COMPANY 
..... G,; __________ _ 
CHECKEO B't ______ _ k[f'OftT "0_--____ _ 
DAn: ___ ;;;..;lO;..:./.:...76~ ___ _ MOOEL 1041-135 
I H2 ~ 'INJECT ~Ct>l 
'W"l1"MI~. 
--~ .~ HORIZONTAL SYSTEM WrIGHT I .. AftM 1II0MENT 
BASIC T-39A H2O INJECTION WEIGHT 0 --
ADD \!JATER INJECTION SYSTEM + 150 375.0 
I 375.0 I , M::>DSL 1041-135--2R'H,,0 INJECTION WEIGHT 150 I 
--~ U ' 'REtv'OVE WATER INJECTICN SYSTEM -- 150 375.0 ~ MODEL 1041--135--2A H2O INJECTION WEIGHT 0 --~ .... 
I , \. I' I -- , NO CHANGE r 0 p. ,I --,-
- --
--f 
--
-
- - .". 
M::>DEL 1041-135-2B H"O rNJECTIO~ WEIGHT 0 I - I 
-"-
.. 
I 
--- i 
."~ ~j r , 
--t -. II . 
'- .-. 
." -
.. 
__ i4.. 
---"l-'--'- _ .... - - - -
--_of iL-
K 
-J ft ! I 
11 
.. ' 
t_ 
.-~ 
---·i ~ I ---1 ~ . --f (! , 
ij 
-- i, 
---1 
1,-' • 
---\ ~------ I· ----_____ ---;1 __ ._-
t ! - -1 
-
-i ~ --- -·~i . 
-1 
-._--{ 
.- 1 
I='--=----- ~ I - . !~ .. ~-~~~ I 
- . 1 Ii I ii .~ -_. 
~ "-.- t t -_ .... _---- .. - ... _-- " -_._---~.----- ~ ! I f ~--.---- ----------~-........ ---. ----~ .----.-. -. ----.--.- - _ .. 
Iio-..._"_I 
~ 1~""_""1w_."'_ -. __ II_4btd _____ I11'1~ ....._ ... "~"':ltblq~t1 4u..... ..,..., iii t 
I·ZI> III 
t ~ r f.~_Qllt~~ ...... l' "_"'~lf_'_. ___ ,,,,~,, M_. _ ..... __ ~~ ... f. I 244 
:( 
'I" 
...:....1 .'. 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'_'1 ___________________ _ 
nu:c(.[:l !1Y. __ _ UPORT .. 0 ______ _ 
OAT[ ___ .lQI ..... Z..:;.6 _____ _ .OO[L ____ l_O_4_1_-_13_S ________ _ 
r 
1
'_ HORIZOHTAL . 
! fiJiM I MOM£NT WIIGKT fLlGHl C()\ITROLS 
~.~B~A~S-I-r.~.-T:--~3~9~A-F~L~I~G~H~T-C~a~'~JT~R~O~LS~WE~I~G~HT~ ______________ ~ __ ~3~2~6-~li~2~36~.1~J-----------
II I ~-----R-~--VE--S-P-E-E·-O-B-RAK---E--C-ON--T-RO-L-S-----------------~----2-8--~~0~ 
---I ----.-----
ft--___ R_F:V_I S_-~-B-E-E--f --U-P--&-/QR---R-E-OE-S-I-GN--F-L-I-GH-T -C-ON--T-RO-L-S--itI----+-3-G-O-"*l-_-lQ.-O-2"'-'.'-"~~1------._---i 
FOR HIGHER GROSS WEIGHTS INERTIAS", ETC. --t- ______ _ 
f---.---------------------.----+--. .....-.. ---t-.-----
___ EM_P_L~: __ F_L_Y-_B_Y_-_W_IR_E _________ ---=2-*':.--__ 1_30 _ir~~0~~9: __ ~ _____ -=-~ 
______ ~~lj\J_D O_F_F ______________ . _____ ._-1t_ ..... J __ + __ ~-+.h9_Z ,-Q~ ___ . ______ . t 
-- -_. --- • w 1._ _ .. - ".... . ~- - ... _ .-.. ..._.1.-
MODEL 101-+1-13S-2R FLIGHT CQ\lTROLS WEIGHT - !' 530; 266.0' ! -----NO-C-t-Wl--'G·-E------------------t-~~o-~~-:u ~ ~- --. -~~-- -~ t 
~.--.---------------------_-.----_ !t ___ .~~_=:-~:.~--_q-_-_._-_~~~: 
_ J'19DEL l041-1.3S- 2A fLIGHT CONTROLS HEIGHT ..it. ??_O ___ ~_266!~~__ _ ____ J 
~·~~N-O--~---G-E~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~---_ ~~ __ -_.~_~-_~_-_ .. --__ -_-_-_~-----·-·------i 
--------------------------~ --t - - ~.-------- 1 
r-==-=--r~:O=D~E~·L~-=1~O~;;~i~=1~3~5=-=2~B:==FL=I=G=HT==~C=ON=T=R=O=L=S==vrc=c=IGH~T~·==-========~h==-7.--~5~3~O~-=-~·I~-~2~6~G-.-767.~. ~-.~.~ ..~--=~=-~-. - i 
r.· ="-"'---------.--_-_ ..... _.~__ '-11 -·-----t----- --i----· --------··i 
'"""!-~-------~·-----l- ... __ ... -_ .. c I: Ii , 
----------------------r.---.----~-.-.---.-.j"--.-.-------' t 
" II I f 
-----·---------t'r-'- .-- .f- ----.,-.. ----- .•• - -. -. I 
1-------------------- +-------~-----r--------·---· '! 
1
·-----· 3- --'r--.----t- -.------. ! 
I ----+---.--~-.--------. -"1 
___ . __ ~ ____ . ___ ... ________ .• _ J 
It ;!: t 
_-" - ________ .L_ ••• ___ -,-___ • __ • ___ •• _ .. __ ! 
I ' ~: I : 
.. _____ 1'-----------11--- --_,. ... -- -------- -. 
II :! i I 
.,.,.-----.1j----r-----..... --.-.. "1 
~--.-------!--_--l~_-_-l---------·-t !i . i 
. _____ ..1!. ___ .....J.....--_______ • _____ _ 
______ ..lL_· _____ ~----L----.---- -_ .. -1 
11 !i 'I' l li-------:.--·· ------ I 
.-~-------i------ -----0------ _.- i -~~. ~-- JI -----i 
ORJGJ'P.TA7f'l D --- ---1·-----·t---~ 1---'---1 
--OF POO~-f-'l~-mG:::tf-:F.E.,...-,,·1S.,..,.... ----- "----~ . ·------·---1 
.. - R-QuALll'YJ ---r----i--·--t----------- -i 
--------,--.-------- . .~.-. "~'--_1--------'- ... , ~ . -f----t--·-+ ---'-,-·--···-1 E
l
--·------------' --"-·----t-----~-------· .. --~ 
-~----------·------245- -·-!l---i-------r----- --- -t ~- ---~~--,_~ _____ .,_' ..... _ftl~_._ ........ .._ _ _1~, _ .... .J _____ l.-. .. _.~_. _.-._M" . 
I 
...... 
'1It1t .. ~rD IIY _______ _ 
aOf!ING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
'II.C;l: __________ _ 
(HEC!(trD IY _______ _ IUP'OIU HO _______ _ 
DAn: __ --=1,..::..°/:..;:7...019:.--. ____ _ IfOOItL __ 10_4_1~-_1-35 ____ _ 
INSTRUMENTS Wt:IG~'1' I . ",0"'0'''' . AlII:I I );IOIA£HT 
l-BA-S..:..I-C-T---3-9-A-r-N-S-TR-LME--NT-S-W-E-IG-H-T---------+--1-6-6~1 197.9 I 
i-__ R.....:~=_=LAD=_VE=D:::.;.~.:...E..:..~;.;U~::.:I~=_f>N-'-'TAN:...:.TI"""':.o..Y_IN_S_T_R_UMEN _ T_S_T_O_A_FT _ B_OD_Y _ . "'_-__ 7_-< .. ,_-_2~3~5',_-1~r-'--·----l 
REJVOVE N,lWIGATOR STATIo\! INSTRLMENTS 
REMoVE SEXTANT & CASE Cs TOWED)' - 13 II 196. ° I . 
- 25 iI 271.0! __ .~1 I 1-1 I I -i 
t--__ fl!J_D_~.AN INSTRUMENTS --------------~t,_ + 6~ ___ ~~.1.00:-f0 .J 
il Ii i ; 
I, i 
ADD DRIVE SYSTEM INSTRWE-NT.:--S----.-----------.,..-+--36--1-20O:Oi---~---"' 
1I----p.J)-D-AD-D-I-T-I <l'lA--L-IN-S--T-R-l..Jf'1E-N-T-S·-F-O-R-Y-:'"/S-T-O-L-F-L-r-G-HT---!t
1
-+--30--+;-12 3.0 i ---_. 
MONITORING - II ,--
I
II, _ !l --7=~-'--=--'-'1 
1I--__ R_OO_N_D_~_F _____________ . ___ ~.~. __ ,_1 __ ~~~~-_-_~-1 
t=MOD==E=L=lO=4=1=-=13=S=-=2R=I=N=ST=R=UMEN==T=WE=IG=H=T=========1ilr-!-::O;-=2=4=0==i:l-180-: 8 : - p - - - _ •• ; 
- •. 'r ... 
II 11-
.I 
!' ___ ADD_,_.3_RD_EN_G_IN_E_I_N_ST_'R_··LM_EN_T_S_--_-~~~_,,_._-_". ___ ~,. + '3"0 '. f-13~~~~----.-.--.! :J:'; ~t. ... --. ,-. I 
I 
{-.-----~-
I : 
--
'--_ .. ,.---- -- .... _ .. _- -----
-
-~----- -~:-------! .-... ----
. 
I .j • 
-
r---t-----· -- -
~-~---- .. "--
.,"3 _. 
- ---
- ~--1 
I ~I --. I 
--
I I 
.~ I '1--. I -.. .. _ ... " L--___ , 
-., J' I I 
------" 
" 
.I 
-.. 
'ItEP'AREO 'lIy----____ _ 
CHECKED By ________ _ 
10/76 OAT£ _______________ __ 
BOEING AIRPLANI! COMPANY 
REf'Ol'!T "0---
IfOOEL 1041-135 
~------------------------------------------------~------~----------------·---I 
HYDRAULICS . W[ICOHT ___ H,?R1ZOIHAL ,I 
~ ________________________________________________ ~ ______ ~~_AIt_W __ ~I ____ W_O_~E_H_T ___ j 
~B~A~S~I~C_T~-~3~9A~H~Y~D~RA~U~L~I~CS~WE~IGIT~ ___________________ ~~1~4~5 __ ~~34~1.~.~3~1 _______ _ 
REMOVE EXISTING HYDRAULICS SYSTEM - 145 1341.31 r----
~----AD--D-N-EW--D-E-S-IGN---H-YD-RA--U-L-IC--S-YS-T-BM---C3-0-0-0-P-S-I--)------~+-2-2-0---ft--35-5-.-0~1 j-----"i 
~MO~D~E~L~10~14~1=-~1~3~5-~2~R~HY~D~RA~U~L~IC~W~E~IG~H~T~==============~I==~2~20~-==~1=3~5~5~:~O~,r-~==~'~ 
.t.. .. - - '- ~ ~ x • ~ ~-~~~t~~E~--------------~I~,-~o~~i~I---~i---~--., 
;.------------,-------,--- -·--'------1·+-1 ----tt----,..---- ----- -, < 
I ;! ~ 
,. 220 ;: 355.0 I 
!i-"'''=';=O-=--::''' -===-:-""'-=:.:..-='-=' =---==--=., - .- - - - - .. - .;;- ... _-_.;' - - .~ 
---+It-~ -o-t-=----I----- ----,,' ; 
----------------------------!,f'-, ----- " ,--- -- - ' -; 
-
MODEL 10Ltl-135-26 HYDRAULIC WEIGHT 
" it -------------------------------·------~i ---<.-----." .---- - -, 
---- .--------------------,-----r--i ~~--~ -- .. --.-- -
.---------------.-------,------ Ii :: i' ---, --.. ----
-----.-.------------,-------.---------l.------.---.. -- - ,_.- '-, . 
!, Ii 0-- - - 'I - ! 
----~i' _~---.- ... ~- . __ ."_~ .. ___ i 
I!" i 
----------r------
--- .---------- '----~---·-j~I-- --t ; ~------ - I 
----------- . ----,----: --.--------:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~_ -__ ~~_"--__ -_ -~------1:__ -t---[- --...-j 1-____ _ _____ 1 ___ -----~- -- .--- L .-------, j 
=--------~-=--=--=-------------- ---~=--'----·--=-==~=~:::::==t:~~::: .~~ F~=:'" ~:::~~--.:.-=:: . ; ~---n T--------i f---------------------!~-- r ,------ i 
I-----~:~~j 
i &-------------------------H-------l\---4- ----- -_ ... --
I--------·------------------tl---·--~f_---- ------., ---, [ 
--------------------------!t-----..... l----t-----,- -, .,' 
I 
1 
---------------~~~--~-~---·-r~-~--~-I 
.1--' --r~~~ ___ _=_' .. ! 
Ei -----H------.*"i!_--+.J ___________ ... I 
~ ------------------------_._---- ~----+---.- . ,-
1:1: ______ • ________ .__________________ ~ _______ I ... , __ .. _ 
247 t I 
a-.. ___ ' .......... - ...... ____ -.._ ...... ib___ ........ "'",...",..,..~",a.:r_O\AoI ... _~.'~.3,I .. ~~.,.~., _____ ~._ .._____ ... __ .• 
/ 
fRf:P'l.RED eY _______ _ 
BO!:ING AIRPLAN%: COMPANY 
'AG[ ___ ........ ______ _ 
CHECKED rry ________ _ I'IEI'OIU NO _____ _ 
IiAT£: ___ A.!lOJ..J.I..J.7.J.1fi _____ _ - 1041-135 IjODEL ________ _ 
...... -. 
HORllON r.\L ELECTRICAL . WEIGHT I AIIW MOMOIT 
BASIC T-39A ELECTRICAL WEIGHT 924 262~b---' ._._-
-'-"-REW)VE PASSENGER CCMPARTMENT LIGHT!.~ SY.?.I~ - 20 175.0 . 
I 
'---r------
REDESIGN THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR (2;-'20 -k.YA .--t.-
-=1=-GENERATORS AND A SMALL BATTERY - ._---- .. -"'-------. REDUCE POWER SUPPLY WEIGHT 
1 j 
f 
,- , (-80 LB/APL) ! ! ..... _---_ .... _--
---------
. REDUCE PCJr.ER COfWERS ION WE I GHT J! ; ._._----
------
-
-(-60 U3/APL)- I ~;_ .. __ J _ . _______ J ____ • ______ • __________ . ____ . _______ . _____ 
£' 
~. 
fP,£nR[O flY ________ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
CHECHD BY ________ _ 
OATE _______ l_O_I_7_6 ______ __ 
--- NO -CHANGE---------·---------- -------+--~--II -t-------! 
t----·--·----------------------------·1i-----ll - r------ -- J 
MODEL 1641-135-2B tNla--JICS WEIGHT Ii 2 ~j' 9 7 ~ 5: -. -_. - i 1=====================-'::,:-::..::-=====;-~.-==:::;- -- ,- -.---.. ---'-'---" .--
----------------------------+ol!.-.---'-· .-j~ ______ l - -.- ..... -
----~ _____ -_-----.+=~-~r---=-+-~~-==~ ~ __ : 
-------.---- -----_.---- . t=: ~~--l.----~--- - 1 
I 'I! ; 
---- -----------.----.-- ------------. -, :---'--~--'----f'-'-' - -" - ! 
ii-------- -,.--- . -. -t-- -.. 
-----------------------------4------£ ---. --, ---- .. -- --.. -.. 
---______ ._. ________ -_,--__________ L _______ £ _____ .l . - --- .. -- --
Ii I : 
.... ----------- --------, 
---------.. ---------------- --~r -r--.-",------.---
! ~--L--T-'---': 
------~-- t---~~~ t 
t------------------_-_,-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -------!t-----t--~-! - ~_=~=~ -:.~_ j 
~ -----.-_______ -__ -=--=--=--_-_-_-_==_-. _______ -----~~------i-rf-!_---_ ---1J.--- ._--- -_ : 
1------ .. -----.. -.... ---------------------------- 1-----·-]---- ,"------- . : 
---.. ---.----'---------------------+1------r.---'-1------- n .. i 
----- ---+----+-------~) 
- ~ -1--1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS ·--~~~;~~~~--I~ ~---- .. -~l·.· 
. LI1:i1 .. 'DAAn .nTT ............... ----~~n~~~~~.~v~"v~4~H~W~~~~_~~~rr---------------------~-----t--- - ~ --I 
!---=.t-~ ----- _-"l I 1 
-------.. -----------------------II-------.fL.· ---1----- ---, 
------------- I 1! ~---- ------j 
(j ----------------------------_._-- --~--:~·---·-t .. ------· :1 1----·1'----- --.. ---- ! ~ 
---------J+-.---~-.. '1-----1" ... ----"- . .. ( 
------.. --.-------.--.-- ----- ---'-249--" -'---1----'-y--' ,_ .. -.. ----.-
~'~'~~' .• ~-.~ .... ..,.. .. ,...'oI_W'!o:I' ..... ""'_ ............... ""'"".j,~'" &'L ' .. ~ ............ , ...... t".~ t ............ , ... ,.""'.1 -oJ .1o ... ,....,.-...,..,.-"'.: ......... -~i'-~t.II~ _,r..,.". ... tv" p -...- •• _ ... 
['; -.-' ---.-.-._-------.. --_._----
O! 
,/ 
fRErUEO ISY _______ _ 
BOEING AIRFtLANE C':)MPANY 
,.I.C[ ___________ _ 
CHECKEO DY ________ _ ~EI'O~T 1(0 __ . __________ _ 
DATE ____ l_0_1_76 ____ _ IIODEl _-...:..10.::...4.:.:1-13 5 
--
.. .... _ .. ., 
Ho~'zornAL 
FURNISHINGS W[I~HT i .lIt'" ~O"'Etn 
BASIC T-39A FURNISHINGS WEIGHT 877 \ I 202.3 , 
i-~r- ~ 
--182 I 192.9 I REMOVE EXISTING SEATS -
---
t 
--I 
_. __ 00-._-----
ADD (2) SIllS EJECTION SYSTE."1S + 260 f 128.0 J >--------l_ ._._ J._ .. _____ 
REt1JVE EXISTING OXYGEN INSTALLATICN - 74 ,\ 140.0 : 
- f. -~- .~ 
II ~ 
I , 
ADD A SMALL CAPACITY ( 5 LITERS) °LSYSTEM + 37 II 140.0~ f 
! r---- -r---' ----. I 
.... __ .. ____ •• ____ • ___ a ___ • 
-t4-_ -_ ..... -- . ~- _ ...... _--
.--il------~ __ J .. -----
o " '- I '---·--~-----ll'--·-l----~: ~ 
-------,---------------NO CHANGE 
1------ ,------'----------------"---------l~1 -----il---'---1-'---'--"- j 
1.
'----- ±t----~-=lf==·~j--··--·--·:! 
" ----i'---·-··,!-- --------_. '} 
"_ .. ___ •. _ ,I I f 
.. Ii ' I! r---'---;-------- "r e ~-------, . . ~~ I ---+L- _____ l. .------.-._ .. 
~;~ .... -."';;--"-.-.--- ·--------------·--·--1---·--i~---· -1--"---' 
IT .• "'.-.. ~.- •• _---- < 250 -··-----··--r'--~---- ii-·-···-r'· ~ .. 
r~!lIf _it .~ ~~ ___ t7~t.~"m:Io-.c.. ____ ; ... ,~~~..,-.." .... .t .... ., .......... ~.,.!. ..... ~ ____ ~.~.~~.'t ..... _>~_ ..... 
, 
" 
Jf' 
I 
• 
:( 
'. 
( 
-.....i ..... 
fllE'AREO fly _______ _ 
BOEING AIRPLANE COMPANY 
,.AGr _______ _ 
CHEC~EO &y ________ _ RErolllT HO ___ _ 
DI,TC 10/76 
AIR CONDITIONING WIiGHt 
HORIIOIiTAl I 
All.. I lo(OIoIEIIT--
I I "'l 
BAS I C T - 39A A I R COND I TI Ct:J_I NG._\:J=E,",-I G=H-'-'T _______ --tt-_.::..27'-"9"--~I-1.5l-. 2-r ! I . • 
----------------------------li-I -----Tt-.-- i ----I 
FOR EXISTING PASSENGER COMPAAl1-_1EN_T __ . ___ -i+-_---'-.4_7_-+-I! _1_8_2..:8 __ f 
I ; 
REMJVE AIR-CoNDITIONING & PRES.s.\JRIZ6IION SYSTEM F--' -I 
z.---"------------------·------tl------i'II~·- I ._---\ 
__ .'-ADD'-'-'-_~LPMEN_r:_~Q:?.hlliG PROVJ .. SJ.(~~§._£OR ELlGHT 11:
1
: 100 M-.. ___ ..1._. ___ . __ ; 
TEST EQUIPMENT I: 53.0 1 
--------''-------------------*----=-.;;.......----.._._ .. _---_. __ ... , 
---R-O-W-D-O-FF------------.. ·-------tr----:2--iILio6. a 1- ----- -. : 
- .. -----.-.----.-.----------.---...:....----..... !----<I-. - '---'J---" .. , 
· MODEL 1041-135-2R AIR CONDITIONING WEIGHT - Y '330 206.2 . 
--_ .. _,_.-_ .. -,.-- -_.--- . 
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